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This,report 4; fifth volume in a series of Institute for the Future
studieS.,ofcomp ter ;cOnferencing,'usin4 the FORUM /PLANET system. The other
reports in series are:

w
Group, omnip,4cationThrough Computers, .

4

t-- :

a

Volume 1:. Design and Use of the-FORUM System,. Jacques Vallee, Hubert
Lipinski, and Richard H. Miller, Report R -.32, July 1974:

Ar..
,

. . ,. .

,...

This report describes the technical designd structure of the FORUM
computer conferencing system, as well aS,prOliminary experience with.
the syStem.

a., f
2 .

Efncts-r-crac RObert-JOhansen;:
Robert H. Randolph, Consultant; and Arthu Hastings, Consultant;
Report%R-33; November 1974.

This report describes the 'Institute's approach to social evaluation of
computer conferencing, as well as preliminary results from these
evaauations.

Volume 3: Pragmatics and Dynandcs; Jacques Vallee; Robert Johanseri;-.
Huber4 Lipinski; Kathleen Spangler; Thaddeus Wilson; and Andrew Hardy,

". Consultant; Reert R-35; October 1975. 0

A .

Volume 3 is a nal' report on' 28 FORUM conferences held on the.ARPA."--4) .

, computer network Five styles of computer conferencing are identified,.
hnd 30 'propositi, s" about findings to date are presghted. A bibli-

, ography of about 150 items is included. o

Volume 4: Social, Managerial, and. Economic Issues, Jacques-Vallee,
Robert Johansen, Hubert Lipinski, Kathleen, Spangler, and Thaddeds.
Wilson, Report R-40, January 1478.

.

Basic information about costs and organizational issues involved 'in
the use of computer conferencing-over a two -year periiidISinbluded
jn this-report. Lidited social evaluations are combined with detailed
presentation' of usage statistics.

J
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6
GROUP. COMMUNICATION THROUGH COMPUTERS

Volume 5: Effects on Working Patterns

SUMMARY

4t.

Preliminary studies have suggested the potential of computer confer-
encing for improving the productivity of scientists. For example, computer
conferencing might facilitate the research process by reducing delays .in in- -11'
formation exchange,' providing precise records of interaction, coordinating
the roles of remotely located participants in technical projects, and'gen-
gaily improving the ability to deal with large amounts of information. The
goal of this project was to carry out a long-term study ofoomputer confer-
encing in a field setting.

The report summarized here was funded by a grant from the Research
Applied to National Needs Division.(RANN) of the National Science Obuhdation
to explore the measurable or potential effects of computer conference usago
on the productivity of energy research groups. Energy researchers were
selected as an appropriate participant group for the study, baseZIon the
timeliness of their work ancIthe high level of their communication needs.

. . Fourteen groups of scientist's participated; ranging in size from 6 to 32 '

members. Their usage of computer confetencing was tracked for a period of
About 15.montios.
40

Chapter I summarizes relevant' literature on research,productivity, de-
velops an approach to measuring research productivity by tracking changes

. in working patterns, and explains the,general research design. The review
Of research productivity literature prOduCed a list of productivity-related
"working pattern" variables which focused on the process of communication
in the research environment. By working pattern's, we mean the basic struc-
ture of when, where, How, and with whom researchers work._

Questionnaires, usage tics; conference transcripts, and inter-
. views were used in a multipl- ures research design to gather data on
working pattern changes. For le, data were collected on.the frequency

With_which_respart-hexs_communicated-with-colleagues-throughout-th-conniry
and the world, how often they worked at home or reside office hours, and
'how often they used "various media to communicate with distant colleagues.,.
By asking show a researcher altered his or her work patterns diminciFFLANET
usage, we encourage readers of this report to judge whether those particular
variableitare relevlint,to productivity in their own environment.
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USAGE STYLES. _

.

These field'tests show that usage sf computer conferenCing varies among'
different groups who use it. Study participalits used computer conferencfhg
for abroad range of tasks including investigating computer network.rt7 '
Sources, sharing data bases, and scheduling usage offthe Communications
.Technology Satellite (CTS). Chapter II identifies three major styles of
usage which groupseadqpted: the.exchange,.the community, and the seminar.
These were revisions of styles previouSly identified by Ihstitufe research"1,,

The exchange groups were characterized by a high need to communi-
cate, participated at constant ratea,'ind had few social exchanges.
The NASA group, for example, used computer,coreeiencing.to coordi,-

*. nate the activities of all ,experimenters using the. CTS satellite.
Over a usage period.of nearly two years, 20 participants 'checked
into their conference at least once every two w rkol'ilays.

The community designgtion arose from 4roups ,such as the Interlab -.
oratory Working Group fbr Data Exchange,(IWGDE), in which
pants developed greater tohtsiveness and interpersonal.sharihTthan
in exchange conference. IWGDE researchers used computer confer,
encing to work together developing data resources needed for spe-
cific energy dilemmas.A
Seminar style conferences, like the NetriorkInvestigators.Paneir
addressed a spedific topic in an intense way for a limtted period.
These researchers joint-authored a report on computer network re
sources after participating in a community style conference. for 4

0 year-

Characterizing individual styles of usage was more difficult, though
a few generalizations did emerge. Soine individuals, fdr example' checked
into the conference regularly, yet seldom contributed; some felt self-
conscious about their presentation; and Some contributed primarily in the
privat6 mode.

EFFECTS ON WORKING PATTERNS.

Four aspects of working patteins.which could be affected by computer
conferencing are delineated in Chapter III: with whorl peqpile'work, when
they work, where theywork, and how.they work.

With whom popple worML-Olputer conferencing increased the reported
freqUency of communication with distantly located researchers and
those within other disciplines. These findings raise' the possibil-
ity of more geographically separated working groups. However, they
could also lead to information overload among computer conferenCe
particiPants.
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When people; k--We found few measurable effects of computerrcon-."ferencing. Many participants tended to wOrk.outside of office nqurs. . .

before the prOjezt, and they continued ..t8 do so while using PLANET.VIhile one .can' 4E111 argue that coraputer oonfetencing. could pioviee
more flexibility in V.,oiking hours, there is no quantitative data.
from, this Study to '.Stipport such an argUment.

"'.Where people work--We fOuni a- number of instances. where computes-conferenbing added flexibility tc) where ,people work;,- though therewere few statistically valid effecti: In one 'example, a researcher .who was hospitalized was able to part.icipate; "the comptilter confer-
. ence before she could return to the office ... ,

Ilow.People workStudy partichthants,rated.compUter conterencingrmoreproductive in some instances than mail or telephone. We aldOfoundthat acce;s to computer conferencing does not necessarily decreaseA travel; suggesting that the relationship _of commtinication to travelis complex.

StAyresultd" showed that overall reported satisfaction with groupcommunication increased during computerlconfeAnce lisage. Also; a variety. ofwere successfully tindeitakervdtiring itie"field tests& including joint.ship at a distance, information exchange, data sharing, ,interfacingother compute? resources and schedu1.iig, planning, and following upface-to-fade Meetings'. .,. . .

. alb

GUIDELINES FOR COMPUTER CONFERENCE USAGE ..
.

,Chapter IV documents factors aifecting*the success or .failuioe of a com-puter conkezenoe and Afers pragmatic guideline-s- to assist 'future Confer-.e nce organizers. Guidelines are arranged in three sections: (1) Prerequi-sites ,for choosing when and when not to use computer conferencing, suctr'astfie impoetance 'of'a perdeived need to communicate;., easy access to, terminals;adequate introduction to, the concept and techniques of Computer conkerenc- 44ing; qpenness to 'typing; minimum slumber of cOnflicting needs or demandlik.on participants; and a facilitator within 'organizations adopting computerconferencing. (2) Tbols avoidable to aid the_work_of__a_:computor-conferenceorganizer; Some are external to die ,medium (e.g., telephone calls for....clearing up problems, mail for draft reports, face-to7face for' follow-up.discussion;) . Otherd, inherit in the medium, include potentials for gyn-chronous conferending and private messages and use of on -line_ questionnairesor voting. At a more subtle level, we discuss. group-proeess decisions anorganizer must be willing to make during:the life of a conference. (3) Thingswhich could go wrong even if all the prerequisites are met a'nd the organizer 5-does 'a conscientious and effective job. These include: fru"tration overlack of interpersonal feedback, irregular participatioh, too much structuretoo soon, and problem& deciding when to end, the conference.

,

11.
r.
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ROLICY.IMPtICATIONS

Policy issues arise primarily from the unique options-computer conger=
encing provided in structuring.tomtunications activity. Chapter V disousses

both regulatory and drgan4ational policy issues which are suggested blr..the'
results of this project_ the effects of computer conferencingon

'Working patterns and productivity' are so uncertain, it is difficult to fore-
cast pdlicY issues : .Nonetheless, some significant policy implications of
using computer conferencing with research gmups did emerge, including

Computer conferencing does not fit current national or international
regulatory categories, suggesiing further controversy regarding
which services, should be regulated and how.

.Contrary. , to initial expectations for computer conferencing, there
.

was little to suggest that this medium will necessarily.encburage
either organizational aecentralization or broadened ,participation
in decision-making.

While computer conferencingbpises the possibility :;of :ne, super -,

visdry procedures, it aisols a potential for violatiSU of privady
through misuse of typeWrifttan transcripts and usag statistics .

;

The, structure of research administrative structures maybe chal-
,

lenged by interorganizational communicatioll provided by computer'
conferencing; so far, however,.,. it has served primarily to strengthen

existing organizations. Funding, questions may limit the use of com-
puter conferencing and centralize decisions about who is allowed
access to conference discussions. .

While computer conferencing rarely-subStiftuteg.for travelu'it-com-
petes favorably with some current.usSs of mail and telephone.



INTROMICTION

Preliminary assessments of computer conferencing have suggested its

potential for improving the productiliity of scientists. 'Earlywork, in-

.cluding that reported in previous volumes in this series,* points to the

effects of providing scientists with regular access, to the new medium. It
-

has-been found, for example, that computer conferencing can facilitate the

,'research process b.yreducing delays in information exchange, providing pre--:.

cise records of interaction, coordinating the roles of rertkly-located

participapts in technical projects;Band generally improving the ability to

deal.with large, amounts of information. While this work suggests that

computer conferencing could assis

detailed'studies of its ,long-te

was to carry out such a study'in.ffield.Setting;

This, project was funded by the Research Applied to National Needs

Division of the National Science Foundation. .Energy researchers were

in raising research productivity, no

ffeots have been performed. Our goal

*Group Communication Through Computers, including Volume 1: Design
T Use'of the FORUM System,. Jacques Vallee, Hut Lipinski, anff,Richard H.
.-Milleri Report-32, July 1974;, Volume 2:. A. Stud of Social Effects; Jacques

Vallee; Robert Johansen; Robekeft. Randolph, Consultant; and Arthur C. t
Hastings, Consultant; Report R-33, November 1914;.Volume.3: Pragmatics and
'Dynamics; JaatUes Vallee; Robert Johansen; Hubert. Lipinski;Kathleen
Spangler; Thaddeus ;Wilson; and Andrew Hardy, Consultant; Report R-35;
octaber 1975; and Volume 4: Social, Managerial, and Ecmlondc Issues, Jacques.
Vallee, Robert Joh3nsen, Huh9rt Lipinski, Kathleen Spangler, and Thaddeus
Wilson, Report R-40, January 1978.

**These specific effects are reported for teaMs*ofgeologists using comi-
puterconferencingiby Jacques Vallee and Gerald Askevold, "Geologic Applica-
tions of Network Conferencini: CurrentExperiments with the'FORUM,SyStem,"
in Peter Lykos, ed., Computer NetwOrking and'Chetistrye American chemical
Society, ,Washington,.DC, 1975, pp. 53-66 Other,.similar effects are sUg-
gested in articles by Murray.Turoff and his-colleagues. See, for instance,
Murray Turaff, "The Future ofComputer Conferencing," The. Futurist, vol. 9;
no. 4, August 1975.



sele4e4 as an appropriate participant group fOr the study, based on the

timeliness of their work and.the high level of their communication needs.

In fermUlating our approach, we'SoUght to get as close as posiible

'measures of.research productivity.. the central question became;. What

effects does (or could).computer conference usage have on'the productivity_

og. energy research groups?

the whole concept of research" prpductivity is littered with uncer
.

tainty, and we knew we were unlikely to make' any, breakthroughs in the field

of productivity measurement. Nevertheless, we believed the:question of

effects of new communications media on productivity needeitto be addressed

and, therefore, sought to identify possible impacts of the introdUction of

computer conferencing into the energy research environment.

Typically, previous approaChihrto productivity measurement have relied

upon "end, products." Great controversy exists over the validity of such

approaches, and from-the outset we sought to concentrate more on the process

of research communication than the outcome. Outcome measures are simply.

too, uncertain and often inacces inla research project such, as we were

proposing. Furthermore, they most likely are threatening to study.partici-

pants. (We did not want the field 'test participants'to see us as evalua-
-*

tors of their performance. If this had happened, we almost certainly would

not have been able to complete the project.) We chose, then, to examine

effects of computer conferencing on,the procelip of group research, focusing_

particularly on those aspects which seem related to productivity'.

In designing the study, we selected various working pattern variables,

such as when people work and where they work, to serve as "proxies-" for

research productivity. Our filtings are phrased in terms of the effects of

computer conferencing on these variables. 'In utilizing the study's results,.

readers must. judge which working pattern variables are most related to

productivity in their own environments.

'In addition clarifying our approach to the exam#ation of research

:productivity in this study, it is important to address the-issue of how

"computer:conferencing" is to be defined. The term is an unfortunate one,

.sinc he compu er is, ideally, an invisible part of the median. AlSo, the
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word-"conference" too narrowly describes the range of communication which:is

pOSsible.

Computer conferencing, as /we define it, refers to small-group common=

cation facilitated by a computer .It is distinguished from Other computer'.

Services,-such as information.retrieval systems, journal systems, cor'txt

editors. Pass:), it refers to group communication, rather t8an the person-

to-person capability provided by. computer mail or messaging systems.*

The Institute fot the FutUre designed two computer conferencing systems,
. ,

FORUM and'PLA14ET,** inan attempt to provide a simple structure for print-

based group communication requiring no computer expertise. They were

intended as a research,probe,, makingrpotiale a series of field teits_with

actual user groups...

In the five years since our work with FORUM began, discussions of

computer conferencing-have gradually increased in number. -Murray Turoff's

work' th,'Office Oitmergencl'Preparedness drew considerable attention

and dehonstrated a practical utility for ComPuterconferencing=like

1
.

`',...0- *The _distinctions BetWeen computer mail and computer conferencing are
drawn more clearly in .Jacques Vallee; The Outlook for Computer Conferencing
on ARPANET and-PLATO, gpepared fox-the Society for General Systems Resegrch
meetings, February 1977 (d'Ailable from the Institute f9r the Future).'In
this article, Vallee 14ts 10 charaCteriStics which are basic to computer
conferencing but typi.callypot fou_ -n computer mail systems. Included
in; this liSt are characteristics, uch as smooth adaptation from synchronRus.
mode (more than Tie per$on ptesent simultaneously) to asynchronous mode, ''''
possibility for expiansionand replication of discussion structures, and
ability to-obtain status information on other participants. There. are,

4 however, frequenttpdints'of overlap between computer conferencing andcom-
puter mail, and these-seem likely,to increase in the future.

.

**PLANET is simply an optimized version of the FORUM program,, developed
at ,the' Institute for use on commercial computer networks. The dependability
of these'networks proved necessary in order to perform the type of field
testing described in this report. The documentation for FORUM, described
in Volume 1 of thi$ series, is still accurate and can Be used as a referent.
For.bexamples Of the PLANET system as it appears to'a user; see Jacques .

vaftee and Thddeus Wilson, Computer-Based Communication in Support of Sci-
entific and Technical Work, prepared .for the National Aeronautics and Spade
Administration, March 1976. 0 k

/
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serliice Other work atthe,University of Illinois, the University. of

thwestern. University, Bell Canada, and theDepartment
, f..

medicAl Use of Mrugs in the Canadian government** continued to explore the

for. this kind Of. communication medium.
I

There ate differences of opinion, however, over what comprises.."compUtei.40,w,
.

conferencing." 'In the New Jersey Institute of Technology system,.for,in-
r

Stance; cothijuter4e4 conferencing is combined with other computer resources,

such.as a jour system, a text editor, and even a kind of Managemant
, -

forMation sys ** while such a system provides more computer power,.it
.

does so at th 4 eXpense'bf the simplicity of opetation we felt was necessary

for an initial exploraticm.of the utility of small grOup comiunication.through

oomputers. PLANET.is a simple system which enables social scientists to
A

ekplore the potentials of'computer'cOnferencing without requiring that they

.control for the etifects of perW)401,elements involved in mbre complex

copruter:serltices. Our approachAjas been to base our assessments of compu-

ter conferencing on this basic" system for group communication through .

,computers:

This study is,; to our knowledge,'the most detailed social Assessment?

yet .accomplished of the use of computer conferenqing. It represehtS the

Institute's final study of ilie.FORUM/PLANET system and,-in exploring the

system's effects on research-productivity,addresses a topic frequently

raised. The project itself covered a two-year. period, of which about 15

months were actually available for field testing. While it provides no easy

*See Murray 11.iroff, "Delphi Conferencing: Computer-Based Conferencing
with Anonymity," Technological Forecasting and Social Change, no.. 2; 19727
see also "'Partyline' and 'Discussion' Computerized Conferencing Systems,".
Proceedings of the International Conference on 'Computer Communicatiobs,.
Washington, DC, 1972.

**More detailed references to this work and findings to date can be
found in Robert Johansen, Jacques Vallee, and Kathleen Spangler, Elect}onic
'Meetings, Reading;-MA: Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., 1978; or. Robert
Johansen, "s64A-praluation of Teleconferencing," Teledommunications Policy,
vol. 1, no. 5, 66cember 1977, jpp.-195:419. Basic direct references are
proyided in the bibliography, of this report..

***This new.sysem is called.the\Electronic Information Exchange System
(EIES). A Ieneral description of the system is contained in Murray Turoff
and Roxanne Hiltz, "Meeting ThrOugh Your Computer," IEEE Spectrum, May 1977,:
pp. 58-64.
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answers to the compli atcciquestions surroundipg
/
asearch productivity,

... .

,

does offer insight in tpemeaSurable and potePtialeffects of introduc-

ing computer conferam .;hg into1research envir ents such as those involved
/in 'this study.,

.- .

. .

I:
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I. COMMUNICATIONS AND RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY:

P

FOCUS ON WORKING PATTERNS

:

This :chapter begins with a summary of the relevintliterature on-re-

.search'productiyity, develops in appr.ach to measurement of research pro-

uctivity based on., the "proxy" of ng patterns, and explains oui gen-

eral approach to thi4project.* While the literature on research produc-

tivity provided only limited guidance, a review of this material was part

of the first phase of our project and did have a direct influence on the

research design whichmas eventually iollowed; Our search was forl.itera-

tUre which identified variableyelated to both communications and research

productivity. An obvious beginning was to approach to
. .

the elusive concept Of "productivity." z:

DEFINITIONS.OF_RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY

Studies of productivity in scientific research have typically used

measures ofsuCcess which'aie associated with academia. 'Judges

hive been .asked, for instance, to evaluate individual scientists according'

to their "contribution to general technicalor scientific knlwledge. in the

field" and their "overall usefulness in helping the orgaraxationcarrY out

its responsibilities" (Pelt and Andrews, 1966). ihe extent to which a
.

scientist has "increased knowledge in his field through lines of research

which were useful and new" has also been examined (Andrews and Farris,

1972). Data have been'collected on patents and patent applications,

published papers, and book , as well as, unpublished technical manuscripts,

reports, and formal taLksscp4x and Andrewsc71966). 16

J-

*This chapter includeitrevisiOns of a paper completed iearly n this::
project, immediately aft the literature .review phase. See Robert Jbhansen
and Jacques Vallee, impact of a Computer-BaSed Communications $etwork on
the Working Patterns of Researchers, Institute fOr the Future, Paper P-46,
presented at the American Sociological AssociationAnnUal Meeting, 1976.
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Moving away from purely academic btandardse Lawler, Hall, and Oltham

(.19745 have e(defined overall performance by a.corposIte of such facto's at'

"net change in research and dT)elopment budget durt6 the last year" anal
,"percentage ofrprojects meeting time schedule,,. *

Unfortunately such measures of productivity, while clearly muitidi-:

mensional,are not necessarily coTprehensive, and there is no- dlifying

framework within which the findings of these various approaches can be

reconciled. In the extreme, "effiadency expert's approaches which seek t
_.

.

quantify all aspects of scientific., roductivity are.vulnerable to what
/

Alfred North. Whitehead Balled the "Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness."**

Furthermore, any attempt to understand the impact of a slew mmunications

medium musk compare performance measures for alteimative organ tional'and'

communications characteristics: Such-direct comparisons are indeed rare.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS WITH SMALL GROUPS

'..- 4fl .
A
,

logical beginning point in a search for information relevant to the

problem of communications medig and productivity is the literetureLof small

group research. Overview books on group productivitl, and performance are

now available, and Davis (1969) and Steiner (1972) arb'particularly good .

introductions. However,' these gener4 sources quickly dispel any hope for
. .

a well -orgahized literature base fjomwhich to draw. As Steiner says,

"Present knowledge cancernin group process and productivity is uneven and

1

,

*Edward E. Lawler, Douglas T. Hall, and Greg R. Oldham, "Organizational
Climate: Relationship to Organizational Structure, Process, and Perform=

OrganizAtional Behaviorand Human Performance,
4. vol. 11, no. 1,-1974,.

p. 1461.

**Alfred North Whitehead, Scielioe and the Modern Ald, New Yo? : Free
,cPress, 1925. Illustrative of this.point is an editorial publis he in

Archives of Pathology (vol. 93, April 1972) which suggests a formula for a
research productivity index given as: 1 ......

RPI =
. F+5+ P

where A is the number of articles published by a group, F is the research
funds expended, S is the total space allocated-to research, and P is the
total personnel.

A
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poorly integr4ed. We know a good.deal about peoplers reactions to spe-

cific social situations,'but know much less about the mechanisms by which

two or more people react to one another to produce long sequenyes of col-
.

lective action. T he problem in deriving useful information' from this. .

literature, then, is organizing and applying the results from) widely varied '

studies. Particularly important is thflOdentification'of variables related

to productivity in grougoftomparable to those doing scientific research.

Smallgroup.research on prbductivity has thiically been experimental;

ibrjects'are given'assignsents-under varying, but controlledoconditions;

and their perf6rmance is then assessed. -These assignments, usually in the

form of a "problem" to be solved,Aiimportant to the interpretation of

the results. Zagona, Willis, and MacKinnon (1966) reviewed the various as-

signed tasks'used in creative problem - solving experiments and concluded

that task is 'a critical variable. -Thosa:experimental tasks reviewed 'varied

considerably and were often questionable in terms of their illevance to

nonlaboratory situations. ,Attempting to examine_task perfo7ane,in a less '
-

artificial environment, Pye, Chaqpness, Collima, and Connell (1973) have
AMO

developed 'a categorization syStem called "Description and Classification of'

'leetings" (DACOM), derived from actual meetings occurring among civil servants

and businesspeople in Great Britain. The relationship between the DACOM'

categories and those used in experiments,,however, is not clears Further"

more, the DACOM categories are sometimes difficult to transfer from one

social context to another. In summaryu research to date indicates that

"task" is an important variable-in group productivity;--Sone effort; has

been made to categorize types of tasks, but thyelationihips between task

type and performanpe are clearly complicated by other variables.

'Grow characteristici are shown to be importaniTin
.
a number of research

efforts, but the results are far from consistent. Lorge, Fox, Davitz, and

Brenner (1958) have .surveyedrexperiments on inaividual_and group tlerformance

from 1920 to 1957. On size of group, they conclude.tentatively that "greater.

Ivan D. Steiner, Group ProCesies and Productivity, New York: Aca-
demic-Press, 1972, p. 12.

,
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production on 'abstract' problems'can be expected fram6smaller groups than

from larger groups, and greater production on 'concrete'. problems froM

larger croups thin from smallersones." Riven (19651 discusses size 'of

group as one factor related to *group performanorand concludes by quoting

Fink's (1963) finding that "under no.codditions were smaller gioupi stfpe

rior" in .qyality of performance and group productivity, but thattwed eif

.completion of tasks was not so clearly related to group size.** As was

emphasized by Lorge et al,, however, thete-generaliZations are ba sed upon a.

limited. amount of research.ancr7must be treated cautiously.

Other group characterittidt, such as cohesiveness and morale, also

appear to be important to group productivity. Shaw (1971) states thit

"Group members wheare attracted to the group work harder to achieve, ti
w.

goals of the group; one consequence of this is higher productivity by more

cohesive groups."*** Moos and Speisman (1962) have also. examined the',

relationship of "group compatibility" to productiVity and concluded that it

is indeed an important factor. -While such findings might teem obvious,

they and nevertheless called into question by Stogdill (1972), who concludes

that cohesivenep ands group productivity axle only conditionally related and

that intervening variables must be considered. , In particular, he argues

that "group drive or motivation is the variable most consistently related

to prodidtivity. " * * **
. .

Studies of communications networks within small groups kipeir to be

closely related to the research task at hand. The classic studies by

Bavelas-(1950)' and Leavitt (1951) form a good beginning' point. .Their

studies involve varied structures for communioNtion channels withiri groups,

*Irving Lorge, David-Fox,' Joel Davitz, and Marlin Brenner, "A Survey
of StiAles Contrasting the Quality of Group'Perfortance and Individdal
Performance, 1920-1957," Psychological BuAletin, vol. 55, 158, pp. 359-60.

*413ertram H. Raven, Group Performance, University of California, Los
Angeles4 February 1, 1965, p. 3.!

**MarV/W E. Shaw, Group Dynamics, The Psychology of Small Group Be-
havior, New York: McGraw-Hill, LW., 1971, pp. 200-1.

****Ralph M. Stogdill, "Grdig. Productivity,.Drive, and Cohesive ness,'
Organizational Behavior and Rumen Performance, vol. 8, 1972, p. 39.
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with a focus on the virtues of the different 'structures in producing high

speed anprguality measure jil Centralized networks generally proAbed faster,

though sometimes lei "creative," results (Leavitt, 1951)

tions with complex problems, however, showed the opposite

decentra4Zed pattermbein4.more.effective ($haw, 1964) ,
. .

ihvegtigations suggest that intervening variables, involving dediSion-raking

processes and leadership may be more important than the structure of the

. Later replica-,

results, with the

More recent

communication, charm ers iGuetzkow and' Simon, 1965) . Thus, *e structure of

communication it othertworks has a demonstrated importance, but, like Oer

variables, can easily be blurrul by intervenipg factori.
e--

Zagona et al. (1966) have perhaps gone as far.,as anyone in trying to

draw practical conclusions from small grobp research" related to productiv-

ity,- Based on their survey, they offer the following4escription of an

'ideal group structure for Cleative problem solving:

It should be nonhomogtzheous in terms of member perVonaliAies and in
terms of attitudes, cohesive in terms osociometric choices, and
possibly should,. also be capable of producing some conflict between'
subordinate members and a member in an auperity position. The group
sh011dbe open and, i? the group is working under stressful Condi-
tionk, the leaner 'should. be firm; but if the group is working under
pleasant and relaxed'oonditions, the leader should be permissive and
nondirective.*

Clearly, every variable mentioned in the literature of small group research

on productivity. is open,to debate. This summary does, however, provide

clues about important. characteristics to observe in searching for relation-

ships between research product,iVityand the introduction of a new communi-

cations medium.'

There is also a recurrent guestiod'of the relevande of, laboratory ex-

perimentsin drawing copclusions#related to what gOes on in realrworld

settings, such as energy research environments. Laboratory oxperithents
.

typically involve paid subjects7-usually students -- performing artificially

designed tasks. 7/he subjects have often not met each other before the

.

*S. V. Zagona et al., "Group EffectiU ess t Creatiye Problem Solv-
ing Tasks: An Examination of Relevant Variables," Journal of Psychology,
vol. 62, 1966, p. l34.

23
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experiment begins. One can legitimately question how much laboratory ex-

Beriments have to say about the conduct of a field test such as thatligothe

curren t study.* Thus, field studies with go directly into researgh'enviroil-
. .

ments seem a more promising source of guidance about v iables ielated to

both communications and-research, productivity:

X

FIELD STUDIES. OF RESEARCH PRODUCTIVI,

Numerous studies have examined scientific research environments di-

rectly, often irnsidering the problem of research productivity. Several

major bodke-have.becta written (Taylor and Barron, 1963; Pelz and Andrews,

1966; Allison, 1969; Nelson and Pollock, 1970), each of which raises

general questions about the pature of opientific productivity. Also, such

organizations as the Naional Academy of Sciences (1969) and the American
4

Psychological Association (1966) have sponsored major studies on scientific

oammunication.

The Pelz and Andrews effort is probably the most widely acclaimed and

comprehensiVe to date. They studied 1,300 scientists and engineers in 11
. I

research and development laboratories, with responsibilities which ranged

from basic research to product development. The performance of individual

scientists is assessed by various judging procedures using peers and super-

viSorsi, as well as by" numbers of professional papers or patents. These

multiple performance measures are then correlated with various characteris-

tics of the research enVironments in an attertif" to discover conditions which

seem tnrinfluenCe*research productivity.

Of particular interest for our own study are the environmental charac-

teristics related to communifation. The general finding is that "those who

had relatively frequent contact with colleagues tended to perform at higher

*Some of the specific problems of using laboratory experiments in the
social ek44uation of new ,communications media are discussed in Robert
Johansen; "Pitfalls in the Social Evaluation of Teleconferencing Media,"
in Lorne A. Parker and Betsy Riccomini, eds., The Status of the Telephone
in Education, Madison: University of Wisconsin-Extension Press, 1976,

4 pp. 122-7.
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lemels than,thosc with less frequent contact.'" hank Andrews.further

analyzes the data, concluding.fhat the findings "tended to support the

hypothesis that'contaCt-With oolbeagpes could stimurate performance..

Furthermore; they suggested th5t this' was more J.ikely to happen if the

caleafts were purposefully.originated by people7.directly concernedthe man

himseif or

some third

-scientists

his colleagues-,than if they were unplanned or originate'd by

party."**03elz and Andrews are also, unable to find evidence of

for whom colleague contact was not useful in some measurable

way. In a follow-up study six years after the original study, Farris (1969)

offers furthero support for the notion that communications contacts can

stimulate scientific performance and vice versa.

The work of Thomas A111;1970)

analysis-of scientific conmAtiration

nication roles, particularly that of

and his colleagues .'adds depth to the

by introducing the notion of commu-
.

the "gatekeeper": "The technological

gatekeeper receives information from a wide variety of sources exttrnal to

/ his orga nization and acts as an information source for his colleagues in

his group."*** Also, Allen's work has found that there is a direct rela-

tionship between perceived accessibility q information channels and
t ,

utilization of those Fhannels. Furthermore, those channels perceived to be

highest in technical lity are not necessarily those most frequently

used; apparently cos balances value, and-accessibility is the most impor-

tant determinant of choice among channels (Gerstberger and Allen, 1968).

or

*Donald C. Pelz and Frank M. Andrews, Scientists in Organizations:
ProdUctive Climate for Research. and Development; New York:- John Wiley and '

Sons, Inc., 1966, p. 36 (reVised edition: Ann Arbor, MI: Institute for
Social Research, 1976).

**Frank M. Andrews, "Contacts with Colleagues and Scienti fic Perform-
ance," Discovery, October 1966, p: 14.

.

***Thomas J. Allen, James M4 Pieme.jer, and S. Cooney, "The International.
Technological Gatekeeper," Technology Review, vol. 734 no. 5, tarch 1971,
p.
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_ These findings suggest that the communication Patterns among researchers7.-

both within and among organizationsare an important factor in scientific-

productivity.*

4.

Lawler, Hall, and Oldham (1974) have applied the lotion of "organize-

tional climate".to as'iess.the importairce o. 4n employee's subjective impres-

s sionsof his own organization. 'They argue that climate eia variable which
.

.is related to organizatiorial characteristiCs and has a profound influence on

productivity. Cbserving a group of 117 directors of research laboratories

'in the State o'fCOnnecticut,and a sample of 291 scientists at 21 of those

'laboratOries, they have concluded that the effect i of.climate seem more

'direct than those of the more basic organizational and structural variables.

McCarrey and Edwards (1973), in a study of 72 biological scientists in

...Canada, affirm the importance of climate

"there does .not.aplpear [to be) a magical

unequivocally bind organizationalsystem

performance."0*

variables, while pointing out that

package of climate perceptions that

variables to individual rile

Research environments also involve a significant degree of management

activity, much of which is often-perfa57by the'researchers themselves.

In a field such as energy research, the researcher cannot always withdraw*

and th4nk; he or she must engage in Managerial functions as well. Sthdies

"of managerial activities, however, reveal only partial understandings of

what a manager actually ddes., Antzberg (1971) characterizes the manager's

role as concentrating 4n "issues' Viet are current:, speciific, .end ad boc,"***, -

*Research on "invisible colleges" is indirectly relevant here, since
it has attempted to track the effeets of informal professional communica,
tion among colleagues.. Using sUchlkechniques as surveys (Crane, 1969) and
citations (Parker,. Paisley, and Garrett, 1967)0thesestudies demonstrate
`both the impdrtance of information.*ommumication ties in scientlfio.commu7
pities and the difficulty of measuring these patteinS through conventional
communications media typically used (e.g., letters, hallway meetings at
conventions, teleRhone Calls).
j

**Michael W. McCarrey and Shirley A. Edwards, "Organizational Climate
COnditions.for_Effective Research Scientist Role Performance," Organiza-
tional Behavior and'Human Performance, vol. 9, 1973, p. 455.

***Henry Mintzberg, 44anagerial Worki- Analysis from_Observation,'Ilan-
agement Science, vol.. 18, no. 2, October 1971, p. B100. '

/'1
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In this and'his later work,1! Mintzberg emphasizes that the manager's job

involves' a great deal of communications activity. He points out that""Uhere

possible, he [the manager] appears to gravitate to verbal media since t4ese

provide greater flexibility, require less effort, and bring faster response."**

The communications media used, however, must be compatible with the time

dethands.of the job. The mails are used primarily to respond, rather than to

tiate communication.

The single research effort whiCh perhaps most. closely parallels: the

problem at hand involves -a field experiment in alfering the office layout

of a product engineering department in an attempt to see if the new' archi-

tectural design would have a tiasurable,effect on Perforiciance (Allen:And

Gerstberger, 1973) . In this case, offibe partitions were removed to create

a large common work space. When a new communications medium such as

computer conferencing is introduced into a research environment, there is

the potential for a similar° alteratioe of the. intellectual "architecture"
1as a result of new communication opportunities, Allen and Gerstberger

- have found strong evidence that' the new office structure "worked" in the

sense that it was well received and used by the test group. However, there,

was lko measurable increase in departmental performance. Such a finding may

be somewhat unsatisfying, but it indicates the'problems in obtaining meas-
.

urable effects on research productivity resulting 'from introduction-of a

new communications medium, even when test groups report satisfaction with.

*See Henry Mintzberig, The Nature of NanSglrial Work, New York: Harper &
Row, 1973; and Henry Mintzberg, "The Manager's Job: Folklore and Fact,"
HarvaFd Business Review, ,July-lugust 1975. -Compatible appwches, stressing
partidlipant, observation dethods, are also being pursued tOassess the po-
tential impact of office ',automation. See James H. Carlisle, "EvalUating
the Impact of Office Automatib.n on Top Management Communication," Proceed-

Pings of the. National Computer Conference,. .1976, pp. 611-6.

**Henry Mintzberg, op. cit..4 B-101.
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DRAWING CONCLUSIONS FROM PREVIOUS RESEARCH:

FOCUS ON WORKING PATTERNS

While sometimes seductive ,he research findings noted above are far
from conclusive, and they fail Provide a firm basis for, structuring an
assessment of computer' conferencing. .They ,,do, however, provide a source
of "working pattern"..,Oriables *Isthich may be related to scientific produc-
tiyity. These include such .basic factors as when people work, where they
work, how they work, with whom they work, anden what they work. It .seems

clear that such fundamental coqigurations of work activities must have
Some relationship to research,productivity. At the same time, they ?are
likely to be sensitive to alteratiohs in the communications resources;
_available to a given group. They thus appear to be the mostviable linkage
between media effects and scientific productivity.

This linkage provides a means of exploring the effects .of comput6'r
conferencing on research prodUctivity without becomingbogged .down in direct
and sometimes problematic output measures. While many approaches to pro-

ductivity assessment have relied on "end produbt" measures, the present
study has focused instead on the process of caluauniation in .a research

.

environment. We ask: "What effects does (and could) compu.,,r conferencing*
have on working patterns?" and then allow potential users to judge whether
those particular working pattern variables are relevant to productivity in
their own environment;. Such an approach, however; rules out any simple 4

jumps from data-gathering to purely mathematical or statistical 'statements.
about the effects of computer conferencing on research productivity.
Given' the state of research on productivitir' as summarized above, such a
qualification_in_approach_seems_entirely appropriate._

The productitiity literature cited 'here was the major source of izifc4-
.

oration .abcint working patterns potentially related. to .both coitra UriicationS
. ,

and researchresearch productivity" (see Table .1). Originally, we' had hoped to do



TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF VARIABLES PREVIOUSLY ASSOCIATED WITH 'COMMUNICATIONS AND GROUP PRODUCTIVITY

Types of scientists by'professional

experience. (Pelt & Andrews, 1966),

AvallabilitY,within group.of.

.:requisil0 abilities or lkills

( Darley et al., 1952)

Leadership,Which.IS both.aCce.P.tedk

.and'persistent:(MCCarTey

Edwards; 1973; Darley

1952).

Physital proximity (Gerstenfeld,

1970)

EXtent of contact with pi leagues

(Farris,'1969)

frequency of 'contact with col'

leagues: (Allen, 1972; Crane,

1970;' Andrews, 1966)
.r

Number of people with whom 'contact

is maintained (Andrews, 1966)

Acceptability of information source'

(Gerstberger & Allen, 196$)

CoMpatibility ofgrciup'meMbers

APelz & Andrews, 1966; Moosl

,Speismanf, 1962)

Acceptance of group goal (barley-

et al., 1952):

Gr.oup'cohesiveriesS (Schachter et

1951;, Darley et:al., 1952;

lagona et al.',1966; Shaw, 1971;

Stogdiil, 19721)

Distance between' each 'group 011en,

1970)'

29

Similarity Cif people with whom con-,

tact is maintained (Pelz, 1956)

Skill in Written, communication

(McCarrey & Eiards, 1973)

Team heterogeneity (Smith, 1971)

Number of colleagues in own group d

(lagona et al., 1966; Andrews,

1966)

Excess time pressure (Andrews 8

Farris, 1972)

Support for collaborative efforts

(Lawler et al,,' 1974)

Generality/specificity of research'

assignments (Lawler et al.,.

19711)

Professipnal autonomy (Lawler et

. al., 1970, 1974)

"Organizational Cflma e" test in-

strument (Lawier et 1,, 1974;

"McCarrey & Edwards, 73)

Communication "bondswand "bar-

riers" (Morton, 1919)'

Percentage of time spent on re-

search task (Pel'z, 1970)

Accessibility of information

,(Gerstberger & Allen, 1968)

Threat reduction (Gibb, 1951)

Constraints on group (Zagona et

al .,.1966)

Flexibility of 'work structure

(McCarrey & Edwards, 1973)

Involvement in planning (McCarrey &

Edwards, 1973)

'Management contact (McCarrey &

'Edwards; 1973)

Tim ;used 'in maintaining colleague

'contacts (Andrews, 1966)

Informal person-to-person communi-

cation (Meniel, 1966)

Extent of Pup participation

{"Darley et al., 1952)

Frequency of contact with dissimilar

colleagues (Pe1z, 1956) ,

Length of workday (Andrews & Farris',

1972) "
Self-activation of communicaticms

channel (Andrews, 1966)

International communication (ktlen,

et al., 1971)

Diversity of work activities

(Farris, 1969)

Types of tasks or problems (Pye

et al., 1973; Zagona et al.,

1966) "."

CommunicatiON patterns'(Bavelas,

1950; Leavitt, 1951)

Group participation (parley et al.,
1952)

Speed of, task accomplishment (L le,

1961)

Use of differential skills of group.

members (Barley et al., 1952)

4
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.open-ended interviews with the field-tes)articipants before they began:

using'computer conferencing to gather their views about those working

patterns they felt were most related to-their own productivity. For reasons

which will be more clear in Chapters II and IV, these, initial interviews

were not possible. Group selection was more difficult than :had been antic-
* .

ipated, and there was no incentive foi potential participents to engage in

candid discUssions about their own-produCtivity. Furthermore, such dis-
.

cussions:could have identified the study team with4utside evaluators" in

participanp' minds and discouraged 'their participationdn:the field tests.

Thus, we were forced to rely on the literature and our own judgment bout,:-

which working pattern variables =might be most related to both the'use. of

computer conferencing and measurement of research productivity.

'r.

4.
RESEARCH APPROACH: MULTIPLE MEASURES

OF WORKING PATTERN EFFECTS

Given this orientation toward working patterns, our basic goal in the

research design was to place the participants in the best possible position

to make critical judgments about the real and potential effects (bo

tive.and negative) of computer conferencing. Singe persons such as those

in the test groups will eventually make--and to some extent already are mak-

ingreal decisions about whether or not this new medium is adopted, such

an approach iiceasily justified.

This type of projectrequires a variation from the traditional strong

sepAtion between "evaluator" and "subject.". Instead, we attempted to

develogra working relationship with the field test participants such that

we had some understanding of their daily work environment and we--as evalu-

ators- -were seen in a collegial rather than judgthental light.* (If we

AO -*8ee Barnes (1967), Seashore (19.1E4), and Campbell (1969) for varied
perspectives on the operational problems of taking this approach to
evaluation.



had been viewed as evalua ng-their personal (c.,r g oup performance, we

ce
I

beenrtainly_would not have en allowed to continue the study.). Three
i .

characteristics summarize the overall research design: . w

4

1. The Assessment took place in the field, with scientists involved

in their ormal 45tivities., The goal was to ace theM in asitu-

ation where they would be competent evaluito computer conNir-

ending and its' 'effects .
e 1

. ,..

..: Scientific; ''productivity " was not assesped directly but', by measur-

ing effects on working erns with likely relationships! to re-

search productivity. emphasis. was .on .pra*ess rather than out-

come, measuree.

3. Multiple measur4ment oachestere used to g4ther inforMation

About reat'and potential effectS on working patterns...
4Lige began .the. project with the goal of conducting a study of energy

ie4larCh groups using computer ponferencing per. time. Realizing that

laboratory-like control was not possible in a field environment such as this
.

. we opted .forohat Campbell and Stanley have dubbed a "patched-up" rese are

design. NOti4,Some of the problems .with this approach)--which combines
elements of experimental., quasi-experimental, and field test designs--they

. point out that "the result is often an inelegant accumulation of precau,

tionaw chedks, which lack* the intrinsic symmetry of the 'true' experi-

rWntal dedigne! but nonetheless . approaChes experimentation. "*
fr,

I47ass4ling our "patched -up." -design, we aimed toward as much control

. as might 'be possible in. the complex energy research environment. Using tie'

time series approach, we identified key variables and tra cked them through--

out the field test period. Furthermore, we sought an "On-agairi, .off7again"

scheduling, where groups alternate their use of computer canferencing

with more conventional communications media.' In designing the study, we

knew that if-sufficient control were achieved, the result .would be a quasi-
,

experiment; if not,' it would be a very well-organized field test.

*Donald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley, Experinental and
--E.-2156k mental Designg-f-o-i. Res-ear-a, Chicago: ---RaxiaTia ally co , 19 6 STp . 57.
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Unfortunatelir, the latter deicription best fits, our end product. The

major problems Involved group selection and scheduling such that the groups

approached an "on-again, off-again" usage pattern. (Group selection will be

discussedim'greaterdetTil in Chaiter II.) Ideally, we sought what Cook

and Campbell called an "interrupted'time series with switching xepliCa-
-

tions." This design calls for different groups to use computer confer-

encing at different times,. so that each group is using the new medium while

another is using conventional media. The gioups would then "switch" media,

with each serving as a comparison group for the other.

In practice, it was very difficult to arrange for groups to use com-

puter conferencing foronly defined periods of time - -especially if the

defined periods were to be in sequence -frith the usage of other groups. If

groups began using the new medium, they either contihued through the life of

the project (and beyond in several cases) or they stopped' completely. There

was no incentive for real groups to conform to the patteril)of usage called

for by our preferred research design: Also, there was a real reluctance to

participate in pretests before the usage period began. Questionnaires

sometimes had the .effect of "scaring away" potential participants and less

obtrusive methods (e.g., observatIOn of communication patterns) were either

very difficult.tCarrange or would have been perceived as a violation of

group privacy. Thus, the interruptions in the time series were not achieved,
.

making comparison across groups yerxdifficult**

One key decision was made earl.;' n that groups would it

have free access to computer conferencing.Ipur judgment waskthat compu-
.

ter conferencing, if it is introduced on a broader scale, will not be free.

(It_probably_will not even be inexpensive-) And the judgments of partici-

pants as to,whether or not-to adopt the new medium will certainly have to

deal with cost factors at some point. Thus, iri order to provide a realis-

tic backdrop' concerning costs, the fie Nicest groups were receared to pay

-*Thomas D. Cook and Donald T. Campbell, "The Design and Conduct of
Quasi-Experiments and TE0e Experiments in Field Settings," in M. D. Dunnette,
ed., Handbook of-Industrial and Organizational Researeh, New York: Rand

McNally, 1976, pp. 223-326.

**See ca ourAppendix A for policy implitions of ieieirch-desi4n:-:---
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the cost of computer time on the commqcial network being used for the field

tests. (Most of the groups arranged for a single source of funding for usage
,r

by all, participants; one group billed individuals separately for their usage.)'r

The costs averaged between $12 and.$25 per terminal hour, even though no

royalty or usage charges were made. These cost figures may be somewhat high

based on current forecasts. for the 1980s, but we,fat they were reasonable for

these tests. Typicallyr demonstration conferences were given to_candidate
I

groups; when their actual usage began, it was their own responsibility to

absorb computer time costs. During this study, we did not do detailed analy-

ses of costs, although some relevant'policy issues are raised in Chapter V.

thalge periods of up to. 15 months were documented for 14 groups. Each
IV%

group thus had considerable experience with computer conferencing, often mixed

with,other more conventional media such as fice-to-face meetings, telephone

calls, or mail. Unfortunately, the rlearch design focused only on those

groups, o actually used computer Conferencing. WhilecAve attempted to gather

reactio from these who tried the mediUm but then stopped, most of our

information comes from persons who actually used computer conferencing during

the project.' Their experience was tracked using"three measurement techniques:

usage statistics, questionnaires and interviews, and limited field observe=

tions of both fice-to7face and computer confer ences.

UsagerStatistics: During computer conference sessions, usage statis-

tics - -somp<Of which are related to working patterns -canbe gathered auto -

maticallyby the conferencing program without violating the substantive

privacy of the preeedings. Such variables as time of%participation, numbers

of sessions, numbers of messages, use of system commands, and patterns of

message exchange can all be recorded unobtrusively. *; AppendiX F summarizes'

*While the substantive privacy-of the proceedings.is not violated by
.collectingusage statistics, the potential misuse of this daairlearly.
implies .a policy issue. In the current prdject, ere told that
usage statistics. were being gathered as part of the Institute's teleconfer-
encingresearch program. Computer conferencing was not offered as a public
service. If and when such a service is offered or computer conferencing
becomes routinely accepted within particular organizations, it will be very
important'to have explicit guidelines as'to,how-if at all- -usage Statistics
shouldrbeskept'aMitsed--."-Tn-ficETSTailY'Us-ige7s-titiliti-dsare-areadykeptby---
commercial computer companies.
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all the usage statistics gathered; these variables can be examined according

to conference groups or individual pacipants.

f Usage statistics provide' thle basis for a sort of automatic sociogram on
ly

the usage of each group. Also, month -by -month (or even week-by-week or

day -by -day) usage could be documentedsover. e tithe series period for this

study, for both groups and individuals. .Wh lFe usage
,
statistics provide only

\ limited information, they do offer a.terse baseline of data Which can be

enriched by information gathered from other sources.

Questionnaires and Interviews: Questionnaire and interviews were used

to gather participants'. perceptions about effects of computer conferencin
. .

ontheir working patterns.. Todocument-the goals of the grOups, somethi

'of their history, and their expectations for the use of computer confer-

enoing, initial' interviews. were held with at least one person-- usually'the

..leader-from each group.. (See Appendix B for the initial nterview schedule.)

Questionnaires were smiled at three-month intervals throughout the proj

eet to gaer.information about participants' existing Working patterns and

their reactions to experiences with computer conferencing:, With groups which

would agree, pretest questionnaires were used before usage of computer con -

ferencing began. The questionnaires were very brief (see Appendix C fdr a

'copy) and designed so that they could refer to usage of either computer

'conferencing or other media. One additional question was added for post -

computer conferenceversions. The next-to-the-last questionnaire was not

distributed as respOnse rates to earlier ones had fallen and neghtivereac-

I tions to the burden of fi4.1ing out even brief questionnaires increased. In

most cases, however at least three rounds of questionnaires were obtained for

each groupd

The questionnaires not only sought general reactions to the users'

experience with computer conferencing, but also asked a series,of questions

about, their working patterns over the previous three-Manth period. Table 2

presen the working' pattern variables treated in the questionnaire. These
r

va-riablt2s, suggested primarily by our literature review (see Table 1), are

those likely to'be associated with both communications and research prenor

ductivity. With at least th7e westionnaires for each group, changes in

I -
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TABLE 2. WORK PATTERN VARIABLES RELATED
TO COMMUNICATION

Ho frequently do you do each of.the following: .

Communicate with researcheri in your own
organization (work related)

Communicate with researchers in other
organizations in your locality/

Communicate with researchers in different
regions of the United States

Communicate with researchers in other
countries.

Communicate with researchers in other
disciplines

Work at home
S

Work outside of normal office hours

Read work-related articles and bocLs\k

Exchange letters with other ?searchers

Use ,the telephone to talk wi ih other
researchers

Travel for discussions with other
researchers 1 .

Use method other than letters, telephone,
or travelforcommunicati-ng with other
researchers

Respondents are given a 7-point scale from "daile to
"less than once every 'three months."
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responses to these questions were,a major source of information about work,

ing pattern changes during the project. Chapter III contains the results of
'I

the questionnaire:regponses: Appendix F describes the analysis techniques
.

A

which were used.

Finally, interviews were done wits key participants toward the endof

their usage period,...JThese nondirective interviews, lasting several hours

each, were designed to fill in some of the "context" missed.by the usage

statistics and the questiqpnaires. .They were conducted using. a set of basic

questions (see:Appendix B). In mani, cases, however, a mote focused approach

was employed to follow up on issues raised by the questionnaires or usage

statistics. The interviews thus served as a flexible, means to fill in

"holes" left by the other measurement techniques.
A

Field Observations: In most cases,"Illst4ute" staff was allowed to be
art

participant- Observers in ,the domputer conferences.
,

Typically we :were silent.

participants, answering only occasional questions about the computer confer-

encin4 sygtem itself. In this way, howeiret, we were able to gain a.sense of

.-the groups' activities at various stages.''Notes from these experiences, as

well as the questionnaires and interview schedules, were kept in files for

each participant and each group. AIso, a large wall display was used to track

each 4roup's activities. 'The informal inforthation gathered in this waywas

very useful in understanding the context of each group, as well as the spe-

ciiiC manner in which they were making use of the medium.

Observations of face-to-face meetings of these groups we4.difficult
.

to arrange but did PrbveUseful on. several occasions. In particular,-we

coMpared.sUbstiniive:OrintatiOn and',groui dynamicsrip_face-to-face meet-

ings with those in the'Computer conferences. Again, the goal was to better

- understand the context in which computer conferencinq. was being used.
. .

Finally, transcripts of most'bf the computer conferences were obtained
4

andi to some extent, content analyzed. While we saw no great value in

word-counting the transcripts, we did find it useful to identify predominant

themes. Such an approach -was particularly useful in understanding high-

and low-Usage periods-indicated by the usagestaidttcs. Also, specific

37
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comments about computer conferencing or its potential effects. on working

patterns were extracted. -

.

Using the measurement approstahes described above, we sought to examine

the use of computer conferencing from as zany different petspectives as -

possible and document participants' reactio s in some detail periodically

throughout the usage period: The results y be, ag Campbell and Staliley

liaVe suggested, "pitched-up" and somewhat "inelegant." The conceptlof rer

search productivity is, complex, however, as is the

test groups operate. Therefore, flexibility was a

the design and implementation of the/study.

B

environment inAfhld4 our
e

critical component in both

S

I-

S
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II. 474)m! AND IN6IVIDUALS:

A CASE STUDY OF USAGE STYLES

Computer conferencing cannot be assessed in the absteact, apart from

the varied ways in Which people use it. The characteristics of cOMputer

conferencitig are only part of a six of factors; one must also examine the
'

chara stics of4theWindividuaXs And groups who are using it and the tasks .

which are,being paftrmed. The "styles" of computer' conferencing usage are

likely to move through phases

styles are not predestined by the technology nor predictable by the tech -

nologistt. The exploration of the ways in which oomputer conferencing light

be used 'is only just beginning.'
a.,

In this chapter, we wiedescribe..both,the group and the individual'

as the needs of the user group change. These

styles of computer conferen4ing we have o/;served during-this'project. Jn
so1doing, we are not suggesting that these are the only possible styles.

g
Rather, we are simplay describ' .those styles observed scyfar as a referent

for analitzing the working pat n effects to be explored in ChapterIII.

Tnitparticipants in this udy were primarily -involved in the'igen-

erai area of "energy research,' a field 'Whit* is rather looSely defined.

The origi

and Develo

Institute

and e

project design called for te'''

t Administration iERD!O

). initial discts

ups froM the Energy Research

Electric Power Research

were held with bdth organizations

is letters of support included with our proposal to the

Foundation- few-this project-. However T-the-actual-practice

gctitg the participant groups proved more difficult than we had

lly anticipated. Since we. were committed to the notion of a realistic

1.1;" fiel t in which users would be paying at least a portiOn of the costs,

NIWtOg maction was made even-more difficult. The approach we followed was
t o %

ft;identif y persons within each organization who had a high need to

work with ly located persons ( og.. at the various ERDA laboratories).

We held a n4ther of seminars at the ious locations and made 50 to 75
Okr-

.of

4its
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inquiries by or telephone _in early- to. -mid-197e. The approaching

residentia1 election proved'to We a significant factor 'we did not antici-

pate. Many 'iiportant decisions about interlaboretory CoMmunication" were

delayed until after the election. Also, %earned that several organize=

tions had po pudget category compatible' with computer conferencing, since. .

- e'it is e;hy4 rid of .computing and communications (two separate. budget items):,
Computer conferencing,is still a foreign concept to most people, evam.

those familiar with computers. 'Since we weA seeking groups which lopqk
-.. I :-use the medium overen extended period of-Cime, this sort cpmmxtmen,

. ,.$
was notobtained-casually.-It took g certainl4egileof "selltmge"if-only

on the virtues of trying the medium. The tensioni,for.4te Institute team'
.

.

tiefbalancing our destr04$pr appropriate..field.test groups wit h the
.4.

possibility of creating a "Hawthorne Effect" '(influencing the results Of. We

study inunIntended ways) op.
.,,

a'
.

. . . .
-,,..

One of our initial hopels was that we would learn someth.in fromithose.
..-i

groups'who did not want to participate in thestudy,ox who started, but thin

stopped. to design of our project, however, 'made it much easier to gather.
.

information.fnuk..ttiose who Isa at least 'some use of computer conferencing.
do 111.1414:tilt

.....Those 'who did not had A tVe for relpOnding to our .questionnaires.
-:f ,'-.-1-3mAnd our research design'ditnoincIude

niAll. ,
LeSiiiikte iiitOrsation-11111.ilg

techniques oriented tow -nonusers. It seeme3 that ;r factor
,:. -....,_.,..,..

. 4 .,. 1

to whether or hot a-gro participa th lield test wa -retert4-to orga-
nizational inertiaesp.:to ary'witho're to a new and tit'ithin-44Mithititinti-

,x- ..-
tions medium. The gro40Which did . -ate overcame' this inertia'for

evarious reasons, the most frequent was astrong lender who became,../ ...t....,--

an advdcate of the fieldLtdat. Imrs-relating-to-receptiviti

toward con ?uter conferencing will be explored in more detail in Chapter fV.
.At this point, it is most important to understand the characteristics of

the groups and individuals,who were involved in the study.

Overall, there we e 13 separate groups who participked in the field test

(see Table 3), as well s several ,others who used the meditim for only brief
periods. Approximately 26.0 pditicipants used the. medium at some point during the

.

study (see box, page 30, fdr.participant:checacteOstics). Groups typically
4

40
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GROUPS PARTICIPATING -.IN THE WORKING PATTERNS STUDY-

Group Name

nattering: Colorado Plateau
kse.arch Project (ORE)

Kettering:'- Food/Climate

'ERDA:v Interl'aboratOry Working
Group fOr Data Exchange (IWGDE)

ERDA': etwork Investigatoi-s

ERDA: Network Objectives

ERDA:

ERDA:

Active Dates,

Total
Number of

Participants

June 1976-August 1976

April 1976-June 1976

SepteMber. 1976"July1977*

June 1976-July 1977*

July 1976-July 1977*.

Berkeley Data Management July4,1976r4uly 1977*
%1,

. National, Coal Assessment:..-7 ,

,..k.taolder."1.976-March 1977'''

°cis:1.1;er 1976-March 1977

March 1977

July 1976-July 1977*

December 1975-July 1977*'

September 1,976-July 1977*

Health Effects
Water, Effects

ERDA; COunty-Level Data

USGS: Earthquake Prediction

USGS: GRASP

USGS:. Remote Office

NASA: Communications Technology
Satellite .(CTS) Expia i men te rs October 19757july 1977*

.11

'6

13

32

*Data.colleCtion, ended July 31, 1977.
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involVed. 5 to 20 active participants, although as many as 4o were listed as

participants in some cases. The organizations ,represented included ERDA,

United States Geological. Survey (USGS), .thb:Charles F. Kettering Foundation,

and the NaLonS.1. Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The NASA

group was probably the least related to the area of "energy research," but

does provide a useful ccMparison group, as will be clear in.the. following

analysis of usage. styles...*

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIELD TEST'PARTICIPANTS.
4& -

,The typical participant in this study could' be characterized as

a white.ffiale in his late 30s or early 40s, working at a major

research laboraiory or university in the suburbs of a majOr U.S.

city., (Less than 10 percent of the study participants were

Women.) Most were scientists with at least some graduate train-

. ing and were typically involved, in some aspect of energy re-

search. 'Considerable computer experience was common. Also,

many'of the participants had at least some management

responsibilities;

.
GROUP CONFERENCING STYLES

Volume 3 of this series was based on two years of ccmputer conferences

held over the computer network of the Advanced Research Projects Agency

(ARPA) -in the U.S. Defense Department. In .t the Institute identified five

*These field tests focus.ed on smalle'group`bommunication as sit-occurred,
within (and between) a number of organizations. We had little access to-.
'information about the organizational dynaitabs.:surrounding the operations' of
tfiese groups, and the',.absence of this type of information is a majbr
tion of our sfi.dy.



basic styles of computer conference usage. The current study provides the

t. opportunity to revises these styles on the basis of considerably more usage

data, For the sake of comparison, we will begin with the original defini--

tions used:INhe 19-75. report, following them with revisions suggested by the

"current study. The firx-re.styles originally identified were "the notepad,'"

the seminar," the assembly," the encounter," and "the questionnaire."

The style first identified as "the notepad":.

. . typically involves unstructured groups and a discusSion with
multiple topicS"-lastirig several weeks or even months'. It is almost
entirely, asynchfbnous-, with little interpersonal interaction. The
simplest example of this conferenbing style is the "notepad" activity
of _scientific research groups.*

, .

This definition now seems a. little inaccurate . Neiepad conferences

can occur in. groups having varied degrees of structure', and they are rarely

Shorter than'one;month in duration. There is':typidally no preSpeCified

termination. date for he. aotiity.:AisO there now appear to be tworidiS
.

tinct styles Within the.category we previouslyabeled "notepad." There-

fore, we suggest eliminating the rather broad notion of the notepad: and

introducing two new designations which we call "exchange" and "community."

Exchange

This style of usage is typically carried out over a peribd of months.

The participating groups'are.usually quite large, ranging in size from

20. to. 35 or 40. (Even larger groups would be poisibledithough the,upper--

limit is not clear.) Participants have a high perceived "need to stay in

touch with each other, either by directive from theirSuperiors or from

their own motivation. Thee function of the "eXchange" remain!S rather .con-

stant, and the amount of social interaction is typically quite low. Thus,

the number of messages per given time period wouldtypically be low, as

would the number of private messages** exchanged. There is generally more

*JacqUes Vallee4.Robert Johansen; Hubert Lipinski; Kathleen Spangler;
_Thaddeus Wilson;and Andrew Hardy', Consultant; Group Communication Through
Computerse Volume 3: Pragmatics and Dynamics;' Institute for the Future;
Report R-35; October 1975;.p. 15.

**OfX-the-recordneesages directed to,a single party and not saved by
the system.



comnu.trrent to the topic of conversation than. to the other participants.

A clear example of the "exchange" usage is that of the NASA Communi-
cations Technology' Satellite (CTS) principal, investigators.. 'Mid is, a
technically oriented 'group Of persons from various organizations, - all
experimenting with the CTS Satellite launched jointly by the D.S. and-
Canadian governments. NASA staff has the critical task' of coordinating
the activities of all.the experimenters and quickly sending information
about changes 'in "the- status of the satellite.* Over a usage peribd of
nearly two years, 20 participants checked into PLANET 'at least once every

-
two workdays on the average; 10 of those averaged once every workday.**

5 -

The subStance.,of the communication typically involved the details of
satellite operations and scheduling. le langudge was terse, .and partici-
pants developed their own shotthand desi nations, .some of which had origins

"7-
in short-wave radio terminology.-- (t.i.,'11111"Was used for your, ';','PLS" for

._please, "10Q" for thank "MSG". for message. It should be noted'that
these shorthand messages sometimes served a social function as well, by

- adding a note of informality orl humor, as with the following: "PLS SEND ME'

HISNAME RANK AND HORSEPOWER 'ASAP..") The lea4er of the conference made 'the
ground. rule that_no informal_ discussion waulft be held. via public messages;
private messages were to be used .for. this purpose, Although we had no access

.

to the substance of these private,exchanges, participants told us* in inter
views and questionnaires ,that they were used for topics such as negOtiating
trades in schdduled satellite time or other topics which concernllit small

,
subgroup.

The proceedings were intentionally oriented toward _very -functiOnal
and businesslike exchanges, and apparently the medium proved very effeCtive

*The group has been using PLANET since late 1975. Thus, their ,h'Sage
began before any of the other field tests' described in this report. Also,
in .0ctober (23) of 1975, the directiar- of the protect at NASA required that
all experime-nters 'use PLANET regularly as the primary;eource of inforMation
exchange among the _participants.

**Appendix .E contains, all the basic usage data for each group involired
in this study. NASA CTS data is located on pages 160-1.
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for this purpoge.* Discussions of other subjects did occur, but they were

quite rare. For instance, project managers at NASA used private messages

,and a separate conference (where others were not invited) to discuss manage-

ment decisions. The group had very specific reasons for using PLANET and

those reasons remained relatively constant. The leader was strong and set
--

very speCific guidelines for the. type of communication which should occur.-

TWOothergroups ra.'aempted "exchange" -style compUter conferences but

were not as clearly successful. One was the National Coal Assessment

Health Effects Group and the other ias a group-of designers and users of

the Berkeley Data Management System (BDMS), developed at Lawrence-Berkeley

Laboratories The Health Effects Group used PLANET for almost a year, but

at rathe low leVels. (See Appendix E, p. 150.) Only five participants-aver-.

aged one session per week or more andeven this usage was erratic. While

they were interested in the use of computer conferencing for continuous

communication, they never made it over. tial start-up prOblems.4* Apo-

parently, there was not ahigh enough serdeived 'need to communicate among:.
. . ,

the. participants, and theme ono .entral' authority whiCh required.

participation. !,

By.contrast, the BDMS group had a common experience base in that they

were all designers or users of the same system. Their usage of PLANET

averaged one session every two weeks, or less. Again, however, there was

no consistent leader' or. leaders and no requirement for participatioll.

Since participant use varied and there. were other channels (e.g., the tele-

phone) available for specific problems, the group never developed any real

momentum during the field test period. A few months before -die end

*An examination of the first year.of PLANET usage at NASA (including
other groups and before this project began) ids contained in Jacques Valiee
and Thaddeus Wilson; 44Mputer-Based Communication in SUpport of Scienlific
and Technical Work, Institute for the Future, NASA Report No. CR 137879,
March 1976. The analysis of this group in the-Present report will concen-

.\-.1 -trate on their later usage and the effects on wairking patterns,* neither of
1 which was discussed in the earlier study.

\

r
**These start -tt roblems will be disscussed more fully in Chapter-IV of

this report. .
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however, PLANET,usage by the

three months after our field

within the ERDA community.

BDMS group "increased

tests ended, they

For the "exchange" to work, thg .use of computer conferencing must

become part of the normal work habits of most of the participants, and the

tasks must be.accepted:dS group easks. This adaptation occurred in the

case of the NASA group but) not as easily in the case of the Health Effects,

or BDMS groups. The "exchange," like other styles, requires. regular par

ticipation 4- whether it arises from a need felt by the participants or an

order from above. While the specific topics of conversation will vary,

there needs to be some common 4thread which ties the participants together.

There may be varied leaders, but it seems to help if someone assumes the

basic responsibility for keeping the group going.

)1Community -v4

Computer 'conferencing-can facilitate an electronically joined commu-

nity of persons whose ties grow beyond topically-oriented exchanges of

information. This "community" conferencing style implies a.qualltative

change from the "exchange" toward more cohesiveness as a group and a higher

degree of interpersonal interaction. The individuals become committed -to

the other participants (at least to a limiteddegree) and to the purposes

of the group. The topics may vary.considerably, but they will involve more

in-depth discussions and probably more-personal involvement on the part of

the participants. The groups also tend to be smaller than the "exchange"

style, lsypically numbering less' than 15 active serticipants.

While this style has not beenfully demonstraAed to date, several groups

in this study developed most of tIle characteristics listed above. The Inter-

laboratory Working Group for Data EXchange (IWGDE), with members from each of.

the ERDA regional laboratories, was one such group. Iheparticipants typi-

caily worked with each other to develop computer resources needed for specific

energy research problems. In some cases, discovering an available data base

or model at another laboratory could save months of development time Thus,

the participants had a high incentive to exchange inforMation and had already

begun to do so before they began using PLANET. This high incentive to

46
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participate was present, even though they had little direct financial sup-

port or requirement for their involvement in the activity. The great majority

of participants averaged at least dne session every three working days. (see
4

Appendix C, page 143).over a period of nearly a sear. Both thecohesPOtness

of the group and the degree of social interactior are considerably higher.

than the "exchange"-style groups.

The IWGDE continued to have periodic face-to-face meetings: one' was

held during this project, and an informal meeting took place at a larger

conference involving a number of the participants. The highest usage period'-

for PLANET:wet immediately preceding, a face -to -face .meeting. No' letters were

exchanged daring the planning'., period for.the face7to-face meeting; all

arrangements were made through the system. The face-to,facemeetings.pro-

vided an informal meeting place 'and were intensive, all-day-and-evening

Ipsions. Computer conferencing provides a continuous linkage for.thip

group, but it was ly mixed with the continued usage. of other media.'

_

A'similar ,g4t;4sionsored by the United States Geologica Survey
e4Lk1

(USGS), was int6rWonal in scope. The group focused on disc sions of a

mineral data-bast, ztek called GRASP, with which all of the partiapantS1
,, ..

were involved. : Thi oup has used PLANET for nearly two years nlOw.. Whila'!,
.

only 5 to:2P;RartiL?ipants have been actively involved, a cohesiveliesbaS

eme -1k;Ihich is .,. % ..: teklt with the definition noted above for a "pgraM1-".* '
ni . .

..'
.ii.

.

IF4lave developed a commitment to working with each
ti

other;; thi . .7v.

',..:-.

as the: 1??Iference proceedings. The topics have varied,

(arou ..:S ,,have the leaders. There has, been no over

.... ,.
--,

t .

it:Oown their regularity of participation,,as,w

mandate: J. -..7itie',Perceived need to communicate is obviously.
A

quite hig ptqA0arits are 'in very different time zones,

ter conteg*.t:q.pgA.-i!W 7:00\tynchronops capability, has .apparently provided

a bridge , :pittance barriers. Furthermore, all the pro-

ceedings haVebt&talli4Ai i.:.:Ana:the print-based character of the medium

has.lessened:.:*,:op.Ipt*;WAi01::44ght?bave developed concerning accents.

Athird%14;4W142,f:tie4f::tj:le "community" style is actually based

upon a somewhit:..rldit.W.I.iitlez-t:.**t;* scientist can go to a remote region

of ij4 ,.700(44Xyl 1441 researchers on the East and West -
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coasts. With terminal hand, a USES scientist nave to Montana almost a

year ago. PLANETkhas been a .significant medium for hij continued work.

While burdened with logistical proplemS, such as having to make a long
-1,

distance call to reach the nearest access point to the computer network, he

is nonetheless continuing to work iemotely. This is a small conference

but does suggest a potential use of computer conferencing to dramatically
AN

alter *king patterns. :Computer conferencing does not.a0tomatically make

cesuch an arrangethent work; there are certainly problems in developing such

communications communityc-, And, in the case of these particular Confer-

ences,.the possibilities have only been hinted at. Still, the hint is

enough to arouse interest and suggest the need for further exploration,

which will almost certainly occur over the next few years. Theimportanee.

of cohesiveness and morale to research productivity, as suggested in

Chapter I, indicates that,fUether exploration of this computer conferencinq

style could prove very beneficial.

The Seminar
ef

.

[The Seminar] addresses a specific topic. The most common pxample
is the-researc0 seminar or open conference which involves ynchro-
nous usage, possibly with'peiodic synchronous interaction, and which
lasts' approximately two weeks to a month.*

'

Experience since this definition was written only serves to reinforce

the notion that 6.1e "seminar" is a distinct compuier.conferencing style.
a

The.most important aspect is the focus

prespecified period of time. A seminar

a specific Vic, usually for a

last from several days to

several months and will often have a siz4le leader. Synchronous periods

usually occur and are mgia frequent the "exchange" or "community"

styles; they are sometimes even used as a tool by a leader in order to build-,

a greater sense of interpersonal interaction. licher are generally a higher
.

number of message sent per given time period than is common with otli.er,

computer conferencing styles. Generally, the clearer the task (and the
4

greater the commitment to accomplishing it), the more successful the "semi-

nar" will be.

*Jacques Vallee et al., Group Communication6hrough ComPuters*
,Pragmaticlird Dynamics, p. 1S.
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A rather dramatic ,example of a .r" -style usage comes from

activities of a group within ERDA called. the .Network Investigators l nel.

Their role has been to explore the potentials for the use computer net-
.

Marks within ERDA-- particularly for. interleboratory coordinatliN Thus,

it was very appropriate that they stould hold a large portion of their dis-

cussions over PLANET, on a computer network mithmrticipants from several

laboratories and universities.

The Networ0Investigatorsgused PLANET for about 10 months, in what

probagly would be called a "community" seyle,kwith about 15 participants.

(See Appendix C, page145, 56r usage statistics.) The "community" emerMid

gradually as the group developed its own purposes and structure. This 10-

month period provided a strong foundation fora remarkably intense group

communication period to follow. Participants stlifted into a version of the

"seminar" style noted above, with the major impetus for this Shift coming

from the need.to generate a report on their activities by a prespecified

date. As the date approached, their activities increased drastically (see

AppendiXAC,'page 144) .. It:sas clear that the only way that the report could.

.befinishedsin the allotted time was to use PLAAT heavily, coupled with text

editing of the draft report (again over the computen_netwOrk), and EXprallis

Mail deliveries between sites as necessary.;,,,,In the words of the o> zer,

the group was "deadline-driven" and used computer conferenCing in Concert

with other mediacto4Leet the:deadline. Telephone calls were sometimes used

to discuss delicate. matters, s..d t6 "Soften" or'explain-comiuter conference
messages. Express Mail,. with'itS guaranteed overnight delivery, provided an

effective way toliichange report drafts.. The final report which this group

authored describes their experience with computer conferencing as follows:

A much higher quality report was prod than could hive been possible.
using conventional methods.:(i.e., iters and the Post Office).:.
In addition, the 'work was accomplis d in a much shorter time.thani,mould
have been possibieotherwise. ora three face-to-face meetings were
required from inception to coMpleti n (a period of about 6.monthsT'....
This was largely due to the.effec mess of the PLANET teleeonferenc-
ing stem as a coordination tool...VANET also minimized the number
of ngthy phone calls between parti ipants. From the time the deci.
sio was made to use: network facilities to produce the report, to the
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01

printing of the first version of the completed report, was less than
3 weeks.*

There was a strong leader during the report-writing pJase, and his

role was critical to the outcome. All of the participants, thoughi.were

mithighly co tted to the outcome and strongly focused on-the task at hand.

The length of the conferenc4g period was clearly defined by the due date
.

for the report. The resulting communication was highly intense but ap-

parently rewarding in terms-of the end product.
IS

Another group with a common writing assignment was sponsored by the

Charles F. Kettering .Foundation. It was a 'group of food/climate scientists
4

located thrighout North America who were engaged in writing a joint pro-:

posaI. The group ha met previdhsly and used computer conferencing as an

additional mediUm for a three-month period. 'There were about 10 participants

who used the medium at least once every three days during the period. Those

who used it daily made by far-the most entries (see Appendix C, page 141).

There.was a strong leader who orchestqated the meetings and kept the dis7

cussion focysed. A repcirt and proposal were generated, based largely on-

discussion arising from the mmputer conference.

The conference' was conducted in spite of a number of-prob4ems.. For

instance, one Canadian participant had a, difficUlt time even reaching the

nearest access point to the computer network, Also, there were several

Instances where surrogates participated\ in place of specific scientists,

causing a sense of .frustration ald.remoteness for those-who actually did

participate. These problems, however, did not block the three-month commu-

nication.activity which developed. It was basically a "seminar7.-style con-

ference, with a written report as the focus..

Another group Sponsored by Kettering Foundation was associated with the

Colorado. Plateau Research PrCject.(CPRP). This group used PLANET for a'

three-month period after the food/cliMate group discussed above, but they

*General Purpose Computer lyetworks and Resource Sharing in rRDA,
Volume 3: Remote Resource Sharing Erperience and Findings, Wbrking Group
on Computer Networking, Mathematical and Computer Sciences, Office of
Engineering, Mathematical and Geosciences.Division of Basic EilergySci-
ences, ERDA. 3*

4 :
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were quite disappointed in the results. Their tasks were not clearly spe-

cified and terminals were only available for six.of the 13 institutions',
1involved 'in the project. ,Filrthermore, the leadership role was never'clearly

specified.andOno-one actually claimed that-responsibility. The conference

staggered on for almost three months, but it was clear that the participants

._/were not fully involved in the proceedings. It was a "seminar" without the

In a few
) necessary driving forCes of a focused topic and a strong leader.

specific:Cases, the medium did provide a diiec utility. (For instance',. .a
. ,

4 3 1
.4 table of "numbers wa#Aeerit via PLANET, where _the participants had experienced

..

.e.gieat deal of troubie,iolth using tithe mails.), However, on the whole, the

use of the- medium did little to help the progress of the group.

.'
a' 4

in their attempts at using PLANET. At one point, a draft doCument was in-

serted in a conference for review, but there Was not enough focus to the

activity. Periodic face -to -face meetings, supplemented by letters and tele-
..

'phone:Calls, were performing the communication which needed to happen. Ap-

The National Ceel Assessmerit Water Group of ERDA has similar problems

parently PLANET was simply no needed, or at least the need was not perceived

by the group members. The group's use of PLANET begin slowly and went downhill.

Another ERDA group offers an example of a

nar"-*without a specific end goal. 'The members

data bases on vari%s energy-relevant topics.*.\
by a leader of another PLANET group within ERDA and included a number of

very successful ad hoc semi-

Sous .county -level

Tnelbonference was organized .

participants involved in various other PLANET groups cited in this report.*

The Conferince, lasting about three weeks, was an intense information

exchange fa persons involved in research regarOing county-level data.

ing of other people's work could save efforts in developing new approaches,

so the need to communicate was high. While there was no grOuP product to be
produced, the organizer only invited putiCipation from people 'Stith a

f4'

'!We have found that it is difficult to keep utter conferencing groups
from talking to each other; especially if they ha similar interests. We
Mid not encourage such overlap because of the evaluation design, but it
seemed somewhat inevitable. In this case, participants from USGS "met":peo-
ple from ERDA over PLANET and developed new channels at-communication. Sev-
eral pagitipants simply asked Institute staff if dare were other PLANET
users who had intereSts similar to -their own.



specific .interest in the topic.area." He Sreset the time period at two weeks

and extended it to three weeks by popular demand. The success of the

conference was measured (at least in part) by the numberof useful new

contacts which individual researchers made, and this appeared to bea

significant number.

The Assembly
. ,

(The Assembly] is an extension of-"The Seminarfr" The grioup can be
-verylarge (Up:to hundreds or even thbusinds of users), and multiple
tropics, allreWed to a single generaltheme, are considered in
separate. parts of.an,agenda. This is the style. of 4' "general assembly"
of a major professional society, in which papers are presented, panels
respond to questions from an audience, and general discuSSion takes
place.*

The original conception of the "assembly" was as a complex "seminar."

The original FORUMconferences only hinted at a computer conference of this

size and complexity. However,, since it seemed distinctly possible, it was

labeled as a separate computer conferencipg style. The current test groups

have not added much to knowledge ablaut thit'style. While we still deem it

possible, there was only one modest attempt among the groups in this.study.

Akfl_

The IWGDE group, mentioned earlier,,did divide itself into etseries of

thretio five topically oriehted conferences. These were, in 'effect, se*

rate "seminar"-style conferences for a single group and thus approach, our

definition of an "assembly." However, there was still a relatiyely.small''

number (never morethan about 30), and the usage ever grew at a rate

consistent with the definition noted above. The IWGDE was more of a "com-

munity" than an "assembly." Perhaps it is necessary to reach a "critial

mass" of key participants focused on a particular spectrum of-topics in

order to achieve an "assembly." We really do not know at thii point, since

the field tests to date have indiated more apparent potential"than docu-

ented reality.

*Jacques\Vallee et al., Group Communication-ThroUgh Computers,..Voltme,3:.
rPragmatics and Dynamdcs, p. 15.



The Encounper

(The 'Encounter) represents 'the closest con/Outer analog of a face-
to-face meeting, in which:participants are synchronously discussing
a tOpic .for a short time (uSually, a few hours), possibly with role
assignments among the participants (as in simulation and gaging) and
with some degretof intensity. * .41

It is certainly'possible to hold "encounter"-style computer' confer-

ences, but the-cuirent study had no- examples. Actually, synchronous con-

ferencing (when more than one participan t is present simultaneously) may
4.41,16

be more an option Within other Conferenqng styles than a stle in itself.

There may be cases where asynchronous confeAnce will be held for its qwn

purposei. and,conforme to
. the definition noted above. But it seems-that

.

this style will occur-Only rarely--at least according to field test expert-
ence to date. Many 'groups 'do use synchronous conferencing, whether by plan
or by simply finding others present. .But this process probably doesn't war-, -
rant a separate style designation. It is more likely to be blended with -

other styles. .

The Questionnaire

[The Questionnaire] involves an unlimited number of partkcipants'in
a structured question-and-retPonse format. The most bommon.applica=
tion of this conferencing style is the questionnaire survey, with Delphi
and open voting at opposite ends of the spectrum of.ppssbilities.
Typically, no direct message exchange is allowed among participants,
whose responses are entered anonymously. Tne- conference may last from a'
few hours to a few weeks.**

.

Like "the encounter," it now seems to us that "the questionnaire" is

Wore a tool to be used within other conferencing styles than a style in
itself. In the conferences reported in this report, several groups made-

.. -

frequent use of the questionnaire ,Option within PLANET.*** The Network

Investigators, mentioned earlier, frequently used the open-ended question

format as a way of making Sure everYon0 was on-the-record in respozidir.

*Ibid.

**Ibid.

AI

, ..:
.

***This option allows secret ballot voting, mUltiple choice questions:. ,..

.accorpIng to any desired scale, and Delphi - style' questions. Responses are ,.:-.--t3 en' by the program, and results can be insert&d'into the-
proceedings.

53
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t
,

certain questions. (The system would 'then automatically pose the question

to each perSdkas they-errived,'asking them to Make a response of any length
4

they chOAe.) This group felt that voting or multiple-choice questions would

be too limiting. . The IWGDE also used this approach, as well as tepret ballot.

"1/4 votes'as'appropriate The stestionnaire option was thus a useful tool in .

certain instances but was never used as a response elicitation device, as

implted by tht definition gyen above.

IroniCally,.the first uses of Computer'vonferencing,both at the Office

of.Eienjendy.Preparedn'ss and at the InStitute fortheiFuture were for

automated questionnaires. It now seems that this approach is rarely used, at

least in field test.groupb such as thosediscussed here., The'cipabilityof

asking questions'systematically.to*all other participants is sometimessuseful;

but in-a flexible fashion mixed with open text conferencing.*

*

sureiARy OF GRQOP CONFEREWING STILES
*

The-currentproject hag revised somewhdt the` original foriulation of

computer conferencing styles as ndled'in the:lastitute's*lp75 report. The

primary styles used by the current groups are summarizelt7the box .at the
. .

right.

c

We have.concluded that the style previously identified ag7"tkiieSseilbly"

(a complex seminar) did not occururing this project, though it still

remains a possibility. The same could be said fqr the "encounter" and

;,questionnaire" styles. However, it now Seeps more approPtiate to con-
-1

sider these two modes as tools likely to be-uSed in the context of other

computer conferencing styles;

,..

..:102

.

.
...--,.

4 *It should be noted that- the desi.gn of a odkPuter conferencing system
will have dirpctteffects in-3 how questionnires--or other features--are -"

actfially used. the struatAre of the PLANET system encouraged a,cmixing of
.questionnaires with(open discusgion. This design was certainly a major
fa-ctlitt in the'vaYs. in which-gpestionnaires were actually used by the field.

1 1.-
egt..11groups.

... 1

r
.



MOST FREQUENT CONFERENCING, STNES
FOR TEST GROUP'S *

, .
' 1. c : . j 0

%Exchange: async nous; low social* interaCtion relatively toil-tir. .stan t pail rci pa til on rate i con ti nues over apeelod df months
'rtlany participants'; variied tbp'ics; high need to .conmuni e or
instruction from superiOr to do so; more cOiititgent to sUbjictcord

,than to other participants. .er _ ..

,- Lt..
.

...

. -

",'",community: asynchronous; frequent social interactiop;ifrele-
a. ,--

tively constant participation rate; contiliuous ovefka mperkpd
of months; ve'ried leadershin high:Comitment'of par..ticipants
to the group; usually , 9less than 15 active, group members; com-

;non theme but varied topics.' :

seminar: focusecl rIcIIIIIOurposive; high participation rates;
strong leaderdhip;defined time peri,p-d, usually less than three
ninths;' frequent periods of- Synchronous conferenei ng

These, styles are not always diseretev. they will frequently oterlap. or
*0:develop ,through various phases. Such designations merely begin to map tie

possibilities for, computer ConFerencing usage, ,bas;d on the research 6rouTs
.

involved 'in. this projeCt.. However, the.longliterm effectS of the medium will
not be codified by"the.technology but created by the users Ahemseles.

--Cornputer--corrferenCing-groups-a-res-likely-to-Move:',Virough varied phases in
their usage,, posSibly involving more than one of theikstyleS de'scrid here.
Also,.- it is likely that aserendij4tous solity wi41.,oc.Qur--meaning that the
exact usage pattern of a givengroUp wiifi be unpredictable ulatil they are
actually involved in the experience. 'And.at least some usage styles will
resist classification.
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AkICIPANT CONEHHENCING.STYLES

.9Jims. 4
st as group conferencing styled are impdrta in assessing

rticipants.conferend4g 9sagt, 00:are the styles of individua

computer

Individ-

--- .401 participant styles have not previously been examined, but the current

dagftives us the.basis.to do So--atleast tentatively. Also, discuising
dr.

pa i%iCipation styles allows us to describe the ways in which individuals.

used PLANET inlais study without identifying thenloy name.* participant

'Istylesqefer to the ways in wilich individuals used computer-- conferencing.

InOar.analysis of these field'tests,. we attempted to develop a typology

of styles parallel:: o 'pegroup styles noted-ear yier in this chapter. E4rly

drafts of this report identified six .styles lepresenting'typical:individual

usagetpatterng which we have obseved. HowevereWe have sthoe,decided

against- this caeegorization, becauseithere,is too mucht.variation among
. .

individuals--or'even in the ways a dingle inclividualjdight. use this medium-

_.

to jUstify a simplistic typolO6Y. Rather,/Wehave.sought to give examples

of the ways in' which. individuals have;used PLANET. A particular person-may

use varied approachesAat differenttimes, depending on the communications

context with which he or she is involveli'.

Ina 'few caps, we did find individuals who seemea to be "nAurak"

matches or mismatches for computer conferencing: ,The nmatchs" were people

for wbcm this mediu0 'allowed a new freedam of expression or where,it fit

unusually well, into theworking patterns they prefeiled*Ae.9., working at

home or at unusual OUrs). Of the seyeral participants with whom this oc-

curred in the current study, all had a goodheal of,?coOputer experience

before usingePIANET.***.In computer cdele.erenced, the peopld seemed to'
4

d. emerge as leaders, which.wasenot necessarily so when tlipy met with the same

gtoup face to face. Natural "matches" could also occur 4though they'did
. ,

.. ..,

*Ittlist Of all the participants in the study, as well as selected
transgript; and all basic data collected for this study, is available b -ar-
rangdMeht from thd Institute., However, we have not5 identified individilals

.

hy. their usage patterns or personal responses in opestionnaires or interviews.
- t ". ,

**Such -aperiewe does not, however,'assure a match. Many computer ex-
perts find PLANT too simpletand)too heavily!'orientela toward:novAce users.

,..4
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nonirthis study) for_participantS with language; problems or physical
handit4s which might inhibit their effectiveness in face-to-face but would
not bevisible over computer conferenng. The point is that a small number
of people (perhaps 2 to 5 percent) seemed to adapt inudiately to computer

4----ebnfM'e-fleing, and- itprovided a rardiiat78EfeaTein in their feelings of
acbomplishment and satisfaction. Such individuals use 'the medium quickly and
'constantly; it readily becomes part of their normal work habits.

We have noticed that a few of these. computer confereneing "naturals"
develop what might be called a meire-the-Merrier syndrome.' Since computer
conferencing is so rewarding to them, they sometimes issue ,brbadt
tions for others to join in Such a stimulus, while potentially useful to
allow more people to keep up with the discdssion, can.c se problems if more
new participants are invited than can reasonably-take part. Participants can
become spread too thinly acrod5 a number of computer conferences, Or a gj,ven
conference may grow too quickly to efficiently ,integrgte all the new rr-
ticipants. Thus., it is iMportaht to monitor--and sometimes even' constrain--
the initial enthusiasm of some new computer conference 'users.

On the other eictreme, a small group of study participants seemed to
haVe a 'basic "mismatch" with the characteristics of cOmputer 'bonferencing,
These people (only about 5 percent of the test group but possibly indica-
tive of many more who would not even consider using such a medium) had de-
Veloped a ,successful work "stYle--often over a period of many years--which
was antithetical to the approach required by computer conferencing.: For
instance, many managers make heavy use': of telephones and, in a sense, orient
their War* around responding to such "interruptions." Leaving their office
for awhile:, they likely return to a stack of telephone messages to, order and
answer. Cofnputer conferencing has no equivalent to a ringing telephone; par-

.47 ticipants must structure their time so that they regularly check into the
conference. Also, in a field test such as this, the, busy manager will have
both the usual barrage of. telephone messages and the requirement to utilize
a new .communications medilurt. Itds not surprising, therefore, that some

tit
are unwilling to make a fundamental change in their communication patterns;
perhaps they shotild not. If the change to computer conferencing is, tober,
made, there. Will be a; strong need for a transition period from the old
et°



oammunicAtion.patternIto the new -- probably requiring :strong support froM-

top managenent. The .switch:will nobe trivial for those whose existing

communication patterns strongly. contrast with those called fOr by computer

cOnferencfng: In at least one case during ourstudy,'an acknowledged
.

leaL; of a faCe-to-face group did not Maintain the leadership role, while

the rest of the members used computer conferencing as their'prinary channel

Of communication. For this person; the change simply was not worth'it,

though he would still be a leader in a faceto-face meeting of the group.

.

Between the extrethesnoted Above,'there.are a Variety.of ways in which
.

individuals react to and. use computer conferencing. Descriptions of these

.approaches.follow belt*.

PARTICIPANT STYLES: SOME EXAMPLES

Computer conferencing,does not require anyone to "speak"; and it is

easy to bypass even direct questions, unless the questioner or the leader

is very persistent. This situation clearly contrasts with a face-to-

faCemeeting or a telephone conversation, when a direct, question must be

responded to withinseconds. On the Other hand, there are definite'simi-

latitiee.to .face-to-face meetings,in!which.a,few participants.dominate the

conversation while the others listen and only occasionally make comments:

In computerr. Conferencing, a participant style can develop in which someone

uses, the medium regularly' (i.e., in a high number of sessions) but rarely
4.

makes any substantive contribution. This role, while rather passive, allows

a participant to-keep up with the activities' of a group end.notae con-.

spicuOtply absent fr611e proteedings. Of course, other group members may
.- . .

... .
. '..

bedome.cOncerned over such a role- (e.g.,'. eeeihg it.as a form of "eaves

dropping" or not contributing one's share), but wehal.Te e n leveral groups

Where there, is no, pressure to contribute. In.fact, thereCie.cases Where:
, .i.. ,

"Aspecial."listener's" role. was actually suggested, enahlling people: to keep
. ..;

up with the activities of a group. withOtt.feelling obliged.t&.contribute.

Such a role prOYed useful, for several managere,Who.wanted to follow the

progress of a. group without becoming directly invOlVed. Some. participants



prefer to. listen more than they "talk" in computer conferenceS; others play
the opposite role and contribute vigorously. And while computer Conferencing

. offers no technical limits on the volume of inforMation'which can be entered
Ni_

by agivezvparticipant,..there are certainlylimits to how much other par-,

tiCipants will be Al4e-or-wiliIng--to /teed. Long textual entries can easily
. ,

become fatiguing. for computer conference participants, especially if they
are made in mote.than oneconference. Of course, it-is possible to simply

ignore some entries, and we have seen examples of verbose participants being

subtly excluded in spite of their voluminous entries. More likely,.however,..

6

. persons 'who make many entries will have a commanding- -though possibly stul-

tifying -- effect on the proceedingi

Wh4e computer bonferencing allows-an equal amount of participation by.*

all .those involved, we: have seen few exampleewhere such equality has actu-
ally occurred.' In practice,'a few people usuallY.Make most of the entries-

just as a few participants generally dominate face-to-face meetings.*
.

. .

As Figure 1 shows, however, ,the equality of patticipation rates can vary

considerably:from group to group. (The distribution for the Network In

vestigators is'the Most equal we have ever seen for a major computer confer-

ence.) .The important observation here is that someunevenness in partici-

pation tates.appears normal in computer Conferences. Whether or not a Tar-

ticular person or persons are perceived as overly verbose is more likely

dependent on the quality of What heor she says, rather than simply the

length, of his or her entries in the conference.

A significant number of computer conference users are likely to be.

made.self-conscious by the characteristics of .the medium. They may be

Whesitant about their spelling, grammar, or ,typing.Also,.they could be.

somewhat'intimidated by the limited amounts of interpersonal feedback:

*We have made earlier studies of this apparent similarity, with the
further qualification that synchronous conferenceS seem:tij encourage .more-
equal distribution in participation tates'than do asynchronous.conferences.
See Jacques'Vallee et al., Group Communication Through Computers, ToluMe 3:
Pragmatics and Dyne-Mice, pp. 123-5; see also Jacques Vallee et al., Group
Communication Through Computers, Volume 2: A Study of Socia.tEffects,
pp. 47-9.
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. FIGURE.1. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION RATES FOR
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there will be nsi4;',rea gttir.i.p4.40:4n4ra or nodding heads in response to what
they are saying,.-:,,1 -04e.Elftiing features available in PLANET -or the
more powerful adl.tinO:avagable ..n other systems--provides one measure of
the degree of.,thjia.1.,.6-0;:f4704i4ipe!.isness. Some people will quickly adapt to
message - sending, to exact spelling or sentence construction ;

Others will ''ti...iief;;fo:i....a:pierfeOtiori in self-presentation which is likely to
restrict their i,'44-.44,,,.!to ii4gticipate in this' medium. If participation
is primaril.;Y:' ftfi*tqn:Citi,s.,-".;1:iollever, even a self-conscious or shy person may
have the tule..Atfcat§- 1,;:pOmposition and land' up as a strong contributor.

"" , . ,

It i*-4;*6:*.. that some. persons, far from being particularly"sea f-consiO4.1 tually be inclined toward greater s el feXP ;es s ion via
;this rarely Arees iciplarP. its, the essin Cdar

.. ,municating..."to beketz via...this 'more vanonymous r dinr4mair be an important
,i... aa].y.St;144*.4iCiiii:.Pa:riCiPantS.,#

. ,.. .,,,:1,

,,..

.,,. ,;:.,.,....,,

..-4-4 :.1 atfidra;'..WhO:Magno't converse .c..t&.isl. on .a..,bas.,is, will engage
in many.-Prildte,-.coMmUnicationS with i vi,aUai. pa' tifitA rit:1.' It is possible
irimost ,coviiiiftiir:,Conferencing Systems tO."-:'Atinsk.ittri*a.:" 7:1400.4es, 'kor which ---
no record VeL=4tf''` w ile we did' not of prva:t,e

P MO Si:3V4.1. tiXijati' field tests, usage, sgit0..tiOS dot show when PcVti"ci,
pan: ts ha814,!;/;:pill;44.c.; but high private sending
Could 44:parte' levels in 'the 'publid

.

Tirivatir Oaf's the, pripe substantive channel. '.116
ro UP 1 lizia 4v. r an-'approach to en ur4e, pc.iO4;Cif
also 104q,i-n,e.;:-7:/lieri..:-S-417i,..-a. style might be ve usefix

r
. negotaa:iloh.n: SOc4.1 .mc re a ,pight develop. ar ett-th-6,- u o Aufat

'ft does' not necessarily have sin ter in! lOations,?;
' 3: 3

....,...L. : i''.'R'ci'54tina .1ii.l.tZ_ has _suggfaSted -,. that. this comiOrti..im\-0./01.0,,t9
'. ..f.h4:coinf9i!:tflbit. "Stranger" rioted by Simmel (19qp). .'.Se4*.;14:1.ilf anCi..?,

.. M. mit tro : ',Vii., Itietwork Nation, Addison-Wesley, florth,mi--
. ... '.

, 4) . r .. A.P.A. .". .;.1,: :: fitiqt ; is interesting to speculate about; the iolelpf-ikeiiii.e.rstati:a'q
tho 'ayiaariti.6.,- of conputer conferences. For iiistanee, ifArpartici

, ,`hild.ac":6:r.:,..,to such statistics, they would Icnow ittat priva...x, IoC4Mmin't-c t
:Ftii.cl!diiigi: gn-''-(;von if they didn'tt knoW tile sub stance of thei`jake.hzu3geis:r.:,,,, . ,:t .-, .xhds .;::-.A0Oeris to. usage statistics - -or even-whether they arei.,E.1,10 ,..# ...

,kEip,..-,-!,cciUlci be a major issue in the use of.... this medium. .- :,.. .:."
ti.

'14. - U :,
%.,....1
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simply.a communication style which is easily pursued in computer confere

ing but often difficultivia other media.
\.-

Persons. who, from time to time, want to remain behind the scenes in a

computer conference y develop an indirect style of com*nickting.-:, In a
! .

computerconference7(given current_technology),...one is neverteallysure

that a peupon'at another terminal,is actually who the system says it is.

There.are individual passwords for each participant, but these can always
. .

be' exchanged, faci1itatin7 a common - -and sometimes confusingr.-style of in-

direct participation. We have seen at least two types of indirect commu

nicators(during these field tests:

1. Multiperson terminal use. In a numher of cases, more than one

.i.jerson used the same terminal, either all logging in under one

-person't Tame or exchanging names. A.participant might announce

suc h a situation 'by saying: "Any message.I receive, Joe will .also

see, since one Of us goes by his office several times a day. If

you have a, private'message. him, let me know and he'll go in .

himself." In some cases, private messages.were,sent to one pOrson

..for delivery to a third party.

2. Use of surrogates. for entering and retrieving messages. In a num-

ber of cases,:Secietaries Or'4Issistants actually typed in avid re-
f

trieved message's for someone, though ofter'4..they did so under the

name of the indirect participant. Thisworke.guite well in many

cases, particularly if a participant is., very busy, 'has trouble ac-

cessing a terminal, or Is simply not inclined to use keyboard

devices.. However, *e saw several lptances of confusion and frus- 0`

1 '
tration where other' participants-nOt realizing that it was a

surrogate and not the "real" participant--woUld enter .private

messages arid- n6 E-receive responses. -(Sometimeg-Ihe surrogate

become flustered'or embarrassed and not know what to do in response

to the message.). SuCh a situation can easily lower trust within a

group..

: , r

It seems that indirect communication has some advantages but can easily

have negative effects on the interaction. It adds complexity to the group
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and takes the indirect communicator a step away from the other partici7

pants. Such a usage pattern-it Workable, but itte.guires a great deal of

attention, to the possib effects on the groutk,04..Whoie.
-

The above examples provide some reeling for the ways in which PLANET

was used during these field tests. .Chapter IV will provide more detail about-
,

individual usage as it relate& tO. the:needs of a conference organizer. At-

this point, it is most impOrtan't.**,04:#1e- simply that the ways in which a
'

given individual makes use is likely to vary Con-
,

siderably, and the nature of this-vita:at:Ion will have much'to do with the

outcome of the oomuluniCatiOn which occurs. The group and individual usage

styles which occurred'in this study confiroc4..theoretiCal observation made-

early in the development of computer oonfer4incinitnat this medium CaitPOt

be assessed without carefully consideringtS0*viduals,and groups using'

it, the tasks ,for which it is used, and''tiAiiatiUreS which are employed

in the meetingsgp'as the litetature reviewed in Chapte0I

4 -4,4ma
.emphatd the importance.o-structure, Soithe structure of computer .

Oonterence usage seems.critin-determining overall results.

*See Jacques Vallee et al., Group Communication Through Computers,
Volume 2: A Study of Social Effects., pp: 20-6.

1
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EFFECTS ON WORKING PATTERNS

The "bottom line" of this project .focuses on measurable and potential
.

effects of computerconferencing
on the working patterns of the test groups.

In analyzing the project data for this purpose, we combined questionnaire,.
responses for similar test groups to -pEoVide a statistically sound basis for
our conclusions.* (It'would have been.more'desirable to, examine changes
in queitionnaire responses on a group-by-group basis, but irregular response

.fates.made this difficult.) An ERDA group was created by combining the re-
sponses
A
sponses of individuals in Network Investigators, Network Objectives, Berkeley:.t..

Data Management System, and Interlaboratory Working Group for Data Exchange.
These groups contained many individuals who participated.in multiple confer-
ences and were part of the same goveLent organization. A USGS group was
formed from GRASP and Remote Office. for the same reasons. A final consoli-
dation included all "low-usage" groups. This group included individuals in
NCA:Water, NCA:Health, Colorado Plateau Research Project, Earthquake Pre-

.
diction, and Network.0 "ectives. It w &s especially necessary to consolidatebl,.

low-usage groups because the lower response rate among pvticipants in
these conferences. In combining low-usage groups, we assumed that common
characteristiCs might exist among individuals who did riot adopt computer

a.conferencing as part of their work patterns. The NASA/CTS group was con-
sidered separately, since it was a very different group and also had a high
questionnaire response rate.**

0

AS a.framework for
organizing_our_fiaidingsv_me-have-delineated-four----

aspects of working patterns which could be affected by computer conferencing.

The particular data analysis procedures are described in Appendix.F.

**The Kettering Food /Climate group is not included in this time seriesanalysis, since their usage period was only three months.. Thus, only their
open-ended.questionnaire responses are considered.
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These iiiClude: with whom people work,,vhdlitlercork, where they work, and
, .f, ... ;v., .

fiendhow theywork. Also,,in a few cases'. it-Wds porAle to identify prod-

ucts which seemed to Fesuli from computer conference usage. While these
.

..a

_.- .

outcomes are'ceitainlynotsimple measures of research productivitY',.theydo
..,

provide more detail on the context in which this project oCcUrred.' '.

s
.

.

.

This chapter first, describes the measurable and potential effects on

working patterns observed dilri:gg the study, then examines those end products

which did iesult. Table 4 summarizes the discussibn of effects.

. WITHHIpCIIPEOPLE WORK

In a field such as energy research, a br6ad range of potential working

relatiOnships exists: *Typically, hcOmever, working groups are located around

large laboratories or universities. In many cases; similar wNk is conducted

in different locations, but the researcher's involved may have little or no

awareness of the overlap. The logistics of communication across large dis-

tances has made continuous working relationships difficult., In certain

cases, this separation can be justified by-the potential it offers for

diverse and'independent thinking. However, -a str ng argument can also. be

made--as was pointed out in Chapter I of this report--that increases in

communication with other researchers areusually associated with increases

in research productivity. The variety of contact facilitated by computer,-

conferencing is often impossible to obtain within one's own organization or

locale. The question is whether those researchers who had access to computer

conferencing increased their contact with distantly located researchers in

the course of this study.

-On the other hand, researchers may want to limit the number Of-persorii;7---

with whom they are in contact,, or at least have more control'over the nature

and timing of the interact-ionise Information overload is certainly a possibil-
4

ity among energy researchers, who often have no effective ways of controlling

. the number of outside stimuli to which they muse respond.,



TABLE 4, SUMMARY OF EFFECTS ON WORKING PATTERNS. SUGGESTED BY THIS STUDY

0'

: .I

'RANGE .01..OPTIONS
4 i.

DOCUMENTED EFFECTS POSSIB1E EFFECTS'

I/ .

WITH .,

WHOM

PEOPLE

WORK

Nearby colleagues

Distantly located colleagues

.Persons from varied disciplines

PersOns,of varied quality .

,

.

More communication with

distantly-located researchers.

;
\

Expedites communication among
,

those interested in communicat-

ing (requires high'communica- .

tion need)

,More international, communication

More geographically-separated

working- groups.

', . -.

Information overload--

WHEN '

PEOPLE

WORK

Office hours

Evenings

weekends ,

,Simultaneously with others

Irregular times

.1

.

,

Often used outside office hours

(25-40% of the 'time)
,

Participants continue to work out-

side office hours, apparently

assisted by access to computer

conferencing

Participants can "meet" without

being present simultaneously

,

More flexibility. in)viorking'hOu s

,

. .. .

Longer working hours ,,

,

,.

. .

.

WHERE

PEOPLE

WORK

.

Office

Home
.

.

'While travelihg .

Neighborhood office center

Remote retreat

Work at home is common when ter-

minals are available

Researchers can.stay in touch

while traveling, moving, or

homebound
,

...

More variations in where Tie-,

searchifs lilie and work

. /
Less 'office-baied research .

,

..,

HOW
t

PEOPLE

WORK

Face-to-face I

Mail

Telephone

Video teleconferencing

Audio teleconferencing

Computir-based teleconferencing

,

.

.

Computer coderencing is per-

ceived as more productive in

some instances than mail or

telephone

Can be used for joint authorship,

information exchange, schedul-

ing, planhing, and.follow-ups

for face-to-face, as a bridge

to other computer resources

Substitute for some Maihisage''
,

Substitute for, some telephone- '

usage, but could also add new

uses for telephone
,.

,

Could even increase travel

.
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t.Reiearcfieis in Othek Locations -
45

'
. .

FigUre.2* disPlays.the Change in respondents ' assessments. of hem fre

quently they tOmmunicated,with national researche:rs-
.

, t

tparts of the.United.States) during three questionnaire intervals during this
. ,1 - 1.

Audy.4- For thp ERDA'gvUps, it isIClear thatatistitallmoManificant in-.

;greases in communication with national researchers ik4).riladd Aween.each

questionhaire. :
(From lebs thantWice a montktibOre than Once a week.)

4.-

This is.an important finding,4,sincs, thehist sample for, these groups came
._.-.

- !,, * _

beforetthey began using PLANET.
- ,

. ..

.. .

nye lame increase in3cont'acts did riot odcurfor all the test groups.-
.., . /. ..

t.
.Theo*SA

A

group, while'beWgi9ning..at a mean frequency of more thamseverali
times a-week, droppedkr.ossligntly more than once a..week, While; this drop is. , . ., .4 .

4%.

:
stittlitioally* significant (Lee'+ppendix GI pAge 169); the -NASA -group was high..

* . ,

on. the frequenc14'Spale to Start:..: Also, no pretest was possible..rwith this
.t. , .

group, As thelphad alreadybeenusingpomputerconferencing
at the time of ,

7, the. first sample. Thfts,'even with adrop in frequency, their contact with
a-

"*

s,14 -

,. ,,.national.researchers.is still at a'rel.&tively high. Late.

s
..)4k .... ,/

The tylming of questionnaires for the USGS.group (see Appendix G) was
\ .... -

the same as that forthe NASALgroup. No pretest.was.pbssible, and they had
. , .. ,

14,..4.*;
-. . : . ..

. *Ttit'lineS connecting e three samples show the general movement of
respbnses betwedh questionnaikes.Oftatheithan 'shorting group means fOreach

._questionnaire sample, we judged it Morevalid to examine changes in inditrid-
uai responSes.# ThUiv we ha4e calculated two,separate means for each sinple,.
as represented.t)y "tHe paitnts at each .end of' the :viiitipal.lines. These.tWo-
,means ate, calculated b considering.on14 the participaAts common to the base
sample and either.or th other two "samples: FOr example, the ends of the
vertical lines in the fir ample column of,phe figure represent (1) the.

:mean response for those participantsA wiljt answered both the firkttalnd second
questionnaires and /2)216 mean resi>onsefcrthose_who_answered- i_first-and---
thi-fditiOnnaTre-i. 'I' 7----

°, . . ,

**AppendixtG contains-the basicinformation.about changesfor each group,
over.the%three que'itiOhndire periods,' as well as significance teb ts. One of

"theAmitati.onsof questionna*re used. in this, research design is' that changes ;-
'in.freqUbritycan occur which may, at be directly related to Media usage.The' design assumes that such. outside factors' will be detected by'open-endea .

*
responses, interviews, or observation;; but thiswill not: Always be the cas.'
These test groups operate in a distimctly "noisy" environment for identify -,OW .

iing measurable effects. -, f.: ''. .
4
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en using compUter confvencing for .some time when they received the ques-

opnaire. '.'Their frequeilay of communication with national- research-

as .considerebly lower than the; NASA gouP's. It remained .relatiVely
etl

steady'. '7the second questionnaire. A noticeable'increas& is showll.betWeen
Statistictliy°'the sepond and third questionnaires, thoUgh the increase is

.

significaAlt.
ap,

re
One USGS group; GRASP, o, showed, a significant it trea.se in communication

4.
with internationi researchers. Since Pretest 4ata is not available for this
gr4DuP, the Auestionnaire results do not show an increase direGtly linked to
cbmputer conferencng usage. HoWever, there appears to burn increase in
international contacts for the group when they began, using PLANET.. while the

SP group is small in nUmber and the only internatiemel group in the study,:

not

-''

the glitiential 'of computer ksconfereneing tck,''furthelt international, contact, is
?=-

-I worthy fuxther exploration'. , .
* 45 :

.,

The lowFusage groupli shoWed ?..n apparent, though onot* statistically
' signific4nt:46p in the- '4 .frequency ot their communication 441th national re-

.' searchers (See 441ppei'idix G, page .175) . For mclet of se per3ons, the first;- ;.4

ttestioia rk was a tp st. 111kie apparent "drop" could be related 4.0 factors
4. : 1?:,,

other an dompp te :conkferencing,. skich as gro4p dynamicpr ilputsiEqe events

p ,.
-4

l'.14te oppoinity for communication was 'technically Present for these grodPs,
no Measnitbie tfiCreas occurred_:

.00 44

,Resear4erS ,irr 04;er p1Sciplizies it
%

Frequei?k ofd minuni0a0..on with res rchers in other ,kdisciiiines is,

anther important variahle which. was tale by the 4questifinaifes. Again,

in tie 'case of the E.FtDA groups, a clear increse dan be Sho iover the field ..

ta

test period. (See Appendix G, Me 171 ) .,12in 'incfeaseleas a. so no.ted. within

one questionnaire
s

interval for the. NASA group i na atleaSt-diintedwat--thOUgh
Pbssibly due to other factors--4for:- the ow-usa :jr s qux 3 sumrhariz9s,.

the differences in. mean reiponses on this :quctstion for titte four major ,cater L

.gories f groups Failure to sliow an increase :it'll ftreqlgency could *le ciu6 Y
. . A

simply td the *fact that no re searcherS : frop.oi-V, disctsplines happened, to be
tb te'a'' present during the test period:, The ERDA grtiups ' r r increase ini

contact with researchers in other disciplines May have been di -at:.least in
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part--to the addition of USGS reseachers to their computer conferencing°

experience. This effect occurred without preplanning as the various groups

discovered they were all using. PLANET and had research interests in common.

One imagines that such unplanned contact mightocctr more frequently'

among researchers in different disciplines, if computer conferencing were more
. .

generally available. However, it should be, noted that computer conferencing

does not always facilitate new contacts- One respondent phrased it nicely

on a questionnaire when he said "[PLANET] has expedited communication' be-

tween_those interested in communicating." If participantS:do not begin with

an active desire to communicate with other participants, this medium.does

little to encourage it. fact, it may even encourage more closed commu-

nication among a select group of people who form an electronic barrier

between themselves and other potential pacticipants--i.e., they could ex-

clude others from joining.

Overall, the questionnaire data about frequency,of contact with local

researchers and others in,one's own Crganization is mixed and not particu-

larly:vivid. (See Appendix G.) The ERDA groups increased contacts with

local researcherS, but this seems largely due to the close'proximity of at

least two of thelaboratories involved, in the conferences. (Live re and

LawreKce-Berkeley are both in the eastern San Francisco Bay Area.) There is

some suggestion, though it is-not statistically significant, that communica-

tion .with researchers in one's own organization could even go down during

periods of computer conferencing usage. (SeeAppendix G.) However, this

evidence is not convincing in the data presented here and remains largely

speculative.

<0of.F4equency of contact is, of, course, only oneeaspect of the relationship

between colleagues:., One must also amine the nature a#d.quality of contact

which occurs, as 'well as the poten 1 for more contact that could contribute.

to increased productivity. It is clear that, for some of,the groups,involved

in this'study, a community of'contallit did emerge and was Avilitated by

access to cqmpUter-col:Ifsre* hcing.. 4iowever,-this was riot always the case

the effects of access to computer conferencing on working relationShips

cannot-be predicted simply. The medium can affect contact among researchers



and did so in measurable ways during this study. But the effect is not
automatic or consistent across varied groups of researchers.

WHEN PEOPLE WORK"

Researchers such as these are typically not confined to specific "of-
fice hours," Stili.there arelbeveral Ivey issues regarding when people work
that could be affected bycomputer conferencing. These include flexibility
in working. hours, whether or not one must work simultaneously with others,
And new Waysto accommodatd a heaVy worklOad outside normal working hours.-

In

worked:

1 'sources

sizable

this project, we had two sources.of information about when people
.)questionnaire responses and usage statistics. Evidence from both

suggests that all the test groups worked outside of office hours for
amounts of time, but this is not necessarily attributable to com-

puter conferencing. Only a few participants shifted a majority oftheir
work - .related communications to the new medium. Instead, their computer

conferencing usage was typically added totheir.normal working time.. Thus,
these

0
field tests provide only limited information about the potential of*.

Computer conferdilcing to affect when people 'work..

Thequestisnqpire data are confusing and help little. Most participants
were initiall y high on the scale for frequency Hof work .outside normal office
hours (see Figure 4).. From,this point on, the data becomes perplexing. Only
the low-usage groups iecreatedmtheir frequency of extra office hours (see.
Appendix G, page 175), and thigduiing a period when their PLANET usage would
have been very low. This increasevseems .clearly related to factors outside
the realm of study. '
-h. A--

Another 'confusing- finding is that the NASN group and the USGS groups.-'
both had evidence (in-the latter case, strong evidence)' that decreases in
work outside normal office hours actually occurred. Thiscould have been

."-kkated to poor access to computer Iterminls
(often available only at of-

fices). This change, agair,seems more likely to be related to factors
outside of the scope. of this study, such as outside. work pressures.
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1b0.-uSage-stati-SticbdeMonstratethat:i,
. outs icie..offiCe by all grOiPs, but the..

group to group ....Figure 5 displays the Percen
-during each month for the three groups, In
'defined as S QQ to 12:06 .and. 1:00 to 5;'00
individuals define. their own:office hours

.from the norm. Still., the: fi9#es. giVe d

'ical office hOurs.

Used substantially
iiat of time y4ri,:ed from

';;;Ct usage which bcurred'
fa glue, "offiC-e::hOurs" are

Often, iot course,
tttpugl :ritay vary

relation to

sage for the stme
t. shoWs, the ,ma jor-

ring ,traditional
unt of usage outside
a major ,factor here,

to ilbtne:coMputer ter-
.access td Computer confer-

at hich peopl wOrk. Explicit
introd'uced, along .With the tech-

1

ctf Nsag

'Evi,4tire 6 provides 1MOre"; tail; tan
grows', noted above during total us ge
4-tY of 06,11Unication fOr grou

, of f ,hdurd..-- Hoirever, giobWps s. a

of these. 110111A. -and on weekends: Access 'toterthi

ii ';-.,..:#'- ,i.-,gmin,13.isl...,.. these etatiS' tic 4 also ,sgge
: 4. ours ;, and these 'participants, ly

to

diii:47 ig not sufficient:: to change,-;t
J (4\ '. for' organizing such a change

. .,
1;,,,:,..1, , AlOgy itself. ' . .

,
.

.14/. :
.,.1;,. . ..$)itete 4was evidence in 'teopeueiilad gUestionnaire' responses that some

`)att4-d-ipants didirrrange Apeclific ,times for their computer `..conferencing
'''...:uSage;; Several ..Meni.ione that heCked in earyy :in tie morning and

:times) . OtherS said they simply usedin-r-the afternoon (i.e.,. at
.1'.e medittm between. othergte/s they 'We e performix4:duiing- the day. In some

-times Were q`elated to :,,..' /...$ of load . on th'e. computer being.

....., . , ....

periods were used v-, order o achiete 1-4ett;e.r..iesPonse times from
..5.tr ..e r

. - .

r.** ,
,,..

.

,..t.'14its..sbc:)rt, this study revealed there .Were.!7,no'nie:asiikable:'.effects of com-

Fooe--rencing on when people.worge4.-Many:pattitipantS tended to work

t,:., i1 )'- 1. * s fact= will be discussed: in:mOre detai,1..under. working patterns
--`'k ting.-to where people work: : : 1 -. ': =, '':.;

, _,.
z..:**E3tang l can be frustrating to CoMpUter Conference users. While

. . .

u4 prtblems Occurred,:only,,rareiy' in this": study, :they were serious. . One
oup 4ctually. changed CompUters;:butthii:Only: added. tQ the confusion.

A dependable computer is a reCinitement for thkOCesSful computer confer encing .
$, .
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FIGURE 5. PERCENTAGE OF THE USING.PCARET OOTSIDE'OF

OFFICE HOURS OVER THE PROJECT.PERIOD

NASA
GRASP*

-..NETWORK INVESTIGATORS*

41 ko

o

0 I

OCT JAN

1975 1976

1 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I

JUN DEC "..JUL

1977

*These.ustige statistics are not grouped by organization, as are the
'.questionnaire responses. This 'was possible because detailed usage data is
available on all groupspyre those with low questionnaire response rates.
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FIGURE 6. PLANET, USAGE BY TIME OF DAY
(IN LOCAL TIMES)*

NASA
GRASP

...NETWORK INVESTIGATORS

Oh'
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The percentage of total sessions on weekends was as colloids:
CTS = 1.05 %; GRASP = 1.60%; NETWORK 1NVE§TIGATORS 3%.

77
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1: outside of office hours before~ the

using PLANET. While one can still

provide more flexibility in working

project, and the continued to do so while

argue that.COmputerlOonferencing could

burs, there is'hO quantitative data from

this study to support Such an argument. .

WHERE PEOPLE WORK

energy researcher might work in,Cvariety of places. Thelmost conven-
.

tiotal is regional' laboratory Or university. .HOwever, several researchers'

in this stucl livectt to 50 miles from.thelabOratory to whiCh they were

assigned, and they, fleet more productiVe,i4hen they could do : "at least part of

their "Work at home. (Especially given time and fuel costs of commuting.)

Researchers might also want to go to anotherresear4h.vioUp for a yearor

more, Oreven into a field setting. Neighborhood office centers, while

A
an option for many organizations, are probably not very practical for energy'

researchers.

This project provides very little information about the ways in which.

compUter ConferencIngmigA affect where people work. Apart from personal

anecdotes from-interviews, transcripts, or open-ended questionnaire responses,,

thereis little data on this topidk. Terminal location is Perhaps.the:major

deteMinint in where a person uses computer conferencing. Only, a small

4 .dumber of participant* had home terminals, and most lacked Iportable termi-termi-

nals which they could take from the office as needed. In fact, hoMt ter -

minals ate sometimes seen asan:unneceSsary luxury. The preferred loca-

tion is Often a4
terminal room used-f?y.a group of people far varied taskS.

suspect thatlbase of access tOpmputer terminals is a major factor in

-regular use of themedium. Thussi the lack of access to home-or portable I
terminals -in this study means that the .question of whether, computer confer-

enCing- could affdtt where people work was simply not examined, :exCAptby

speculation or anecdote$ fromHa few usbis.

The questionnaire did inquire Shout the frequency of working at home.
- .

Unfortunately, the quettion aid not distinguish between working at-home

.instei0 ofNphe office And working at hime in addition to a full office

P.'

t.
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schedule. Figure 7 illustratesthe changes revealed bythis question; and

ignificant shifts.did occur for the;ARDA and low.,nsage.group4.

information .from observations and interviews suggests that these

clue to variations,in the work IDA of the group--not to a .simple

of computer conferencing usage.

However,

changes were

'effect

Interviews, questionnaires, and t!anscripts did offer some interesting

insights about the applicability of computer conferencing to unusual work
4

situations. For instance, a-water .crisis in the Washington, DC, suburbs

Cauted.the closing'of

computer conferences.

base of operations to

:Continued unimpeded.

tine: she was back in

two key installations at a critical point in one of the

The major participant from this areavinplyiroved his
.

his home (with a portable terminal), and the conference

Another participant wis hospitalized for period' of

the computer' conference before she could return to her

office. Cleanly, computer conferencing could add some flexibility to where

People work and, perhaps makethemllessdependent on a central office..

However, the real poiential for these effects remains largely'qmplored,

The ERDA groups, for example, had established working patterns whicik.

involved working outside of normal offite hours and working at
,

ahone. Com-

puter conferencing seemed. to merely fit into this patfern'and perhaps en-'N

courage its development to a small extent...lhe only real alteration in where

people worked was wiiWthe Remote Offite Group of USGS. In this case, Adis-
, .

tutted in chapter II, a geologist moving toAa.rnral'area used PLAN4, as a

major communications channel for continuing his work.. Howeveri3Oiestgeolo-

gists used PLANE a/r4dy; its availability was only. one factor inAhe deci-

sion. N-everth
O

explorations

Such a .case goes provide some guidance for

ring places where people work.

HOW PEOPLE WORK.

In delineating this * category of working patterns, we were interested

further

In how energy researchers accomplish their. daily activities, In 'particular,

we are interested in their communication habits--how they tend to use,. and

mix, specific media. In referanee to computer conferencing, we were

rjh

4P'
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4
interested in whether the medium had

4

on current work procedures.

(or might have) any measurable effects

Our major sources of information about how study participants. worked
.

were the questionnaires and interviews, supplemented bysthe computer.Con-

#erence transcripts. These sources make clear t4at there it no.sitple rela-

tionship between compUter conferencing and use of conventional communica-

tions media.* In some nstances,'hOwdver, parfici ants feit.that Computer

conferencing facilitated more.productiOn than would '..have been ptssible using

conventional media (see'Figure

Use of the Mails.

Regarding mail, the. assessment was nearly unanimous, and farther
.

cussion focused prmari3y on slowness and frequent unreliability of service.
,c.o.

White tWU.S.Postal Service is partly to blame; there waslso mention of

hetluggish internal paper handllewhich can plague large organizations

such ts ER.DA. Letters can Ike several weeks to be typed, for example,. and

delivery within the..4ii.on is sometimes slow. For at least

the ERMA groups, E401.(guaranteed overnight delivery) was
`

exchange' draft.repdt s &hy di.StUssed in the computer -conference

ter files were also used for exchanging these, drafts, but pressJ

1plemented these exchanges when they were -technically difficult. In spe".
A#

cific instances where a quick written message was needed, computer confer-
4

encing was an advantage. It shOuld be noted, howelver, that,a computer mail

system would often suffice, if group communication has not necessary.
_

Figure 9 displays the shanges participants reported in frequently of

exchanging letterS with other researchers during the project. Inzmost cases,

the frequericy'o-P exchange dent down during theperiod Of computer confer -:

encing usage. One might thuS speculatel,that$Computer conferencing (or com
.

puter mail):could.replace-regular mail for research communication, Special-II.

one of

used to

Compu-

sup-.

*Computer conferencing was only a small'part of the work activities'of
most of these researcherS. Thus, this study does not constityte a test of
whether or not Computer conf'rencing could replace-Many functions currently
performed by other communications media.

0-
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FIGURE .8 RiSPONSES TOA POST-Inge OF PLANET QUESTION ABOUT
. .--RELATIONSHiPS TO MAIL, TELEPHONE, AND TRAVEL

. -
;No' .

41:

-*
QI-IkST 1 ON

r

'

o

"Are there instances in which' PLANET provided more 4. I.

productive cormlunication than, would have bear possible'
using: . . ?"*

F.

NA IL

TELEPHONE

TR4111..

.

's
. YES . NO \*

.

13% is (7)

78% (43) 22% (12)

54.5.E (30)' 115.%

87% (117)**

S.

l

.
t

. ^

-
r.a i, . i,

v a ,. a?.
f: , ..-'a . .

a:- C
.--;

. ,

a--'

*Asked on final questionnaire only.
**Number of .respondents.,.

111 ;.
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services such as EXpresS Maii'might still have useful functions, however.

These questions All be explored In more detail in Chapter-V on.policy

issues.

1

Use of the Telephone-....

14.

,Regarding telephone contact, the most frequently mentioned problem was

lindingdther people'in--especially. with time zone differences and if groups

of-people were involVed.. Some respondentS told of attempting to reaCh each. ..

other by phone for days without success; emphasizing that a computer' confer-

+ride message. Would probably b@.seenwithina. period. of hours (if others were
4

regular. in..theirtarticiPatibi).; The,:telpiphdAe is. an interrupting medium
'

with nd:sympathy for a researcher who dOeSn'twant to be_disturbed.' COTou-
.

ter cOnferenang:prOVidesan oppOrtunity..for reseakchers't0 Schedule

terrupted Worktimes' while still.being engaged in intense group communica-

tion with distantly-]located collagueS. And, bf.course, the computer con-

ferencing transcript provides distinct advantages (as well as tential

disadvantages)..incdOcumenting exchanges. between researchers

o

The-immediacy ofythe telephone does have reai.,advantages and was used.

on some occasions to alleviate stress in computer conferences. One par- 4*..

ticipant'told us he frequently used the telephone to clarify important points*:

or relieve tensions before they became harmful to the grone. Private

messages are sometimes adequate. for this function, but the telephone .s

_ often more appropriate. Figure 10 shdws the questionnaire responses on the

1P..freqUency of telephone usage for communication with researchers during

the course of the simplerelationshipis-shown; telephone Usage.
7

can either.decreaseor. increase during periods of..Computer conference Usage,.

Items inte-resting to thoughi;that the-largest 'increase comes

low-usage groups, suggesting that the telephone may h4ve substituted fors,

at least. some of the computer'Conferencing: It may also be; 4lowever,. that a
. .

Synergistic-relationship can develop between computer conferencing and

-...-re'relphone.utage--,with increased telephone usage growing out of. the adoption

of-computer conferencing.
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Frequency of Travel

travel and, in fact, enjoy lt, there will note much incentive for change.
. a 4,*

Of cours%, l ijspevel restrtions have already had some eillect on these atti-
. P *tucies 'and are likely, to be more important-ill the future.

frFigure 1P summarizes the Zuestionnaird responses about frequenci Rfir
tra0e1 ftr discussidns with other researchers. The NASA and USGS groups

both show travel during the usage period. In the case, of
0 tt 4 dithda NASAegro, facesto-fa$ ce meetings were scheduled before PLANET usage

beAn, and thiareduCtioniEis probably most related to the completion of the
CTS.pro,ects. Regarling a USGS groups, the reduction in travel may haye

Cr

rnAe to do witth pfbblemsepf international travel for the GRASP group -and
to

the commitmept of the Remote Office Group to experiment with not traveling.

Just 43s devreasies in travel may be due to several factors, reasons
behind ansincrease in 'trips are not always clear .from the interviews or

3 transcrirkS. It is puss, le that computer qp nfere ng actually encourages
an increase in travel; as:rievt contacts are developed Apd working xelatir.

rships evolve. One might Syequlate that researchers such as these have a
rather constant ratio of communications to travel: as their .communication

AS Figure 8 shows,% far fewer picij4ct pa cipants felt that AANET.
could provide theiti with more productive communication than a face-to-face
meeting. Those that did see the potential emphaSized thirmanye fac'e-to-

.
0,face meetings prObably need not take place - -or at least not as frequently..

Many researchers in this study already travel, more than they would like.
For th6se who are beyond this threshold, a med1.01 such as cyompilter confer-
encing could provide a more continuous link than face-to-gce, without the
complications of travel: Howev-eris for thosetwho are not oVerbur4ened by

fl.t.tilkincreases thrbugh'the usg of-coin-put:6r conferencingi;eso their need t--o'travel
44.....

may increase.
*4,

=

During this project,. computer conferencing was usekiiffectiVely'as a
;d

medium for planninfi. and following up on face-to-face meetings.' Iii;'er.e ,is,

however, evicfence that simple substitution of communication fcir traVelocCurs
and some evidena; that travel may actually increase with the intettgption of
co mPutex co nfere'ncin4 .

86
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Time Deioted Reading
.. .

The questionnaire's' also inquired. atboat frequency -of 'reading".Vork'..
,,,related literature. Figure. 121supnarizes" theie ;lesponses iour4ig'rne..project, .

. .

and they re- provocative . The in' dibation'
":.600urS, itads aredudtion readin' Perhaps the t me that researeiteri:. -

spent. using ..PLANET :till*: they'. iniVit .hav%'1,P9pt reading -. 9r,
-' ea... :;: 7''' ..;4. phrased f ere ntly the Attranscripts ftlrOastives may. halfe,.take.41 so muc..11,,..t.

;.; .: v."left li.tt1,e :oPportunitt*Ax. rpading% su findings may. havel.:.
i . b44,1 .4related to outside. factors Such * dal' time preatures e did,.not .'

4.. a.. :

. , . .
. . . .

. ,. i; 6,r r. -., .- ,---', :.:...fiind''eVidence .of:th-is, ...: ::.. '' '7' . ''
% .' , . h I

:: 1.7.4; : Act 47.: : .:;:;:;:-.::: ".,1..:.:-.' .; . , :: : :' .; "7. ! 7. . 't 0. *. . Oiril.. *- -0. ':,..:.t.:11' -j.,... ..... ',..:- ...-- ..' -.

, .. ...:?:..;;.:-.. (Hpw....people..work. will,..of course,. be 'related 419 4p-yles of'; ...pute..i.cont?-:',
. , - 4,.... .4- A.,-

ncin4:whioh,ard. chosen Each .4 yle y
.- . , -_, . . ht:,-:`,-.. c :

diffiite.e'.-,efre&ji" Onilloy."....
...

'1 4 work`--a nd U ltimate1Y, What'tfe7 work o a.- .e,nergy restakkih'g" ,.

s'.::'
.. .: ./.::.: .. .: ..-'... - . 4 ' ''''.. ..' . .....: .. .1 ' ,. At. ,. ... '

P4K1':RWiNET,. for :.; th 4 fol.lbwing aptivitiesr fr . ' . 01. a: .....,!:-:..it.':%'!:: e ....;

Joint aut.ii0-rtahi;p Of reijOrt.S.°
rAte

4, , 'I'hft)rmatiOn ...exchange 'among labo ra.tgri es

S'ohefaxilihg joint projectsr. .

/or - Makilip',arrangementis and .follpvi-ups fp? f e.--..t43-face meet .g
44'

As a "bridge" tto other CoMp,uterje*FPes
.: ir;

Ar

iv. .::.".;; <

.g ! , #(44..torS; dad

A fistal questionneire after' tiie uba44e/ Arlo 'provides mc:341:::.
On how the work Of researchers:Such as tries might be affected" The queer
tibris utilized 'standard Set of scales. de'Vel

a
din Gre Britain,, call

Description and 'Classification of Meet;ingS'.(13ACON) They asked poreie

,;, . ! '

a

4.
how satiSfactOry PLANET would be for 4. range .of ista aid. tabks. .figure ip

1,,
displays the overall results of the reSPOnseS. The 'general. Piling

r
is tha4

I.

2

S4;11:'k.; PLANET is percepied as very satisfactOry: for-tasks ;.such astiekling
giving or receiving' information, giving Or receiving orders;

4le

touch,- and exchanging _Opinions. However, it is not evaluated

*Roger Pye, Brian Champnes4, Hugh Collins, and Stephen Connell, The
Discription and Classification offfieetiniks, Communications Studies Group,
London, England, Paper P/73160/PY, 1973.
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FIGURE 13.' MEAN RESPONSES (AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS) -0
THE DESCRIPTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF MEETING
(DACOM) SCALES, ADMINISTERED AFTER USAGE OFPLANET

ASKING QUESTIONS 5.93 a= 1.12

EXCHANGING INFORMATION u= 5.74 = 1,21

EXCHANGING OPINIONS u= 5.50 a= 1.23

GENERAL IDEAS u= 5.20 a= 1.39

GI ING ORDERS u= 5.19 a= 1.52

0
YING IN TOUCH u= 5.1# a= 1.62

DECISION MAKING A.33 a= 1.48

Il

PROBLEM SOLVING u= 4.08 a= 1. 5

RESOLVING
DISAGREEMENTS

3.87 0= 1:35 p

BARGAINING u= 3.69 c* 1.51

PERSUASION u= 3.56 a= 1.57 lb

GETTING TO rt ula 3.191 III

KNOW SOMEONE"' / aP .511

2 ;i;5
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Number of Respondents = 5i

lt
#

41

e 90

u= Mean
a= Standard Deviation
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getting to know somgone,lesolving disagreements0Ostasion, or bargailing.*.

Of course, participants might become comfortablejwithAhe-AediuM for .tasks.
- requiring more subtlety andssensitivity, but it,Signslilat.7.the less,compli-

catedaspects of their work are likely to be perceived a'S.MoSt appropriate

for computer conferencing..

While participantg:a.pparently preferred computer confereicing for

straightforward tasks, the transcripts indicate some intangible effect
0

their interaction which could be attributable the medium For instance, a

key particiP4n't in one of the:conferences.entered a draft document fOr'wtach

he wanted reactions--but only certain types of reactions. He made the

following entry in the conference:
S

I suggest you not call me; however; I will periodically
through the weekend until the afternoon of April 13.

log into PLANET

It is clear that he wanted to respond to all interpretations of the
11. *_draft report via a group medium. Rather than receing a series of separate.

0phone calls, he :1t to centralize this process and open discussion within

(Of course, private messages could also have been used fors.the whole group.

reactions.)
.1000

Ektrapolatin from the above example, we see that computer conferencing

could affect how researcher wOrks. A significant,portionof effort could

be shifted to this dium, encouraging greater cooperation between research-

ers. But such! an alterati on world require a Afinite change in work habits.

As one researcher put it on a qUesiionnaire, "usinp PLANET more wodlvd,require

reddction in other activities" And 'there are costs associated with such a

change, not al! of which are easily meatiikable. The leader of one of these,.;..rt4
. .

. e
li

. .

groups made the following comment on one of his questionnaires?.,,,.. .. ...7,1

*These.findings are consistenwit% thQgo from other Computer,cOnfer-
encin/,userst see Jacques.Vallee et al., Group-Commenication'Through Court. vputers, VoitIme- 4,..: Also, the finding g are remarkably similar po'those ob-
tained.for audio4nd video teleconferencing. See Roger Pye aTd Ederyn
Williams,. "Is Vi Valuable or Is Audio Adequate?,' Telecommunications
Policy, June 1977. -A djscussion 4 his similarity anO.its, iikplicatiorA
is containedcontained in Jacqti.4.Vallee et al., Group CommuniCationThrgugh tbmputers,
Volume 4: Social, Ma44eria04,ald Economic Issues, Institute 51Dr the Future,
1977.
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-so- 1 .

There are significant pskchological drawbacks which must be adapted
rto, One is driven by active telecortferencing: It can bet-very dis-
tractingbecausepne isAlontinually feeling a need to resbond:tO
Auestions"by Others. There is no'sucb thing as "out of sight, out
.0f.mind,"

.

Computer conferencing does allow people to sch9uletheir own participation'

timed, but often there are overt air subtle costs. One might enter after

several daysl.absence to find a hundred new entries spewing foc,th. Or the .

more subtle pressures noted shot could prove very taxing to certain indi-

viduals. Chgbges in the way people work which*are attributable txomputer

conferencing are likely to come slowly--perhapV s,justifiably.so.

aUTCOME MEASURES

Each questionnaire asked respondents to rate Oliblr overall satisfac-

tion with group communica 4 on within their own groups as they used PLANET.

Figure 14 summarizes those responses and Appendix G gives the data on

statistical significance of the changes. The ERak groups provide the most

dramatic increase in satisfaction,.thougb it seems to peach a plateau after

the secondtuestionnaire. This questionnaire constitutes a summary judgment.
t-*

about the overall outcome of the group communiCation during padh period and,

thus, should be taken as strong evidence that increases can occur. Assuming
* *

that the researchers were in the best positidAoasSew group performance,
'I

this change is one of the most significant findings in the study.
a* 41

It The mh$,?.% and USGS gro6likedo not show a Signi4cant increase in satis-
8

8 faction but Nth start higher on the scale. (It should be remeMbered that

both, of these groupt had been using PLANET for some time when thellrinied out
. , 4

their-first,,guestionnaire0The-significant---decreastr-shown-bythe-USGS-------------
) .

groups during the first interval, thenstill leaves em strongly toward the ''''::
.

.

4f
4

.

satisfied end of the scale. The low-use groups, however, igshow measurable
44

. de9reases .in satisfaction !is their experience with PLANET continues. Some of

the reasons for this reduction have already been, discussed in Chapter II;

this finding merely documents the problems noted earlier. 1111*

4.
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116°The kinds of end' products which emerged froWthese computer oOnferences
41

vary. from the concrete to the abstract. A-number of actual products emerged

li'from the various groups: 4
A catalog of new .resources available at ERDA laboratomies;

'AI* A fd @r-volume, jointly-authoted report;

An Up-to--ciAe mailing list;.
t

Numerous exchanges of materials (e.g., eneriirrelated data bases)
between laboratories;

A published transcript of a, three -week computer ,conference;
4

Schedules for xperiMents on the4ommunications Technology Satellite;

Complete plans foPtseverarface-to-face meetings:

a.

Products such aft these are'difficult to associati only'with the "use'of com-

puter conferencing; there were always .they factors involved. litit it is

.4
-.=

clear that
- .these.end products resulted from the efforts of these'group§,4

, , . .

. 4
providing some.insight into.the uflity of. the communication whiel did.
occur. I r

I. . . 40 ''. AP.

Fh?re
were also less qpnc to outcomes described in. interviews or cm

7 questionnaires. Thest.putcome were: 1 4

Avoidance of duplication of ef4orti. thus s aving time, effoft,-1-"and

.
money.; .4 it

A. '':-.
Easingltransition periods Zien reseatpheri were shifting locations,,

4 ,-or 'I _

4.
.

,., 4 I .
'41p Piroviding'more erect eontact between syStem designers and system

:,.. a -
wters_a(gRASPtf.anci.1341S3

, . fir.

"er
, ,

P iding more diverse contact for junio#.1esearIChersv
II '' /if

Corret tirig misinterpretations which ha occurred in Bece-tO=face
. or telephone conversatioits. .

.
.

% .* .
V

'
Thestt;o4tcomes are very Officultfp measure or assign directil to computer

.
.

. 4 t ..-

conlivice .usage.: . Rather, they

saidy about the value of dmputet erencing to theM. ell- Are ex'aMPles
...

of qualitative 4nccpases in pro'du 5t- which were assoqtk by some of
.

,

a. ....

tfiet4trtic. nts with their use o .

e ;

4

t '

testimonialsfrom"participhnts in the

11. tf;



Outcome measures- -both abstract and concrete --were not Qpe focus of

this study. Rather, we have focuSed on the process' aspects of computer

.conferencing and" attempted to place.the'participantS°in a good position to
evaluate the real and potentiall-effects of computer conferencing, usingT
working patterns as a "proxy" for productivity. Viewed in the context of, 41

the Chapter I literature review, the limited number of measurable effects

documented by this study suggest interesting, productivity implications. 40

For ii;Stance, Pelz and Andrews' (1960....found thift increased cdj.league contact

am'stimulated research performance. Aiguming thlislinkage is accurate, in-, .

cteased contact with geogrAthicallydisperSed
and-Interdisciplinary research-

.

ers' reported by this study indicates comput4 conferencing Aay :encourage
s.

greater, productivity. AS.14esearchlommsOnication medium, computer confer-
ending requires self..-aCtAtion on the pari'of both information seekers and

givers, Andrews (190) suggeO!that pufpodefully originated dOptadts:are

more likely to be productlId. Even thougheomputer conferencing ig.defi-
hitely a medium Aerial participants.driginate,the

contact, the uses of computer

conferencing by one person does not guarantee that other's will..also use it
regularly. ShuS, some purposefully initiated use of this MediUmftight,
actually prove frustrating,

Zagona et al. '(1966) found creative probleM-solVing occurred most fre-
TguenV.y *hen a. group was nonhothogeneous, cohesive/

`.,

flexible, open, and had
II

con -.
strong but sensitive leadership.), The current study indicatev oocomputer n-..

.ferencing supports nonhoTgeneous groups, acroOis geograOhic andkolisciidinary

boundries;_potentially offers-flexibility; allows cohosiveness tg develork -,.--.

and, perhapaiportthah face` o-face meetings, requires strong leadership. :.14r,

.While. this WO not's study of creative koblem-solvinVi_the
similaritid_____,....i-__________ 4 -40...- .=. .....-0 -4d..

conferencing.

1 -.-findings suggests Aher productivity-encouraging characteristics of computer
4

4,11en:s (1970) work, indicating, a direct retationship between,perce0ed.
*

accessibility of in rmation channels and utilization of those channels,4
bears significant implications for computer dgnferenaing. As is explored

more thoioughlikin Chapter diresearchers must overcome important hurdles
before computei conferencing' effectively faciiitates'information.exchangt.'

. 40?

3
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Hurdles inclide the psychological barriers to

a$ the more real prOblems of finding. a terminal and 'paying for use. Aqsum$mg.

these initial barriers are overcome, computer .conferensing could greatly
. . .

' 4 ,

increase accessibility to distantly located colleagues and 4nformatidd
't, -

using keyboard dev5ces.as well

,
-;14

.

Finally;. Andrews' and Farris' (g.972) findings concerning, the negative .

impact tf time _pressure could SUggesf-yroblemt concerning the use of compu-
..÷

ter' Conferencing. 'The .report.Td. decrease in reading, work-ietate, literature

.. Siring the field tests indica tdS thp t new reading and typing derne06 on.
/ a, X .. -

,, . .c

researchers may add. increased pressures,. The use of. dorputek conferent.cing .

-. . . .

;,.'.i requies.. researchers .t.,4, spend M00 't1m4 Jjelading :conference proceelings and ,

: .

tying new=4. . entries. It is possiblepy' carry out routine communication,eire
) . -

. .. ,

written form, iesea'rcherS stay: find. that they 'axe oyeruiing their ',visual. : , I..

G ,-.

senses at the' expeC.Se of less? demanding but "Srillir`bdet*iye gierbal interaction.
- -,

...
.,

.- ic - .
.1...

.

While- the field tests suffered' froma la'bf of control groups, they did.
. . . ,

. :

raise a number of issues which cal for further disc' usAcri.- The' final two
.,.

. - ,1!': '
- . , IIP

chapters of .thi:s report will pursue these findings
AA

in terms of their impliCa-
.

,

tionsfOr actual use of computer. cohAerencihig , environments:,

((haptv V) implications (chap&i.- =

I-- r.

t

14

a

)

I
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IV. GUIDELINES FOR TRUE USE OF COMPUTER CONDERINCING:,

BY GEOGRAPHICALLY SEPAgATED'BESEARCH GROUPS 1

"We finally got the mechanics of operating the system

sorted out; then the need to communicate took pree-
. I

edence over. the mechanics of doing so.;

--A PLANET.USer

ITV

Chapter III of this report has shown that there are no easily pre-

kdictable effects of computer oojaferencing; rather, there are potential ef-

fects which may or may' not'ciccurwith a given group, depending on a number

of factors. It is'important that Computer conferencing be viewed as but

one possible choice amonga range of media optionsAincluding face-,to-face

commUnication). For a given environment, one must then decide (1) whether

or not computer oonferencing is appropriate and (2) if it is Chosen, how

it can be used most effectively.

The organization of computerconferencing implies several critical

componenti. Some relate to mechanics of the medium; others, to questions

of motivating people, to adapt to, learn, and participate in computer con=

ferencing. Relatively little work to date has been devoted to documenting

these organizational factors and their impact on the success or failure

2)Of computer conferences. This chapter responds tdo the ,resultant lack of

pragthatic qUiddlines for computer conference organizers. It draws conclu-

sions from the k-esearch presented earlier but synthetizes them in a format

directed toward those'who,may have leadership roles in computer conferences.

Earlier Institute for the Future work has examined the role of a fa-

cilitator in introducing people to themeglium.*' Also Zinn, Parnesi and

*See Jacques Vallee et al., Group Communication Through Computers
Volume 3: Pragmatics and. Dynamics, pp. 68 -82.



. .

Hench at' the University of Michigan have developed a general "checklise'to

assist in deciding whether or not to use comPdter conferenbrng (See Table 5.)-

These efforts have done more bo'identify.relevant areas of concern, however,

kto develop prescriptions for making effective use of the medium. The
1P.

054 1=tial.organizer of a computer conferencemust havesome guidelin4S in
. , yT

' thg4 e decisions which are obviously critical_in whether the communica-

tiorr effort will succeed or fail.

PRERQUISITIES: plioNaku0 WHEN AND

WHEN NOT'VD,USE COgPUTER CONFERENCING.

Based on computer conferencing experience to date, it seems possible to'

- infer (if tentatively), some prerequisites for successful usage *of the medium.

We'have attempted to limit this set of requitements to the basic conditions

underlying a. successful computer conference. Thus, the ''list Is shorter .end,

overall, more specific than the.checklist in.Table 5; some items, however,.

imply a.:combination.or broaderterpretation of itscomponents.-'If any, of

the.prerequisites'described beloware,not met, the probability for success-

ful communication declines dramatically. If all the corAitions:are.fulfilled,

a suCcessfiil,conference:iS more likely--but still not guaranteed..

Prerequisite 1. A Perceived Need to Communicate

:In. the field tests we haye observed., this
!P

seeMingly-obvious pre equisite

has often been ignored. Computerconferencing has two.characteris cs which --__

intensify the importance.of a need to communicate: -(4 It is " f-activated,",
.

,.
tI/meaning participants must discipline themselvs to participate., /If tie need
r

to communicate is not-perceived 'as important Eby each participanti, computer
. /I "

conferenci,ng is likely to go unused orr at least, be irregt4arlq used..

(b) -It is :a :strange mediut to most people. While novelty ;fteits ma

0 1initial interests, the medium muss become integrated with pa cipants'
. .

workstyles if it is to have an impact. If the Orceived heed to communicate
.

,is not high, the medium is, likely to go., Several of the low-usage groups in

this study realized that their need to communicate was simply not a .high

as it originally had seemed.

9.8



TABLE5. CHECKLIST FOR THE USE OF 1COMPUTER] .CONFERENCING*

Cha4racteristics of the group:

Size

Distribution (location)
Background (points of vier)
Interest in communicating
Value placed op a writteri product

Characteristics of the topic:

CorTlexity
Alternate approaches
Adequacy' of written cOmmun ca t ion
Possibdlity of written outcomes
Role of reference information-

, Changing .information

.Resources and scheduling considerations:'

Access to conference computer
Access to user terminals
Fr'equcncy of participation.(replacing meetings)
Staff for technical assistance
Deadljne for reports
Provision fo "off-line activity (listingsz

indexes, etc

Incentives to use.conferencing:

save travel cost
Ishcrease meeting efficiency. ,

Record conference progress Iresearch 'credit
to contri6utersg etc.)

Open meetings to wider "audience"
Explore new means for education'
Develop new skills for interaction with

colleagues .

Research new 'tools of decision-making

;
0 04,,.;

C

..
.

.
. *Source: Karl L. Zinh,',Robert Parnes, and Helen/ ench, "Computer-'

BASed Encational Cothmunicatio at the University o Michigan," Pro6eedings'
of the Association Of Computer Machinery (ACM) Nati al Conference, Hot.154on,'
Texas, October 20-22, 1976. '- .

% .

.



0 hP.

`J.,511e prerequisite of a,fi

least a4loosely-defined "group

ved need to 'communicate implies at

uter conferenc..participants. Mini-
.

ativeness are necessary. If profesSional

for. instance, the need to communicate

kably low.* Computer conferencing is

lems than is face-to-face communication.'

mai leliels of Cohesiveness and !mope

egos are, too large or. too coOpe

as a grope doutd.easily be:x*0.

perhaps More susceptible to such

Prerequisite 31 Accessibility to the

Computer COnfereriPini.tystem

acdeSsibility, we mean access to both efficient computer terminals,

, and reliable' computers. -It seems evident from' our field tests that 'casual

access is critical to the effective use of computer.conferencing, especially.

during the first stageS.. A participant whdr.mmst walk down the hall and wait.-

in line irk" a noisy terminal room is much less likely-to Contribute than one
.. , . :

who ha$ an, office teratinar, While the impOrtance of casual: access depends
- -

1 .

.on the balance of other factors, such as the intensity of the need to.com-.. >, .

municate, accessibility is. clearly critical for all but the,most dedicated

groups. Also,the type.b,f terminal can be important to participants, espe-,

cially those who Are not computer experts. Many standard computer terminals

are littered with endtgh computer jargon to bewilder all but the strong in

spirit. Terminals are participants' most direct'dontact with the' computer- -

and with other participants- -and pan strongly affect-their attitudes about
,

belonging to the conferende. Accessibility to computer,conferencing meaft.
.

accessibility yia.a convenient terminal with which users feel comfditable.

Accessibility alSO implies a dependable computer system. During the

field tests in this-studY, for instance, the computer networks becaie .

heavily loaded at one point and greatly reduced response times. Users had

to waitat their terminals for the computer to respond; seconds seem Ake

hours at times like these. Participation dropped' as frustration rose, with

the leader ok the oonference.strugglirWto remedy the situation Such prob-

lems.are not privial; computer reliability is a necessary starting poiht

for successful computer.conferencing-e

Finally: the computer conferencing software'must be accessible (i.e.',

usable) to participants. Of course, accessibility will be defilied

100 .
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.

differently:by groups with varied levels of computer expertise. The ten--

sion here is balancingsimplicifrwitkthe.computing power neceSipil for.the

'Computer resources desired by particular groups. And it is difficult for

system designers. to develop programs which, are nonthreatening,f6t the novice

but po.tentially,powerful for,the expert. Still, it is critical that

the cohferincing'softw4re itself he compatible.with (i.e., accessible to).

-
. .

the paTtidiijar participantsinvoiyed. As.Geistberger and Allen (1968) stir

gest,-those -doilimunicatims channelS which are perceived asmdst a*essible,

will often be used in favor of those which have a. higher technical quality.
.

A ;
Prerequisite 3 Adequate Introductiln to the ',

Concept and Techeiques:of Computer Conterencing

I
"44 4

EaC(new participant.will have 'individual reactions totbmputer con -

ferencing,
. ...

..
.

based-largely on previous experiences. .A Computer expert mayI.
6

See it as a form of scOMpUter'Mail or messaging. A7computer novice May see

it as a sort of'high-speed, tyPewritten qtlain'letter. Suchvaried reac-

tions are understandable:and should even'be encouraged. But theie are a
z .

-
'few basic concepts Which do. need communicating to novice users, and we feel

that understanding these concepts is a prerequisite to the use of this

, medium,

. -
First, it must be understood that computer conferencing involyes group

communication through a computer'. Thus, computer conferencing is fundamen-,..

tally different froth a person -to- person medium; thOugh clearly many overlaps

and similarities exist with media suchascomputer mail. Second, the no-
.

tion of the computer "conference" is misleading, siecg a variety of other

group communication forthats.are possible, Third, the specific techniques

for using the computer conferencing system need to be communicatld, and 'the
. .

new users need's plage to "practice" the basic skills which are necessary.

For our field tests, we designed a simple user's manual* to introduce new

participants to the PLANET prograth.. Also, wp had one staff member

skilled 4:giving'Iniroductory
sessions. TypicallY, he would send

.

.manual to a new participant and arrange a time for an introductory

*Available from the Institute for the-Future on request.
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I
-.,

:Then, with an"ropen'telephOne line in parallel,, if possible, he would hold:

a brief synchronous conference with the person and answer any questions

.

.

,

:4;. which arose:.* .Such human. contact seems critical for the initial sessions,
. .

-90-

even with previous. Computer eXperience. (Often, however, com-

puterexperts would refuse such introductory sessions and Simply learn on

their own with the aid-of the user's manual: 'For some people, this worked

resulted.f- i . , !.-
fine; for others', it n confusiont which continued over long periods

,

of time and impedes! progreit of the group.. )
4

Effective introduction for new users of computer conferencing is. a

difficult area'and one which oten receives far less. emphasis than it should,

We are not fully satisfied with.'OUr own approachi which has included an

article written to provide a quick, nontechnical introduction,** as wellilas-
.

the user's manual and persohal introductory session mentioned above.. In
^

other work at-the Institute, we recently completed a tutorial exercise to

allow novice users to "try out" various teleconcerepcing media and practice-

the more subtle skills of these forms-Of communication.*** Still, the

processes through which people l'earn to use (and often do not learn to use)--

computerlconferencing remain largely uncharted and.certainly worthy of'
further study. Our work te) date.has at least highlighted the importance of

.

the introductory stage as a prerequisite to effective-use.

Prerequisite 4: Openness to Typing
.

- r

This seemingiy-trivial prerequisite-it ndneth less basic to the'success -

2ful use of computer conferencing.' While earlier zsearah has indicated
.

.

1
that expert typing skills are not required an order, to use coRuter confer-

.

encing,**** the skillets typist obviously feels more `at home with the medium.

.*Examples of these intrpduetory sessions are given in Jacques Vallee et
al., Group Communication Through Computers, ,Volume t: Pragmatics and Dy-

yamics, and VOltime 4:. Social, Managerial, fnd Economic Issues.

**Jacques Vallee, Robert Johansen, and Kathleen Spangler, "Computer Con-
ferencing:- An Altered State of Communication?," The Futurist, Jute 1975;
and reprinted in People!s Computers, September-October 1977.

***The tutorial was not available during the current study. Information
is:.nOw, available through the Institute fOrithe

* ** *See Jacques Vallee et al., Group.CommUnication Through CoFputers,
Vol 7e 4.
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'Beyond the question of typing skills, howeVer, is the issue of whether
AI

,individuals are killing to,gype. In some environments, for instance, typ-

.

.

t
ing is perceided.as a low.Siatus activity. Also,Ithere_are environments

Are union. regulations allow, only certain clasies of emploYees to use key-

bpard devides.10hus, the typing requirement may raise bOth subtle and overt

issues which affect the workability and success

Prerequisite 5:' Minimal Conflicting

Needs or Demands on Participants

Of a computer conference.

This prerequisite embodies ,a whole Category_of possible irtediments to

supcessiul compu

poiOnti4i partic
!'

and opportunity
4.;

greeted enthusia

ever, that there

ter conferencing. For instance, if a significant number of

ipants in a computer Conference havebotka strong desire

for traveling, it is doubtful that the ni divm will be

stically.. Conference orga zers Should keepfin mind, how -

'are only..rare occasions w e computer onferencing should

be introduced as a substitute for travel (i.e., _when travel is either not

possible or npt desirable, and when the,.tasks to be perforMed are well-

matched to the mediumL
,

Other possible Conflicts might include outside time demands on a sig-

nificant number of the participants, .icurity requirements .that discourage

the use of a print-based medium or th$ available computer, or inadequate

support from key management personnel. There ale an array of possible con-,
V

'flicting,needs or demands which could profoundly,affedt the progress of a;

computer confeience. A minimal number of such conflicts is a necessary

prerequisite for the use Of this medium.prerequisite

Prerequisite 6: An "Advocate" within

Each Key Organization

This final prerequisite is prdbatly generalizable to most situations

wilfre an innovation is being introduced in an organization. In our experi-
.

ence with the field test groups, each organization which began using com-
e

puter conferencing effectively had sne clearly identifiable advocate who

.shepherded the groups through their transitionary periods. (The advocate

was sometimes playing a "gatekeeper" role, dispensing ifformation as del-

fined
by Allen (1970) '.) If no one adopted this role, it was likely that the

, 4
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As

groups would not adopt the use of the new medium. The "advocate" seemed
onecessary for computer conferencing to be given an adequate test.

.

In some cases, the 'advocate was at a managerial level, with only limited

involvement, in the actual conferences. In other cases, the advocate was

'- also group leader. As was clear in our. discusgion of computer conferenc-

43\
. ,

ing' sty es in Chapter II, strong leadership, at both organizational. an& .

group levels, is critical to the-adoptionor even consideration-'-of compu-

ter conferencing in the context of a given organization.

I

TOOLVFOR THE COMPUTER CONFERENCE .ORGANIZER'

Assuming that the above prerequisites have been met adequately and that

computer conferencing is chosen as a communications mediuni-:for e given situa-

tion, an organizer is still faced with a variety of challenges. Just as

/
there are skills in organizing a face -to -face meeting, so there are skills

in organizing a computer conference.

A number of tools are available to facilitate the work of a computer
.

conference organizer. Some are external to the medium (e.g., telephone calls

for invitations, mail for draft reports; face-to-face for ,fdl low-ap discus-

sions). Others, inherent in the. median, include pOtentials 'for IsYnchronous

conferencing and privite messages and use of online questionnaires or voting.

Synchronous conferencing has frequently been used by conference, arganizers

as a way of introducing new Rmticipants to the medium and prOviding an, in-

creased sense of interaction. In these, field tests, synchronous. conferencing
#

was also used in a "brainstorming" mode to generate many ideas and get them

on the-re4ord.=-Such-usete-may-becomponfus-ing-to-some-participarits-,-.ae-theyc
require a sometimes-disturbing form of "fast thinkin'," wxth several topics

under discussion simultaneously. The most frequent usage of synchronous

conferencing in these tests was person-to-person or small-group meetings,
. .

most of which were splotaneous. An organizer` igHt, however, plan to be

present several times-ealkday early in the c reference in the Mrpe oc,"meet-
.

ing" people and Assisting in their participation: Private messages mighty,

also be used in this process to offer encouragement. or answer questions.

7'%

-4"
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.L,

'Organizers typically make .heavy 'use c'f both private messages and synchronous

P
i ,
conferencing..f .

.

,
1

.

-

. Questionpaire and voting options vary among computer 'conferencing sys-

tems. ,As1. mentioned briefly in Chapter II,'PLARET offers th

)
secret ballot

.' and multiple choice or open -ended _questions. The response are tallied by
,::
1..he System and .may be inserted (by the organizer or question-asker) into

thircohlerence proceedings. In these field tests, the questionnaire and
.

voting options'were used by.organizers as a way' of footling the discussion

and -testing for conensus. .Blit care needs to be taken that the participants
. 4

not feel too constrainedhy this format. An.orgAnizer must be delicate in

his'or her use of questiohnaires with a computer conference in orderrthat ,

the participants not feel this constraint; also,' others- become enamored.

by the questionnaire option themselves, and the organizer needs to be care-
*

ful ttiat thid does tot happen. Open-ended questions are the least constrain-

ing and still encourage each participant to respond to key questions. (If

questions are not asked formally, they can often become "lost" in the tran-

script and,go unanswered :)

With more sophisticated groups, an organizer might use other computer

resources.to enhance the performance of the conferencing group. For in-
.

stance, one of the MIA groups in this study used a text editor and a
4

spelling correction program in editing a report being jointly authored. As

appropriate, revised sections of the report could be directly inserted into
.

the conference proceedings. In this way, computer conferencing can serve

as a bridge tO other computer resources--even if some of the participants

do not have all the' skills necessary to use the specialized services.

At a more subtle levgl, an organizer must alsb_mAke_group7process dear-

sions frequently during the life of a conference. Periodically, it may be
*

useful to synthesize previo, entries to provide a summary statement of the

current podition of the group. Such summary statements can be very helpful.

in,foq40ing a long discussion with many entries. The organizer may also

want to divide participants into subgroups on more specific topics or in-

vite outside resource people to participate at a key point. The decisions
.

as to.exactly when to suggest any of. these options will be more art than
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science, but it is important for orgapizers to have a good understanding of

the range of structural options which is open to him Or her.

In organizing some computer conferences, it,will be possible to dis-

41 tingpish between. the leader and the facilitator. It may even be that two

separate piiople perform thew functions. In such cases, the leader is ,

likely to provide substantive guidance and focus, while the facilitator
2

provides both "lubrication" and "glue" for the group. Both of these func-

tions are significant. Whether or tit they are performed by ,the same per-,

Son, they are really sTecipfic components of the conference organizees,role.

-

The approaches taken by the organizer--eld, therefore, the time and

energy required--are likely to vary depending on the style of computer con
. .

ferencing involved. Using the designations discussed in Chapter II, the

"exchange" and the "community" styleS both require long-term involvement

for a period of months. However, the leadership requirement is not very

demanding, assuming the commitment of the participants is high enough to

insure regular partiCipation. With a "seminar"-style conference, the orga-

nizer will need tic play a very visible roleAor assign someone else to do

this). The "seminar" needs a high topic focus and high participation rates.

And these "reeds would be even more pressing in an "assembly'." Thus, _while

the basic tools of the computer conference organizer are constant from
*

style to style,. the approach and necessary commitment of time and energy

vary considerably.

ri

THINGS WHICH COULD GO WRONG

Even if all the prerequisites are met and the organizer doei a con-

)
.

. scientious and effective job, there area number ofi,"things which could go
= '

At,wrong. (Just as in the case of a face -ba -face meeting, even the best
i

planning 4 go awry!) For instance, it is typical for some participants - -

oftti organizers - -td become frustrated over a lack of resporise from other

participants. In a computer conference, there is no equivalent to a nodding

. head or a reassuring smile. afteh, participants say. omethingto themselves
'..

as they read an entry by another but never give any formal response. This

Yr-

I
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lack of interpersonal feedback calf be very frustratinciand.destiuctime in
a computer conference. An organizer can respond to this situation by fre-

.

quent use of private-.messages or even telephone calls. Keepipg a "pulse"

on,such possible frustrations--especially among new users--1 is e- important

function of the organizer...
J% A

4 Irrellular particiPation is another frequent pitfall., and it was espe-
I ?

cially evident among iheigrouips of researchers, in th6..prsent study. As
- ,

mentioSed in Chapter II, there are certain people who - -by virtue of their

own cormatutications style- -are more likely than others td .cause such prob-

lems...Orgarlizers often suggest a minimum frequenCy of participatiOn as a

guideline, and this approach proves 'very useful. HoWever, it may still bet

necessary to prda.some-participants further. 'While the problem may 'seem to

be one of self-discipline, it may simply reveal doubts that a participant

had abotit the purpose of the meeting in the fir'st place. Those who par.:.

ticipate frequently will become increasingly frustrated as others falZ

Once such a situation develops, it can easily get out of

participants getting so far behind that the4.11AVe no hope

The, conference organizer must keep.tondtarit readings on

further behind.

hand, wilh some

of catching up.

the,participption'of the various group menbers.

A frequent mistake in computer conferencing is providing too much

structure too early. An organizer might clearly picture the various.parts .

people.couldeasily be Saying,

of the discussion in his own mind, but his or her logic may ndt be consistent

with that of- the other participants% Thus

the wrong thingin the wrong section of the conferene, or new topics could-1

pbe introduced which do not conform to the structure. Lehgthy'question-.

naires are-also a fiaquent reflection-of-overstructure-problems: The beSt

- advice seems to be to start with minimal amounts of structure and allow the

variodis parts to evolve as the. group becomes, comfortable with the medium.,

A final computO"confereng4nq pitfall to be noted involves the basic
8questionopf deciding when the coriference is'ovir. Of course, this is not

ar.
a problem if a goal is clearly defined and that goalis reached. However.

such :a sitution.was not typical in the current. study. More often, commu-

nic*ion continued beyond logical concludingoints and gradually tapered
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.

.

off as people;dropped out. Several organizers, however, specified dates an
I I .

,

.which .the-conferenCe would end or; at least,be reassessed. Such an ap-

proac seems very'wise, evd:41n "exchange" or "community" -style conferences
..

.

Which go on tor long periods. .A -group needs to periodically refocus its
. .

...

,-efforts, andin computer conferencing there is no clear breaking point; it

-it up to the organizer b6 make one. -. ,

IN SUMMARY
. i.

.

.

. . . .

..: ,. This chapter has placed'more emphasis on the potaAtial probleMs df
. .. .)

*organizing computer conferences than on the benefits. It is,'too easy to
. . ,

.: f.pus on the, strengths of a new. medium Without a practical assessment of the
, .

. .

problems ofsactually sing it. We want to present computer conferencing--.

with ies own characteristics and organizational requirements - -lin the context

t
of

1

available communicatioM.sedia. LikAbther communications-media,

it cannot be evaluated without-close exavination of the ways in which' it can
. -. .

be used: -The effects noted in Chapter .III are the results of the use of
..

.

computer conferencing by the groups involved in this study: This chapter has
. ... jo ..

.

. .

presented ways in which futureusert can learn from Current experience and ,

develop their own approaches to effective communications via this-medium.'

A

aft

I

cso

.
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POLICY ISSUES

RAISED BY COMP7EWCONFERENCING
'

It is difficult to forecast policTissues.telated to the use of com

puter cOnferencing in research environments.' .The effecteof.Computer ton-

..,-fekencing on working. patterns- -and certainly on.prodUctivity--are uncer-

taimand obviously affected by &complex mix of fadtOrs whichsurroUnd the

' medium'ssuse, Still; the Current study has, some significant policy
.

imP4cations of Using computer conferencing' with research groups. They arise'

,from,two related effeCts of,the medium:which became clear during the study:.:

.Computer.conferencing (1) 'provides a new medium of Communication with its own

unique Characteri;tiCS, thus .widening the r&ii. of communications' optionS

open to participants; and, in so doing,.. it. (2) reopenS previouS decis It's. .

4
abotit the entire structure of communidation activities. an.organiza-.

.

- tiourr. Typically, "decisions" about communications are impliCit in the
.

administrati*and.geograPhical and, more subtly, the hierarchical structure.

of an . But a new communications medium.suCh as compUter con-.

-ferencingintroduces a new-range of options and, in the procest, raises. basic,
tquestionsaboutthe current_ organization of communications. .The resultant

impact on working patterns stggests a number of policy. issues which may

accompany the introduCtion-Of Computer conforenciAig into research environments.

Many of the pOliby issues identified here depend upon expanding usage of-

computer-based communication, Since computer conferencing is a subset of
_

computer -based telecommunication services, increased computer-conferdnding.

use is linked to advances.in other telecommunications services. For. example,'

while present demand for computer mail services is greater than *demand'for

computer conferencing,".Co"Uter mail may create demand forgrouP'communica7

tion. Implementation of computer 'mail services facilitates use Of.computer

'conferencing by developing an infrastructure of computer networks and ter-

Minal access. Yet even if computer conferencing' never- becomps"-Widely-used,
.

a numbers of effects:we identify in this study...Edghtresult from applica-

tions'of cOmputer



We have' used the variables examined ,in this study--when pedPle work'; how

they work, where they work, and with whom they work-7as a scaffolding to

identify and-clarify--these-issues-.----They-are-presented-below, beginning with

those most closely linked with the specific characteristics of computer

conferencing and moving to those which arise from a broader cOnsideration of.

the medium's impact.

Computer conferencing is difficult to classify as either "computing"

or "communications," raising: basic issuesabout where it fits within

regulatory and organizational struCtures4

Since Congress enacted the Communication Act of 1934, the telecommuni-

cations industry in the United States has been heavily.requlated. In

ththe early 1970s, when it became apparett at the convergence of communicay

tions and data processing technologies raised serious regulatory issues, tile
,

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) ruled that regulated common carriers

'(such as AT&T) could not offer da l'-' ocesSing services.(except through

separate subsidiaries), and "hybrid krvices" (such as computer networks)
.. ,

Would not be regulated unless they were essentialliloOmmunicatiOng=biiented.*
. .

The FCC relies on this didhotoMy between communication and data proCessing

functions to define th scope of-their.requlatory duties.

.Computer conferentingraises questions about the-FCC's teohnicaldis-,.

Unction between. regulated and nonregulated service) by offering coMmunica7,

tions through computer networks pritharily dedicated to data'.procesSing-fung
. .

tions.. An American Federation OfInformation Processing'SCcieties (AFIPS)
Ok"

,conference in:NoveMber.of'1976 fodnd that since computing involves -communica-
,

tion.and computers are an integral part of-the.telecommunications network,

: no meaningful .technical boundry .00did be ciraWn between data processing and

communication. The 'AFIPS conference suggested the FCC define,"regulaiion"

by policy-decision ra!her than 'by an outmOdedtechnical distinctions**

*Philip S. Nyborg, "Computer Technology and U.S. Communications La
Telecommunications Policy, December 1§77, pp.. 374-5.

**Ibid., 377.
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Uniets the FCC acts on recommendations-of:those who advocate neW'telecom-

munications ihe:evolution and expansion of--computer r-conferencinglike

.services could be severely liMited.

FUrther definitional problems arise when computer conferencing.is.used

across national borders.. .Computer networks., .asin Britain, aretypically

not approved for carrying communications services. Thus, the use of compu-

'ter conferencing is technically illegal:in certain countries. Such probleMs

Wilrneed-to be resolved before large-scale international usage can develop.

Current otganilational budget categories, as well as regulati?ms, often

do not match. well with-the characteristics of :computer conferencing For
. .

example, several of the field test.groups had difficulty obtaining authoriza-

tion to pay for their.use of coMputer conferencing--not because it was too

expensive butjoecause.itdid not fit established budgeti,categories.*. It was

even diff'iOult, in some cases; to take tunds.fromtravel budgets.for compu-

ter conferencing.

Computer.conferencing, as part of larger developments in computer-based

communication, could contribute to higher mail costs.

As Was explored in Chapter III, computer conferencing offers communica-

tions option's not available through mail and telephoneservice. Yet clearly,

telecommunications advances most affect mail service.,
oANO

A Canadian Post Office study has estimated that 45 percent of first

class mail begins and 20 percent ends up in a-computer:** 'Much regular busi-
.

'ness.and group communication could easily be carried out through computer

networks. If a substantial portion of written communication finds its way

into a computer network, mail could be limited to books, magazines, advertis-

ing,' and.parcels (some books, magazinei, and advertising migheeventually'

. *In one. cade;..fundseventlially came' from the "computing" budget, .but.
even thisproved difficult because'PLANET was not mounted on one of the
usual computers used by the organizatiOn. Thus, furthezapproval was needed
for the particular computer to be used.

.

**Ithiel de Sole pool, "Policy Choices for the Information Age," in Refo-
cusing Government Communication Policy, Aspen Institute for. Humanistic
Studies, ashington, DC, 1976, p.
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. .!
be transmitted through computer networks'as well). ,Howbver, the value of

___voice_communication inclarifyinq written documents will not erode as'easily.

Also, the Postal Service and. its infrastructure risk massive losses of voluMe'

due'to telecommunications advances,. Whilemajor common carriers like AT&T'

and .Webtern,Union,will not be drastically affected by'greater coMputer-

l.based:comMunication because their underlying systems are used for the com-:

puter networks.

Loss in mail volume could further decrease access to Communications

channa.s.- While/ capital cbsts of equipment.will limit, `telpconferencing

usage, higher mail rates due. to-deCr4ased.volume might price many small

busineSses out of:an important communications service Tor the whole so-

ciety, increasing communications costs could widen the gap IWtween the

information-rich and the inform'ation-poor.

The cost of computer conferencing could raise questions about who

will be able to use it.

This study did not perform detailed analyses of the actual costs of

computer conference usage. It is clear.from experience and previoui work,

howerer, that the costs of this medium-,-at. least for the near future - -will

be siibstaniial.*' For our test groups, the costs ranged from $12 to $25

per terminal, hour of usage, with the range due to varied accounting struc-

tures.With most groups a.single source of funding was arrangedionly the
. . .

. .

NAW,gtOup.billed indiidual participants for their usage. Most participants

were, then, subsidized for these usage time costs.

A reasonably

of exclusivity in

private person or

to coMputer, time,

medium.**

1,

expensive medium could imply, or actually, create, a kind

certain environments, especially if costs are borne by a

group. Since computer terminals are necessary, in addition

there are definite fixed costs, for gaining access to.the

'Petalled breakdowns of the economics of PLANET usage, on commercial
compliter networks is contained in Jacques Vallee et al., Group Communication
Through Computers,. Volume 4: Social, Managerial,and Economic Issues, 8

Institute for .the Future, 1978.

**The cost of terminals may, of course, go'down dramatically. Also,

it is important to consider ihe-cost of alternative communications media
to decide iecomputer conferencing is really -"expensive" compared to other
vehicles' for group communication. '. 1

X1.12
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In organization4, the perso who pays for computer terminals and time
r,

coUld,00ntrol access to the med : jurthermore, if participants owe their
.

-Tpre sence-inLthe-cOnference-to- e±dtganizer-or a funding officer7to-w
r. .t

he repOrts,- they may, feel limi, ed ih. the .types of contributions they can

make. Mhile the costs of. co uter conferencing may drop sufficiently td

.disCOtint thid potential POiiCy issue; 1UCh a4drop seems unlikely at this
/

/

time.

The recorded nature of,00mputer conferencing, specifically the written.,

transcript of proceedings and the. existenCe:of usage statistics, im1.y

serious P8tentials.for the' viPiation'Of personal 'privaCrr'
.

n.
computerconfereneingis.a print-based medium, with the text stored on

a computer in machine-readable form. As 'Wad..Clearearlier in. this report,

there are distinct advantages to.having at0011tinuous written record of con-' , -
.

. 'e.'..4...?: :

ference proceedings., However, this same dlUifiOt6ristic provides-the oppor-

tunity / !.
'7/

to take_dtatements Out of context between the iines." For
I -

.

Instancee.a joke or a seried'of social exchanges in a'computer conference

HMay be very important in Maidtainikig the vitality of a grdup eiS'Ihey often
A

are in face-to face meetings) , but they could be made to appear wasteful 'ors
. .,

childish if quoted out of context. Such exchanged, of Course; happen con7

stantly in human communication, but in a computer conference, they are more

.available tobe"bcrutinized and misinterpreted.

Also', the ability tolcollectusage statistics,lon computer conference

sessions poses real. potential for misuse and even Viola-Eions Of privacy:

For. instance, use of participation. statistics as a personal performance

. indiCatoor,'While it may be Valid to a limiled extent, can lead to serious

misinterpretations about a researcher's preductivity. Another area of

.posdible.misuse concerns-the private message feature. Both the level of

private. exchanges and the identity of persons exchanging them can be tracked.

Such statistics can be gathered very easily during computer conference

sessions, and users need not even know they are being kept. Especially in

times-when officials may' be grasping for any, numbers which seem related to

productivity; the record provided by computer conferencing could_ easily be

manipulated and misused.;
.
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There is no evidence to date that computer conferecing necessarily

leads to broadened Participation in group meetings,. Specific policies

will be needed to encourage a._diverfiti_of participation.

Computer conferencing makes i yossible for geographicallydispersed

persons -to form workillg groups. This'implies greater potential -for diversity

of input and participation by researchers from smaller, more remote insti

tutions. Furthermore, the exclusiveness of "invisible colleges" of resarch-

ers.might be:diffused to allow,broader participation.* It is also possible,,
.

however, that electronic invisible collegek will be just as excllisive as
.! .

rionelecbtotiic ones; Invitations to... join a particlilar computer cdUference

group could become as prized as positions at prestigious institutions.

Therefore,. while it might be theoretically possible to have diverse partici-
,

Ration as a function of computer conferencing,''a social structure'which en-

courages such diversity will need. to be developed.

Broad participation, is not inherent in computer:conferencinge'althb
k __---- - .

it may be allowed by it. -For example, while computer conferencing provides

the potential for regular contact among geographically dispersed researchers,
,..

.
0

there are obViously limits .tO. the number of people who caft work together. in
_. .- .

..:711.a
,.

given conference group. X4414. the tedhnolOgy of ;the medium opens `an opr.4.,
.

-:.

portunity for re\defining,the,cil.teria for selection of working group mem-7

bers, but'it does not Atomatically assure diversity. Policy, decisions must
.. .

.

follow for this Purpose.
:,..

Before explicit policies toward the use of compuwx conferencing are
.developed, Teems likely that the -medium will be used effectively by some

- 7

indlviduals to t:typass existing group membership channels. -,T4r instance,

junior researchers could gain status very quickly by buildibgii :netwbrk of

national or international colleagues-ibt normally accessible tiO

staff. Such individuals might also have easier -a"bces-s to superiors .through

computer conferencing than through the normal Is of secretarlia°
appointment-making:

I

;This argument has been made regarding computer conferencing already.
She Starr Mixanne Hiltz and Murray Turoff, "Potential Impacts of Computer
Conferencing Upon tianagerkal and Organizational Styles,"submitted to.
Interfaces, 1976..
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r

In summary, we have no evidence to da5e that computer conferencing

necessarily leads to.intreased participation in group meetings. or that
. :

existing decision-making hierarchies are likelyto be challenged. While

personi who are geographically separated can actively communicate via the

medium, participation is limited by the needs for strong leadership and ,

rganization and apparent, limit's on. the number of people who can actively

ticipate. The diversity which is possible with the medium mily be

actualized only through Policiessformulate cifically for that purpose.

In the meantime, the greatest opportunity f4,' broadening contact among re-,
i 4

searchers may lie in the possibility for junior staff members to expand.-
.

their communication network. i

- Although computer oonferencingt'allows geographic decentralization,

s it does not necessarily follow tnat_yo/icymaking structures will be

more or less decentralized.

...

.Compakerconferencing cant serve as a vehicle for raising questions

about centrali!Xation versus decentralization. And the conclusions are not

evident. .immediatelpevident. In allowing' sobmunication among remotely located.

persons, the medium clearly introduces 1 potential for decentralized working

arrangements. It is likely, however, that the overall impact on organiza-

tional structures will not be pronounced 411 that the effects will only be

felt'at the -level' of inItiyidual researchers or small groupp. Because the

medium Is only a tool fot communication, it will most likelY.'be used to
, .

pursUe the stated goals-Ofthe Organization-which adopts it.. It would need

to be considered as part ofa larger movement toward-decentralization in

order ;to have broad impact., And decentralization, it may be. the

obvious effect of the medium, is not the-only possibility. ;Computer con-

ferencing could just as easily encourage greater centralization of author-
p

ity and power within an organizatson*'' Zt`mighe be used, for instance, to

bind together the structure of arrinternational organization. The partibi-

pation and autonomy of remote offices of an organization could be severely

limited or controlled through the use of media such as computer conferencing..
48

Policies' regarding centralization and decentralization see* unlikely

be affected.by computer conferencing if it rgm0Ins at a scale easily
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imagined for the near future.
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.While the- concept of computer'

hat broad potential for reorganizing 'research commuhicat4n,

nization--if it occurswill come about thrtugh a,process'of

the medium itself ispnly one among a number of tools.

.1

conferencing

such a reorga-

change in which .

More flexible work arrangements raise questions regarding the super-
,

vision'and evaluation of research activities.

Computer. conferencing has some characteristics which could be useful

in developing new supervisory procedures, For instance, computer confer-

encing can allow a manager to keep up with the activities of a,nutber of

groups without large time and travel expenditures. Although Mint rg (1971)

suggests that mlnagers have inherent preferences for verbal'over wri ten

media, several project mana4ers used PLANET for administrative functions

.during these field teas. One Wolk:a "low-profile" approach by simply

tripking the progrest of several of his groups and occasionally making

comments himself.' He told us in an interview that this provided him with an'
4

''informal idea, of what wasthappening in the groups. (If.he required formal .

reports, all he got was the formal- -and lets informativePositions.)

Another manager took a stronger. role and made specific requirements of the

groups he was supervising. He used the tedium in a more hierarchical way to
,

give specific directions and make se all the groups were up-to-date in
.

their activities.- It appears thilinoth'of these management approaches are

:possible using computer conferencing, and the choice may have most to do with

the participants and the subject' matter involved..

The flexibility of computer conferencing allows greater diversity of

working hours and places than is.currently.the case in most research,environ-

ments. Thit flexibility:has several implications., "Officd hours"
A-i

become redefined for many researchers, thus redefining the OtOCess of re-

search tupervition. Also, people may choose to oommonftite only during

certain portions of the workday,'While working without interruption during

other periOds. As Chapter I. of this report stated, supervision of research

activities is already a highly domplex.task with few adequate measures of

performance. The widespread use of a mediUm such as computer conferencing

could focus attention on how little is ctually known about essessing

s,
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research productivity. Alternative measures relevant-to such new media will'

heed to be developed and validated.

The degree of control which
s.
a manager has over a researcher seems most

likely to decline if computer conferencing is used extensively. A researcher

could develop an active network of contacts outside his own organization and

engage.ih communications of which his manager,has little knowledge. Of

course, managers could limit pegOlcipation in such conferences or even

secretly monitor what .isAlappening. But such tactics would tke considerable

effort, as well as open the manager to a considerable amount 4 crAticism.
44,;..z.

Computer conferencing could help reduce needless duplication of effort,

-if,its use is encouraged by managerial and financial support.

The major use of computer conferencing during this pr6ject was as'a

medium for exchanging resources and avoiding needless (and)unproductive)

duplication of effort. The chief responsibility of those involved in the

IWGDE group, for instance-, was providing information and computer resources

for projects underway 'at their respective Laboratories. discovering the

existence of a needed data base or model at another laboratory could save

.monthi of labor, as well as providing the needed resources sooner. This

Ape of 'exchange has obvious payoffs in term of avoiding duplication and

making the most efficient use of the resources which are available.

It is important to note, however, that the management of the IWGDE -

group played a key role in facilitating this resource exchange. Such man-

agement support is necessary if exchanges are to occur on a regular:basis.

Also, the organizatibn of the IWGDE was based on thelnitiative of the par-

ticipants and had very little financial suppott. While the exchange worked

in this_case,AUch high motivation will likely_not be present inmost groups.

Therefore, policy decisions will be needed which recognize not only the po-
r

tential of computer conferencing for information exchange but also the need

for managerial and financial support of this function.
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a
e' l'he'type of interorganfzational and ikterlaboratory communication

provided by _computer.xonferencing-conld-challenge-current-aditinittra-

tiVe itructdres for research funding, .or even affect the independence'

of particular organizations.
A

1

Through their use of computer conferencing, the field,test groups in
ft

this study evolved a numb ax of alternative organizational forms which could

prove Chdllenging to. the current administrative units in. which they func-
tion. While such challenges did not develop during the-Uudy, the potential'

was clearly evident. In dc.tion, the interorganization communication fa-
.

cilitated by computer conferencing raisenanother,.broader question about

potential long-term effects on the independence of research i3roups. These

two issues are related but vary in the level of their impact. S.

The potential for regular working relationships among researchers at

different institutions could. challenge current institutional structures for

allocation of research funds. For example, if a researcher's primary com-

munity becomes geographically separated, he or she may want, to undertake

more projects with this remote group. Existing laboratory structures may

seem less logical if a greater number of one's day-to-day contacts are re-.

mote researchers. For example, alternative funding structures for the work
.

of rWGDE were .explored during our field test. However, this group was work-*
ing in .support of the organizational goals of ERDA and eventually. found

Specific finaincial support. With many research groups, as with I1GDE, there

will still be a number of interests tying remote researchers to their exist-,
4

ing institutions. 1

The data exchange and information- sharing desdlbed above represent

one way in which computer conferencing may stimulate new interagency and

interlaboratory working relationships. A,potentially greater impact thigh

be seen for groups which actually conduct a large segment of their research

over compudtr.conferencing systems. The most relevant example we. had of such

a group was Network Investigators, whIch actually prOduced a major report

using PLANET., They too, however, used the system in an 'effort to better

coordinate interlaboratory resourciosharing--both computer networks and data

acquisition. Thus, they were supporting, rather than challenging, existing
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institutional structures in their efforts to carry out their work more

efficiently:--Mote-highly 4eveloill electronic communities might Challenge

the current administrative ructures, but the challenge will have to 'be

well-organized in order to avoid simple rejection by the status quo. Insti-
.

tutional barriers could prove particularly strong toward an unconventional

medium such as computer conferencing.

In addition to raising Unding questions, the interagency and inter-
.

laboratory exchanges made possible bycomputer conferencing suggest the pos-

sibility of more serious implications for the independencd of research

groups. The current structure of the ,energy research environment, for-4
example, is bUilt around a number of separate research installations which

sometimes exist in competition with each other. While coordination of

research activities is desirable in order to reduce needless duplications,

there are also strong arguments for actually encouraging,a certain degree of

separation of research efforts. An overemphasis on research exchanges can

mean that all researchers may share the same biases, amcwell as the sate.

insights. There will. alway6 be a need for assumption questioners, and it

can be argued that increased communications could have negative effeCti on

the development of new ideas. Also, the separation of particular organiza-.

tions:,Cduld serve an ipportaq checks -and- balances function whIchit would be

undesirable to circumvent. For instance, it was...revealed recently that

Nuclear Regulatory Commission officials considered influencing USGSfresearch-

ers to lower their estimate of the potential seismic activity of an earth-
.

quake fault located near a 'nuclear power plant.* If computer conferencing,_

begins to break down institutional barriers which currently help quark .

.against such activity, these types of incidentsomight become more common. It
is important to assure that computer conferencing, in encouraging information

exchange, does not promote an undesirable overlapping of agency authority.

*Los Angeles Times, Junm,.29, 1977, p. 1.
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Computer conferencing raises que%itions about the structure-oe-research
4

cgmmunication, the nature of job descriptions, and decisions about

location of employees.

Computer conferencing restrucEures both the way in which people com-

meicate with each other (see Chapter II on individua\ and gr up usage

styles), as well as the opportunities they have to communicate. This re-

structuring has tangible implications in the possible substitution of one

media for another and, on a broader level, "Ingesting that new communications

activities will develop among researchers. 'There will be cases (e.g., simple

information -exchanges ,:or question -askihg) where a direct substitution of media

will occur," while the comMbnication process. itself remains essentially
:z.

unchanged. Broader impact will result from {the mew or changed opportunities

for communication which computer mnferenciirwovides. In the current

study, for example, researchers at USGS and E made new contacts and shared

data bases previouslY4unknown to them. For th IVEDE groups,-an already

existent communications, link was redefined. Pr or to their PLANET usage, the

groups had been communicating through mail, telephone, and a few face-to-face

meetings. With the introduction of computer conferencing, they evolved a

style of.daily contact which involved all the groups on a oontinuons basis..

The use of computer conferencing in an organization could affect them

nature of particular jobs. It has even been suggested that some secretarial

or clericalt'unions might resist any use of typewriter computer terminals by

research or professional staff. Secretaries, then, would receive and trans-
.

mii' messages, serving as the'direct participant in fompUter conferencing.

This couldcmtate an interesting informal network of secretaries. The status

associated with various media might also ee shifted, with terminal usage

having more prestige khan use of a typewriter.

Finally, the possibility of substituting computer conferencing for a

person'S presence raises a `number of issues about where researchers should

be located. Decisions concerning the appropriate location for employees

will become mach less cleii -cut if computer conferencing is available. ,Com-

petition for positions could arise among regional offices, field stations,

and agency headquarters. Also, a potential reduction in the need for
zloz

liaison staff could raise volatile questions about equipment versus

1,Z0



manpower tradeoffs. .Indi4idual researchers may View computer conferencing as

either a boon or a barrier, depending on whether they would like to.move

or remain settled where they ;are.

Policy issues regarding the role <o-f computer conferencing vis-à-vis

other media will reduce at some point to specific decisionabout which

medium to use when, as well as how--if at all - -new media will be regulated.
. .

The criteria for decisions concerning all the po#licy questions raised in this

lrichapter are currently uncertain; rst u es such as this one are providing

preliminary insightS and informatio -. Policy decisions regarding use of

computer confsrencing will have dire t
e
effects on the'future of specific

..-

orgariZations. Disorganized responses to new media could result in unne-

cessary constraints and missed opportunities.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINING EFUCTS: A NOTE ON
STUD/ STRUCTR4AND MiTMODDLOGY

- ti

This field test study of cbmputer conferencing prOvidet a basil for

reconsidering the way in whiCh'tuch projects are organized and funde . The

current study was,organizedby the Institute for the Future, funded b the
4111

Natlofial $dience,FOuRdation, and actually ctinducted.within the Energy Red,-

search'and Deielopmeat Administration (as well as, to alesser degree, NASA.'
.

.USGS4 and Kettering) . Inietrospect, this arranglment. proved difficult and

added to. problems Of organizing the field test. We now feel that it would

be breferal& for such field tests to be funded - -at least in Fart - -by the

- organizations in which the participants aze.im61ved. While we did require
% .

the participants to paypfor their own use of computer oonf ending, this was

only an incentive for those whp actually'cabse to use_the me *um. Those who

lid not use the.mediu m-had no reason to provide us with information about.

their own.communidation patterns or in any Walvierve as a "control" group,.
. - -

Also-, it-was difficult to get pre- computer conferencing, information from
0 -*. .

groups; they ofthn delayed their decisions on partitipation until after theyN.

had tried oq,PLANET. The resulting scarcity of data on ccOMumicatidn
. -
patterns before computer conference usage bbgan and about groups which did-.0

. .

t

,

not choose to use computer conferencing areemajor . limitations of this project

which should be. remedied in future studies.

Regarding design of the study, we now ft that more qualitative meat-
-

uremeat approaches should also have been used-4n the project. In particular,

observation techniques could have been used mare extensively to better

understand the organizational context in which these groups were operating.

**- Such techniques could hive provides more detail on actual usage styles for

oamputer conferencing, since it is now clbar that variations in usage are

critical to the quality of the outcome. Leadership styles, learning ef-

fects, and other dynamic aspects of-group c9mounication through computers

122
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could be much better understood through a stronger mix of qualitative.,
. .

well as quantitative, methods. Finally, concepts of research productiviti

more relevant to these particular test groups'might also have been deirel-'°;:,..

°pee,' rather than relying only on the current riterature.



. APPENDIX B

INITIAL AND POST -USAGE INTERVIEW SCHEDULES



INITIAL INTERVIEW.(with:atleastHone member of each intrlaboratorr:grouP)

'Open the interview-something like this:

"Could weiPtalk a. bit about the general nature of the

What sort of work are you doing?*

PROBES:

Are there clearly stated.goals_for the group?

V

How do you: presently .communicate with each other?:

125
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(As the person describes his work with the group, note examples of each task

type as they occur:. It- some task types are not mentioned, ask whether thlgse

:.ever Occur within the gioup.J.

BASIC-TASK TYPES:

GIVING OR RECEIVING. INFORMATION

PROBLEM SOLVING

BARGAINING OR NEGOTIATION

DECISION-MAKING

GENERATING IDEAS

PERSUASION (getting others on one's'side in an argument)

ASKING QUESTIONS

RESOLVING DISAGREEMENTS

GETTING TO KNOW SOMEONE (forming an impression of others)

GIVING OR RECEIVING ORDERS (delegating or accepting ins ctions)

MAIN_TAININURIENDLY_RELATIONS_Istayingan_touch;.-keep#4-people-up to
date)

EXCHANGING OPINIONS (discussion of ideas)



POST-USAGE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

Purpose.of the interview is to test our assumptions about the long-term

effects participation in a computer conference has upon researchers' work

styles.

1. in what ways has'computer conferencing been especially helpful to you?

2. In what ways has it been,a,hindrance?

3, Do 'you think a successful coMputer conference depends upon a group's
j4,need to communicate? What role does regular usage play in a computer

conference?'

4. Can computer,conferencing replace face-to-face meetings? Probes:.

it make them leis necessary? More efficient?

5. Did computer conferencing reveal hidden dimensions in the group. proces?

Did it highlight inadequacies of other media such as the phone and mail?

. By`using PLANET were you able to circumvent any bureauctatic .road-blocks?
,

7: What type of people don't adapt to PLANET? Probes: Pressure-driven

workers? People who can talk and think "on their feet"ilk

.

8. Did compufkr conferencing prOvide greatdr structure in your work? Probes:

Did ydu have a better feeling for what needed to be accomplished? Did

it help with: Planning?. Coordinating? Organizing?

Did computer conferencing accelerate the sharing' o iaformation?

1 Did computer conferencing help maintain contact with distant colleagues? /

Probe: Personal relationships As well as working relationships?

11, Did responding to the input provided by computer conferencing put a

dgreater, demand upon, your time?

127
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Question 1
How frequently do you do
each of'the following:

I

About

Several Aboutg About About once

times a. once a twice; a once a every 3

Daily week week month month fit_

Communicate* with researchers in your
own organization (workrelated) .(7) (61 (5) (4)" (3) (2)

b. Communicatv,,with researchers in other
organizatiale in your locality. .

c. ComMunicate with researchers in dif-
ferent regions of the United States..

d. Communicate with researchers in other

countries.

d. Communicate with' researchers in other

disciplines

f. Work at home

Work outside of normal office hours..

h. Read work-related articles ana books.
r

i. Exchange letters with Other re-:

searchers

Use the telephone to talk with other

researchers

k. Trevet-fOt-.discussions-with-other
researchers

1. Use method other than letters,40ble-
phone, or: travel for communicating,
with other researchers
(explain:

.

*By 'eammunicate" we include such activities as face-to-fice meetings (tiaveing when nec02,4

facsimile systeMs, etc.

130



Question 2
In order to work more
effectively, how
frequently would you
prefer to do each?

I .

Is
Ln

-
:y3
:hs Less Same More

14=41.44144

44

*.f

telephoning, mail, use of

4:

. -125-
The followiing questions refer to the group(s)
with whqm you have been using PLANET.

INV

Question 3-
How satisfied are you with communication among group
members who are distantly located?

Very
Satisfied Neutral

Very
Dissatisfied

(5) (4)- (3) I (2) (1)

-

Question 4
What were key Influences on communication patterns
among distant members of this group over the last
three months (e.g.., factors related to communications
Media, groupfeatures, tasks)?.

r
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Question 5
In the last three months, can you think of _instances in which specific media

telephone, mail, face-to-face meetings, PLANET) helped the progress
of the group? Please describe:

Question 6
In the last three months, can you think of instances,in which specific media o
hindered the'progress of the group? Please describq:

132
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POST-USAGE QUESTIONS -127-

Question 7
`1

Are there any instapces Jr; which PLANET provided more productive communication
than would have been possible using:

Conventional mail., yes no

Telephone calls yes no

Travel (for face-to-
r

face meetings) yes no

If yes, pleas; explain:

C

Question 8
How has the use of PLANET affected where you work, when-You work, how you work
or with whom you work?

.

4



uestion 9
h.

How satisfactory do you think PLANET would be for the following activities?

GIVING-OR RECEIVING INFORMATION

PROBLEM _SOLVING

BARGAINING

DECISION MAKING

GENERATING IDEAS

PERSUASION

4SkING QUESTIONS

RESOLVING DISAGREEMENTS

GmoING TO KNOW SOMEONE

GIVING OR RECE/V/NGAORDERS'

MAINTAINING FRIENDLY RELATIONS
("STAYING IN TOUCH")

EXCHANGING OPINIONS .

OTHER (What? -4 -)

COMPLETELY
UNSATISFACTORY

- 4 -

I t

4

, *

COMPLETELY
SATISFACTORY

AI

Question 10
a

r

. .

When you use PLANET, where is your computer terminal located? (e.g., down the
hall in a computer terminal room, in your office, at Atm, etc.)

4-

t.4

-

. . . .134
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. USAGE STATISTICS GATHERED DURING PLANETJELECONFERENCES!

Variable
Code

Abbr. Full Name

1 ACCOUNT Account

2 ACTIVITY Activity

3 PARTIC. Participant

4 TOT.VRB. Total Verbosity

5' PBL'.VRB. Public Verbosity

6

7

PROM,

PRC.TYP.

Pillvaee Verbosity
NOLI,

Percent typing

8 TYP.SPD. Typing Speed

A 11'

9 Percent SyWr
onous

10 PRC.PRV.

11 % PRV.ALB.
v

Percent Pr ?va

messages

Percent
Albedo

Private

i

12 COST/HR t Cost per Hour

14

,/
/

'Description

Name of User Account
-

First three letters of activity name.

First three letters'of Participant name
, 41.

Average number of-words per message

Average number of'words per
public message , .

Average number of iyords per private
message

The ratio of total time spent typing
messages to total usage time
expressed as a percentage

The average number of words typed
per minute of typing time.

The ratio of synchronous time (wbea
twoor more participants are present
in the activity at the 'same time) to
the total usage time expressed as
.a percentage

The ratio of private-Messagesto
total messages expressed as a
percentage

Theopio of total private messages'.
rebetv94 to private messages sent and
recery expressed as a percentage.
Th is 0 for pure "sendeii" and '

pure "receivers"
/

Average cost per hour of usage

Information Transfer
Rate

Information Delay
'Time

4/

15. TLMG/H ,Totpl Messagesit**
N per Hour

16 PBMG /HR Public Messages

The number of words per minute sent
and received by a participant in an
activity:

Ihe average number of hours between
the time public messages were sent
in an activity and the'time a
participant received them, weighted
by the length of the messages
in words

Average number of messages sent per
ur

verage number of public messages
nt per hour

verage number of private messages
ent per hour

ur

'11euage
our

. 17 PIAMG/HR. P

Pt,



,VariaNe
Codel'

18

Abbr.:

EDIT /HR..

-132-

Full Name

Editing Characters
per Hour

19 'CMD/HR. Commands per Hour

20 PRV.MAP Private

21 . SESSIONS : Sessions

22

23

24

25.
26.

PE14./i0.

PBL.WDS.

PRVASG.

PRV.WDS.

CTRL X

Message Map

Public ,Messages

Public words

Messages

Words

Private

Private

Control X

Description

Avelsge number of all editing
use per hour of usage (includes
totals for individual editing
characters)

Average riumber of commands used per
hour of usage (includes totals for
individual commands) 1. dA. matrix indicating ths 14 1,1

total /engdr.in words-etlprivate
message's exchaiged among. the partic-.
ipants in in attivity

The number of ti mesa participant
entered an activity

Number of watts in public mesages

Number of public messages sent

Number of private messages, At

Numbef of words in priyate messages

Number of messages cancelled before.
being sent

27 1CFRL Q ControrQ. Number of lines of text cancelled
in editifig

28 CTRL W s ControlnW Numberiof words` ieleted In editing

29 CTRL A Cdntrol A Numbeii of tWaracters deleted in
Oiting

30 CTRL S ''Control S

310 CTRL R

32- QUIT.

Number of times total message text
is reprinted in editing

Control R Number of,times line of text is
reprinted in editing

Number of times QuiX Csr control C
command is used

Number of times Review commandis used

Number of times.Status command. is used

Quit or Control C
Command

33 Review Command

34 Status Command

35 saving of Entries in Number of tNes
File CommarW.

'36 ,SUBMIT Submittingfile Number of times Submit command is use4
Contents to .

Transcript command

REVIEW

STATUS

SAVE Ave command is used

37 JON

.38 VOT.CMD.

Joining Other .!

Conferences Command

Voting Commands

136

4
Rumber of times Join Command is used

4

Number of times Ask Or Feedback commanc
-'is used .



Variable
Cide Abbr.

'39 - ORG. CMD.

40 ADD

41 CTRL P

42 QST.MRK..

43 DELETE

44 REMOVE

45. TRg.TYPE

46,4^ ASK ESY.

47 ASK VOTE

.48 ASK NUM..

49 ASK RNG

50 FEEDBACK

5.1 ERASE

52 PRV.RVD.

53 TOT.MSG.

54 , TOT.WDS.

55.5 SESSDUR.

56' TYP.T1ME

57 YEAR..

58 MONTH

59 'DATE

Ful 1 -Name Description

Organizer Commands. Number *of. times Delete, 'Add, Remove
or Erase command is used.

Add Participant
Command,

'.To Planet Commend.
%.

Question Mark
Command

Delete Entries

Number 'of times Add command is used

Number'of private messages sent .to
Planet

NuMber of times,Question Mark
command is Used :

Number of times Delete command is
.Command used

A

Remove Par.tticipant Number of 'times Remove command is
Command used

Terminal Type. The.terminai typet'are: 0 Paper03rInting,
1Hazeltirie 2000, 3 Tektronix 4023,

. .

3 DatOpoi nt 3300,
. 4. Beehive, .5 Superbee,.

and 6 other CRT terminals
,

. .

Ask Essay (luestiptin Number of questions used requiring an
essay response

..

. -:.

Ask Vote- Question. -NOMber-of questions used requiring a
Vote response A

Ask Number Question Number of questions ,used requiring a
.at single number as a response"

,

Ask Range Question Number of questions used requiring
the possible range on a number
as a response

Feedback Command Number of times Feedback command is

Erase Activity
Command

Private Message
Received

Total Messages

Total Words

Session Duration

Typing Time

Year

Month,.

Da to

Used.

Number of times Erase Command is.
used

Number of.; private messages received :-

The sum of public'and privafe
messages sent.

number of 'words used An al 1
messages - .

Number V6hoUrs -CT'PLANET or FORUM use

The number of..hours vent. iypip? :I
..

The calendar year

The rrpnth of the year

The day of .the Year

4.



tOC..OATE

61 :ToT.EOT..

62,

Full' 'Name

Local date

Total Editing
Characters

TOT.CMD. Total Commakids

.SiN.ORD. Synchronous. Order

SYN.:TIME Synchronous Time

COST .Cost

66 pAC.TIME Pacific Time

67 tOC.TIME Local Time

:68

69

DISK Disk Accesses

Description

The day of the year :in local time

'Number of all editing characters
used (includes totals for individual
editing bharacters)

Number of all cgmmands used (includes
totals for individual commands)

Thee maximum number of persons who'
were present in an activity session
at any time during., the- session

The total number.of hours srientson
activities when two or more partic-
ipants are present at the same time,
in the activity

Number of U.S. dollars spent on
PLANET or FORUM use.

The day And hour according to
Pacific time

The day and hour according to local
time

Numbei- of computer disk. accesses

New/Old Participants New Participants: The number of
participants using PLANET or FORUM
in the Indicated month who had not
used it in one 'or more of the previous
months

0 INTRARRV Inter-Arrival Time

DrSK/HR: Disk Accesses per..
Hour

'72 COST /MSG. Cost per Message

COST/20W Cost per 20,Words

*
74 _AVR.SESS Average Sessibn

Length

PART MAP Participatio* Map

Old Participants: The number of
participants using. PLANET or FORUM in
the indicated month who. had used it
in one or more of the previous months

The average time between sessions for
a participant (requires data to be
sorted by date)

Average computer disk accesses per
Hour

The average Cost for a message
expressed in U.S.,. dollars

Ayerage cost for a -24rword message
expressed in dollars

Average session length in minutes'
'

A tableShowing pubJ lc messag s.,

1p.publidierbosity,. private -6eSt ges;
and private verbosity.
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Abbr. Full N a me

USGE/TIM Usage by Time76'

77 PRV.S&R Private Messages
Sent and Received

78 ORG. T I ME .Organizer T

79

Descriptton 4

A set of tablas indicating the

average number of lines in use at
any given time of day. (requires
aata to be sorted by date)

Total number of prtitate messages
sent and received

Number` of hours of PLANET or FORUM
use spent as organizer of an
activity

TIME OUTS Time outside office Number of hours of PLANET or FORUM.
Hours use, spent outside of the hours 8-12 am.

.anci 1-5 pm local time

.80 OUT OFFC Percent of Time. The ratio of time outside office
Outside Office.Hodrs to total usage time expressed as

a percentage

The week beginning on the indicated
date '(Monday) *

82 MSG.DLAY Message Delay Time The average.ntgber of hours between
the timublIffi messages were: sent
in sactiv-rty and the time a partic-
ipant .received. them:

81. Week
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APPENDIX E

SELECTED USAGE STATISTICS DISPLAYED IN CHART FORM*

7.,

In the ordet the groups appear in Chapter II, Table, 3,

:
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KETTERING:" 'CORP

PerticIpApts
t.11essages Per ParticIpAn
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4
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KETTERING: FOOD/CLIMATE
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ERDA: NODE
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CROA: NETWORK INVESTIGATORS
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Jr. APPENDIX F

DOCUMENTATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE'` ,ANALYSIS

QUESTIONNAIRE ANALYSIS
1

Aware of,the inherent liMits of our field testdata, we kept our
.

eta -
tistical analysis of questionnaire responses simple. Wecoided the question-

_ .

..Mire ordinally, from 7 (for "daily") to 1 (for' ,-".Less than once evety three
.

. . ,
months") .* Our basic statistic was each.individ41's change in questionnaire

response over time. Then we examined the group average of individual
.

.changes to determine if they were statistically significant using a student's
t distribution.

;
.

F0400svmple,
0_

if a participant responaet.that he or she communicated
11F

with researchtfrs in other. disciplines"ibout once a week" (5 on the ordinal

scale) on the first questionA0TrOed-"daily" (7) on the second, his or her -

...%,;;;(4:''
actuai. change between the 4-.4% *dquedtionnirria would be 2 (7 minus 5).

We' followed the same proce4:i06i4ihe ,ChA4eletween the grid and 3rd gues-
.

tionnaires and the ls-and 3i questionnaires. Then we calculated the

averagetcbange for all the individuals. within each' group (NASA, WA, USGS,
low-usage) for each questionnaire interVal ast'and 2nd.2nd.and 3rd; 1staand 3rd).

INITIAL ATTEMPTS AT ANALYSIS

. We first tried to valyze the questionnaire data by simply computing
the grOup means for each questionnaire saMple, iithourt comparing individuals
over time. As a result, we - included individuals who- had answered only.one

or two of the possible three questionnaires. This introduced a great deal

of uncertainty dOe to the variance within each sample. We tfien tried dif-

ferent methods to limit this variance.

*See questionnaire, Appendix C.
-

77

a

*.}



9

S.
V

First, we tried tro coding proCedures: ordinal (74-1) and interval
(60, 36,-12, 6, 3.),42,' 1). ;The interval scale. -waswas based on the intervals

. t
indicAe di eh the . gaestionna ire . However %after corcipu.tieg basic statistics

41.
0

-40! for our sample, 'it was clear that the, interval scati intrtiduced even more
o Otvarianct into Caliulations AlttioUghc ordinal dita does riot reflect Ur,

proper magnitude of .changes occurring', it does result in More "accurate
statiotiCs Seccridil, we."'-tegted a number of gmeationnaire dategory:g

collapse the nuinbet"itifcc(ibiCes and increase frequendiesi in 'hope
*

ir446fitirng itc.rever, became clear, that almott eve
s.

upings
f .

d of
icoiabin4ng Cat.egoritt created ptoblems. One system would reflect certain
charges clearl=y laPS ttO the; trends I

Finding that re could not limit.variance through either of these
me hods, we decided to base' our- analygis upon limdividual charges in ques=

#.

tionnaire response. This dramatically decreased our variance because our'
sample populations tneluded'oftly thosc participants who
both tests for any of the threetiquestiOnnaire ,intervals

ADZ tiler limit on te
Because computer

.;

4
rise rates for Tome group

3rd, 1st and 3rd). ..-

.
.

1-.1.1 ,
.

t..iitHELON STATISTICAL ANALYSIS -

IIn analyzing the questionnaire data, we have kept in-' mind the liadis'

actuallY answered,,

(1st and 2nd, 2nd and

.416

, .

.of our time series dest ign. . Though oLtr Original.. intention- was to gather five
data paints, the' design was reevalnated after adverse riadtions to the

-frequency of guestionealrek and a udrbp in response. rate., We ,also _noticed'.

,that- the scale of changes perceive'd at three-month intervals warrant. " .such 'frequency. ihus, we decided. te 'cbliect onlxtforeabd.atalvoints: an
. -initial, a midpoift., and a final -questionnaire. Unfontuhately, -tile --initial

ways be 'idministered.iefore PLANET usage' began:
.

quelftiOnnaire could- not al.

validi o E our analytic iq the Small size of ot.ir
.00nf@ences are small (51 25..people) and re-

.

s were low, total sample sues Ter .i:juesltionnaire
, -,period were low, ranging' frog 2 to 20: Also, respondents dad notconsist.

Nitry return questionnaires for each time period. Since-our ,sptatisCi-d4-11-

. analysIS depends ,upon "comtbariepT- differences in responses by individuals-this`
* .. 0. - inconsistenci--further liMitsaample sires. ... _

.._ .
-..4

. . ,..

.

r. .

.

.1;7'S

*



APPENDIX G

MEAN QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES: ANDt
ACTUAL CHANGES FOR COMBINED GROUPS*

lAs designated in ;Chapter III anal Appendix F. .See Appendix C for
, actual questionnaire azict coding scale fpr'interpretins statistics...

. 4.,



How frequently do.
you. do each of

the fol lowing:

MEAN QUESTIONNAI RE RESPONSES FOR NASA

1st Sample

Mean bas4 up'On
comparison with:

2nd 3rd
Sample Sample

2nd Sample

Mean based upon,

comparison w i.th

1st '3rd

e Sample

3rd Sample.

Mean based upon
comparison with:

1st 2nd
Sample Same)

Communi ca to with

reseerchers in your
own org(hizati on

Commun.) ca te wi th

local researchers

- CoMMun i gate with

nStional, researchers

Communicate' 1,4 i th''

intern2Itional.,

researchers

Communi wi ih-

researde,rs in other
di sc

. .

Work at home

6.9

4

7.0 6:9 7.0 7 . 0 6.9

6.2 6:8 6.1 5.8 4.8

6.167 5.45.45 5.3 6.o 5.i

9. 4.333

4 . 5

I

5.167 ..4.9

2.556 3.667 2.778

4-111 5.333 4.556

4.1818 4 4.5 4.6

Work outS1 de of
normal office hours 5.4545 5.667 5 . 0' 5.556 333

Read work- related
1 i terature -

Exchange letters
with other
researchers

6.2 6167 6.1 6.-111 6.o

/1,.727 4.636 4.14 5.5 4..

the to 1 ep hone
to commun cafe .with
other researchers

Travel for
discussions with"
other re5earchras----)

'6:81.8 6-. 8-33 6:545 -.
-

7.o 6.6

Other communication 6.2

3.667

6.2.

3.0 2.5 2.8

_..

6.4' 5 . 2 5.8 4. 2

How satisfied are
.wifh communl -

Cation' with

distant researchers?

3.9 4.167 4:0 .
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ACTUAL'-CHAN-GE IN QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
(BY INDIVIDUALS) FOR NASA

, .
Flow frequently do
you do each of
the following ='

.-.,

.

Change between ls t
and 2nd quest,jonnOre

1

Ave ra6e Si gn i fi

,Cqvie- cance

Change between 2nd
and 3rd quest tonna i re

.

Average Si gni fi

Change cance

ilak6
Change between 1st
and 3rd questionnai re

Average Si gni f i-

Change can ce

,'

Communicate with -

researchers in your
own organization.

W.. -.1.,-'

li:."-"-'i
.

."

Communicate_ with'

local researchers
-1.0 '99.9

Communicate wi thi.1

national _researchers
. .

-.6364 92.4

...

; 1
. . ,- ,. -

.

.

.

Communi cate wi th

international
researchers

-.50 82.8

1.....
r.

i '. . ff
4"?4.0

_

-.6667 77.8

Commun i cate with
researchers in oNer
'disciplines

_

-4
-,_...,

:-/- r ---'- ,7

' 91.5

0

Work at home
lik

-,
_r

I
.20 77.6

- ,

Work outside of
normal office hours - 4545: "87,9. .

Rea4iyo . 1 a ted

11e.17461i4r
.t6',..1,4

Exchange letters
wit ,4, the r

rese-J chers

.60 97.4.

.

79.2

.
__Use e -telephone- -

to: uri iCatd with:

oth researchers

-- .

-.2727 80.4 .50

- -_

95.2 -.1667

___

99.9

TiTaVe I for

discussions with
ot4er esearchers

,

. -1.1667 .

t unication .

_

1.0 87.0

How, satisfied are
.

you with tommun i-
ca tigpn w i th
-distant r'esearchers?

,

.2727

-4

78.4 \
.

,181



How frequently do
you do each of ...

the following:

ist Sample ,

Mean based upon
comparison with:

'2nd 3rd
Sample Sample

4

2nd Sau1 l.

Mean- based upon

comparison w.ith:

1st 3rd
Sample Sample

3rd SariEe
' Mean .based upon

comparison with:

itipl s t $
s

2nd...,

-Stemple Saw
.

.i. Communicate with
researchers in your
own organization

.

.- 6.846 6.846 6.385
..

.fre526
5

. 4' 7

.

g.0''" 6.895

Communicate with..
local researchers 14.077

11.

14.461

I)

3.846$

a

.

3.947 5.0
%,,i

. r

4.84:

Communicate with
national researchers,.

...

43.146 4.154

s

4.446 *
4

' 4.714 40 5.462 5.14
:

Communicate with
international
researchers$

.

1 341
tft

1.539

4

.

1..077

It
1.368.

is

1.69/2

,.

1.52E

Communitate 4i th
researchers in otfier
disciplines 4

a 4.0.

/

e

$4.419

0
425 4.05 5.083 4.5

le

Work at home
1

5.1ii

E

.539
03

14.769 4.947 5.539 5.4711

Work outside of
normal office hours

a 4
5.1923 *
4 4

.

) 6.0 6.154 6.15 6.077

.

6.25

Read work-related 6

1 i teramire 769
4

6.077

q
.5.0 5316 5.615 5.526

-.--

Exchange letters
with other
researchers'

.3.462 ,
,

i ,

3.0 2.9 +7,. 3.615 3a 0 5 3

1 Si

Use the telephone
-t-O.- communicate with

other researchers

-5'077- -- ---5.-3P5

,i,

5.-308 ;

0.

e4

--1 5; .308- i-

..i.....

.-
Travel for

,. discussions with
other researchers

2.0

-...e- w

2.154
.

,

1.923

.

2:46

41,

%!I
2.923 0.

,,...

2.45

4.1

.<

6.1 5.938 5.6 5..688

te ''
.w::14.

Other commun i cat ion 4.1

.,

How s fied are
you wi h communi-
cation with :36,

distant researcher

2.154'

.,'.

,...-
2.308

.

V

-
3.615

1

A

3.619

,..
.. .

,
.6?- 846

il tj'
..,;

,

3.809

IP'
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ACTUAL CHAN;GE.-1 N QUESTiONNAI ikE RESPONSES:
(BY 114.DiVi DUALS) .:FOR. ERDA .- --r I

How .frequently do
you do each of
the fol lowing: t.,

''' 1*

.

Change between 1st
F

and 2nd quest i onnaLre
.1

f

Average w S i gn i fi
Change cance

.1

Chi-ge betgben -2nd
arid 3rd queiittsionnafre

:Average S i;9ni fi
Chatrige.

.

cancer

Cha tweert 1-st ,..k

; an e'stionnai re
.r ..

'Ilitill/AC
Average ,.

Change . -.."
0., -

Atimmun i ca te with 1111

fez'eseAir.cher.s in your
own organ iza,i'i-on

-.46415 , . 8426

-

' .36,84

.

t. ,

.

-
:1538

5
.

'
iv,t.

, .17
f-'

t.77; iv' :',7-°:'
.1:,4.

.. ..
.

Communicagte.with
1 oca 1 researchers

, a

.

.8947 '

9

. 1 4 ;%..87-.

?"
*

,.

CommunillPa to wPth
national -.researchers

,.
'' 1.0 98.9

..

.4286 '

.

li :
,./-

"4" ii*
.,

its. .
.r.

ti J:3Q77
..,

'; ''',**,

,

Communicate e' wi th
international '
researchers

-.2308. a ,
80.6 -

.

,,,

, e :

- *.

.

3
=1538 .

1

-

, ..
.*,: ....,-*. _-4

Communicate with h
researchers in other
disciplines

'.25 .75.4 . 45. 4: 4 i.
.4.;

2'.
...

.
.

(,..**
.

,

r ,
,

Work at home
.

. 3846 82.2
...A,

lir
. 52'63e ,. ,e,

. ...
....

Work outside of
normal. off i ce 'houi.s.,

I..

4
4.

a ..-
.

, -
Read work-related
literature -. 769' 94.1 . '-'. 4615 'It 91.

Exchange 1 et tars
with other
researchers

A

-.4615 . .

-7 .

.

-.3846
o.

O..

14,

, ...

... _Use the telephone
to communicate with
other researchers

_ _
21308 80.6.,

__

-.3 85.7
. "i

' 1.411

Travel for
di scuA i ons. wi th^
other researcrierS'

Q.

-. ., .. 5

.

91.7

_

. 7692

:

li'.
1196.7

I

s,,
. -----
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